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Editors' Notes 

The original impulse behind Tripwire came out of a perceived 
lack of, and genuine interest in, venues for emergent and established 
wn tcrs and artists to arhculatc the1r poetics. 

We hope to provide an open forum for such di scussions, to pro
mote critical thought and community, dialogue and debate, reflection 
and provocation. In an effort to broaden the conversation, this inaugur
al issue is open-ended and not restricted to one particu lar theme; it 
functions rather as an initial sampling of what some writers and artists 
are grappling with. Futu re issues will focus on themes which seem to 
represent pervasive and shared concerns among those attend ing these 
conversations. 

The theme for issue two is Writing as Activism: The Aesthetics 
of Political Engagement. While questi ons surrounding the relationship 
(if any) between art and political practice have confronted writers and 
artists for years, each generation must take up these considerations 
anew. The specific material and historical conditions of the contempc:; 
rary moment seem to d emand a reconfiguration of how the artist con
fronts her place and time, and in what ways a politically engaged prac
tice might articulate itself aesthetically, beyond traditional and inherited 
notions of "politics," "art," "efficacy," and the like. While we in no way 
expect any easy "answers" -nor do we even expect all respondents 
would necessari ly argue for a conHation of aesthetic and political con
cerns-we nonetheless fee l it is crucial to address (once agai n) the fun
damental issues of how (or if) the artist can (or should) make a critical 
intervention into a culture and society in crisis. As in Tripwire 1, we 
hope to generate the broadest possible discussion in tenns of what 
brings writers and artists to these quest ions again and again, what con
stitutes activism. what a poetry of political concern might look like, and 
how a critical social awareness-to one's moment, one's identity, one's 
history-enacts itself in one's work. 

In addition to essays addressing this theme, Tripwire invites 
submissions of transJations, art and book reviews, interviews, and visu
al art. All visual art submissions should be reproducible in black and 
white; visual artists are encouraged to include a statement about their 
work and their concerns. The deadline for issue two is July 15, 1998. 
Unsolicited submissions cannot be returned without SASE. 
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NOAH DE LISSOVOY'------------

Some Notes for the Imagination 

An intersection of the political and the imagi native is in this, that the 
ma te~ial of the human mind is the whole world. So living becomes a 
creative act. Political praxis is a di ve into a col lective re-imagining. 
C~nverscly, the imagination proposes a practical task. The poem is 
bcmg uSt.>d by the grammar, und erstood in a large sense. History. 

The imagination rcnects the movement of the forms of things in time. 
Not just the forms, but the forms of things. 

Revol ution means imagination. A metamorphosis. It is motivated by 
the needs of the moment. Uke a baby, frustrated, straining to put two 
won:ts.togeth~r: for a purpose. One is thrust forward. Held out against 
the hvmg soaal plasma of other subjects. Infectious. 

The individual is held taut in a series of contradictions that leave it fla ii
·~S· These become intemalizt."CC, it being impossible to figure the actual 
d 1lcmma. Only the collective subjectivity can act against the outside in 
a way that aystallizes a single contradiction that can potentially be 
overcome. 



There is something for which we want to usc the vocab~lary ~f emo
tions, but wrongfully. The experience of the structural mtegnty of 
socia l meaning. Not the feeling of being connected_ to others, but the 
actua l connection. Irs not a feeling. This is operative. 

We walked into a consciousness. It has an address, just like the door
way our shoes took us through. So there is~ g~ing outside into the 
world that is not a going outside, but a staymg m one place. A con
frontation with the contradictions of one's social being. A more funda
mental project than the divagations of psychological or "spiritual" inter
rogations. The latter refer to ideas of "self" or "selflessness.'~ But what 
about the means by whi ch selves are produced? (The machmery that 
produces the self.) 

People arc burnt up by days. The double sense of this: the one cco_nom
ic-the daily sale and consumption of a labor power; the other socsal
one's being told moment to moment by a history thar~ ext~mal. The 
agony is not the Jiving itself, but its alienation. The altenahon of the 
productive power from the producer, and the aJienation of the means of 
crea ting history from the self. 

5o the imagination is exploited. Not only in the sense of being 
employed toward the production of a surplu~, but furthe~o.re, to _th~ 
extent that it reproduces these objective relah?ns of ~x~lottat_ton wtthm 
itself. In other words, in rationa1izing and umversahzmg to tlself the 
particular relations of capital in which it is embedded, ~he imagination 
exploits its own power to figure the outside. Thus. settmg up a hall of 
mirrors, an optics that denies its authentic agency m the world, 

Poet·ry creaks more or less eagerly toward the accomplishment of the 
small tasks allotted to it in this context. How best (quietly, quickly) to 
dispose of a quantum of imaginative surplus that has somehow escaped 
other circui ts. Do we cooperate in this harrnltss incinerati on? Camp
fires at the edges of the engine, what stray impulse is lyi ng around to 
toss in, send off a few sparks ... 

Or is there another kind of acting? Against this "system" there is no 
wildness. Disruptions of the exploi tation of physical and imaginative 
labor on ly appear chaotic from the standpoint of the entrenched, famil 
iar chaos. Rebellions are logical. Whether or not they are premeditated 
accord ing to our juridical definitions. The "unconscious" is not the arti
fact of an individual psychical economy, but of a collective political 
regime. Unconscious to who? 

The whole faith of a scientific revolutionism rests on the understanding 
that there is a limit beyond which people cannot be pushed without 
engendering insurrection. Within the individual, the imagination is 
crossed by a corresponding boundary. After this point, in order to pre
serve a hori zon for itself, the imagination rebels. Then poetry starts, 
startled, headed in a direction -



ELENISIKEUANOS--------------------------

Eterna I s 

Angelos Si kelianos was a poet writing between 1905 and 1951. ~e was 
a Greek poet. As an American, I can hardly understand what thts 

means. 

1 am writing this from Greece. They say that nincty·five percent of the 
population here writes poetry. When Odysseus Elytis's ~ew ~ook 
comes out, 10,000 copies will sell in thirty days. Sometht_n~ dtffercnt 
happens with poetry here; something different happens m d. My great· 
grandfather wri tes a very Creek poetry. Even though (orbecausc)_t 
read it in translation, I can hardly understand it. :ro_mc, it is srar;-,du>SC, 
inflated, bombastic. He says things like "Deep wtthm my soul.. . What 

is he saying? 

Every Creek 1 med o;;ccms to speak, at least some percentage of the 
time in terms of ctcrnals. As an American, I can hardly understand 
whai they say. It looks like a lot of air. This interests me. In t~is .room 
looking over Delphi's port, I wonder about the contemporary hmJta
tions plact.>d on eternity, but also about the possibility that one can lose 
the capacity to touch upon its largesse. 

1 am really very often interested in the thing that one is (e~plicitly 0:: 
implicit ly) not allowed to do. In high school we were not allowed to 
sklp Math, and so 1 did. I skipped Math, English, History and Human 
Sexuality, five days a week, for nearly four years. I~ late 20th century 
avant-garde (or whatever you want to call it) Amcncan poetry, we are 
mostly not allowed to write about ~he s~blim.e o~. abou~ the soul ~~. 
about eternity . It might go somethmg hke th1s: Etcm1ty-ha ha. 

You could write a poem about eternity and feminine hygiene, perhaps. 

Lookmg back from three hundred years, we might say: it was impor

tant not to act large. 

We arc familiar with the pulverization into the smallest possible units 
of all known substances, from atoms to phonemes. But is it important 
to sometimes be large? Or, how do we "act small" and "be large?" Or, 
how can we be small in order not to consume the large? What is small? 

What is large? 

There is historicaJiy in art the reach toward the durable, the long haul. 

Here is an expression the Greeks use frequently: in former times. "In 
fanner times." says Manolis. and he might mean when he was five, or 
when the Greek polis was sporting its first phil060phers. In fanner 
times, there were the tragedies and myths with which to identify and 
understand the largeness of our lives. First the myths explained gods 
and men and sometimes women. People chewed laurel leaves to get in 
on the transport. Ushering in the post-ritual era of art in the Mediter
ranean, some broke o ff from the festivities and watched from the bleach
ers. Thus began the play between the spectator and the spectated-upon. 
The spectacle, the spectacular. Heroes were high people who fell, and 
each person fell along with them. The myths and the tragedies tried to 
deal with what is and what is not perishable in the self. 

Obviously the fonns must be renewed, o r things are no longer spectacu
lar. Attempts to finger the marvelous can fail if there is nothing left 
behind the aHempt . I'm sure Longinus probably said something like: 
don't consume the large in the effort. So much poetry pushes the point 
over the cliff and ends up with-a dead thing. Yet, as an experimental 
poet born in the 60's, I might not even attempt the spectacular. I might 
be afraid to. I might not get my toes anywhere near the cliff. As we 
approach the end of time as we know it (e.g. of the millenium and other 
things), can we only deal in the extinguishable? 

Perhaps we have come to the reverse of some kind of cathartic expedi
ent. Now that everyone has had their own taste of Warhol's fifteen 
minutes, who cares? We don't want to stand in the bleachers anymore. 
I want toM eternity, or see it look like me. If the hero is not quotidian. 
who can identify? Each reach toward the sublime (we can say that the 
sublime is eternal) must be thwarted with a minor stroke to make a 
palatable, an atomically acceptable, broadcastable eternity. Simul
taneously, all atoms are by nature nonperishable and endlessly recy
cled, So that: it's true what they said when they said, we are the stuff 
ol stars. And of everything else from that instant when the electromag
netic radiation hanging around in what was then nowhere suddenly 
conspired to explode fifteen thousand million years ago. Later, the 
atoms of a dying star's waste drifted down to earth, or elsewhere. 

But I a m confused. What is the eternal? What is the sublime? Are they 
nearly the same thing? The sublime is probably eternal (someone sug
gested that it is "a small scoop of immensity, like a brilliant packet of 
etcmity"}-it's what carries Sappho acr065. When the poem hits that 
moment is when it "knows everything" -a something that it is not pos-



sible to know in the rest of the poem or in the writer's life. It's O'Hara's 
making the intangible tangible or the tangible intangible. But the eter
nal is not ncc:essarily sublime; it is probably often hideous and, by 
turns, hideously tedious. The sublime is solar bursts and all that. The 
eternal is that and also groani ng repitition. The eternal hits all kinds of 
lows, I'm sure. The sublime, I think, is heights. How do we get there? 

Clearly, no maps. Only, something has to occur in language, like in the 
nuclear furnace at the heart of a star. One must upset the atomic stabili· 
ty of language. This transgression of o A.oyos means eccentricity; the 
most interesting poets describe the strangest arcs. Proust says a writer 
creates a language within language. Gilles Deleuze elaborates. A 
wri ter forces language "outside its necessary furrows to make it 
dclirous." Delirium carries language off, "a witch's line that escapes the 
dominant ~ystcm." It is a Hbastard race that ceaselessly stirs beneath 
the dominations" of the given system, "resisting everything that crushes 
and imprisons." Tall order. 

"There is no reason to signal any decade or era as deficient of vision. 
Words on a page arc deficient of vision and this may occur in any 
epoch. We arc particularly nervous about our own ... " wrote the poet 
Barbara Guest. By "words on a page are deficient of vision." she means 
to point to the uselessness of a poem that is inert, that doesn't make the 
language transportable. Moving. 01" capable of moving. spontaneously, 
as migratory, motile cell s. Deleuze: "There are no straight lines, neither 
in things nor in language. Syntax is the set of necessary detours that are 
created ... to reveal the life in things." The skin of the poem moves, 
moving our aUcntion.1 

To be eccentri c, and to make language work (as an animal is pleasur· 
able and flexible and ambulatory and perishable) like an animal, a pro
tean one, uncovering new grammatical and syntactical powers. But 
what is eternal about an animal? Would the true sublime or the expres
sion of the eternal be so shocking it would knock us over and out? 
Frank O'Hara gives some pretty swift blows. So should the language 
that tries to reach it in small or large ways slap us around at least occa
sionally. If I try to think of someone else who does this beautifully I can 
think of Alice Notley. I can think of Bernadette Mayer, too. 

Does eccentricity become a limitation? It can. I am worried about this: 
1 am detained on the skin of language. I get caught up in the thrill of 
the net, the sexy slidings around along the horizontal in/ of words. 
Science has led us to a better understanding of surfaces-of language or 
a cube or a moon. We cannot therefore pretend that surfaces do not 

cx1sl. ''Do I n._;uicc in surfact.'S?" askt.od Proust. Or do I rejoice in no .o;ur· 
face? "A phrase plays I upon the conquering surface of things," wriiL'S 
Ht.,inian. The o;urfact.' is the most ephemeral part of an object (we can 
-..,y language 1s an obJL'CI), like the su rface of a lake is where prt.>cipita
tHm occurs (If it were heaven-bound?). Like Duncan's "back of the lan
guagL•," I want to remind myself to think about depth or height. I don't 
mean this in any Christian sense of The Word. Although it is some
tlmcst>ften very difficult for me to do so, it seems important to consider 
more than the what tha t the language can do. I want to remind myself 
and a few anonymous donors that a poem at its most powerful is an 
obJt.'CI: bctwt.'Cn persons, not bctwt.'Cn a person and a theory. "When 
delinu m falls 1 ... I into the clinical staft, words no longer open out onto 
anyth ing, we no longer hear or S<.'C any thing through them except a 
n1ght whnsc history, colors, and songs have been lost."2 

I want to say something here about the fact that I cannot abstract th e 
notmn of pleasure from the notion of poem (It is a little trouble I have, 
and not always fashionable). Plcao;urc and sublimity certainly bear a 
rt.oscmblance. Docs eternity then? Docs pain? This leads me to a little 
d1gression, an t..-qua tion I have not yet worked out, around the possible 
-..,do-masochistic implicat ions of eternity I perishability I sublimity f poet
ry/dcath/fea r of eternity / fea r of death; or: is an obsession with the per· 
1shable a more reali stic approach to the human condition (dying)? I still 
dnn't understand how one adds it a ll up, or should something be sub
traclt.>d? Nor do I und erstand what the eternal is nor how one arrives 
there, just as I don't und erstand exactly the notion that as we look at a 
-.tar'~ light, we are looking a t a hundred million years in the past. 

fhe poem IS NOT an explana tion of this place, bu t perhaps a confirma
llun that IT EXISTS. Its will·to-bc is in contact with what cannot be ex· 
pn ....... "t.-d. If we were in a space (country, culture, time) where the non· 
Ct,;m llvc aspt.-cl-,/ nt..'t.-ds of language were held primary, then I should 
fJUL...,tiun that. Now I am questioning this: '7hought about art demands 
that 11 bc subjt.'Cicd to a scien tific method or a socia l critique." 

A poem, like eternals, is in part a suspens ion of lega l terms. As soon as 
an attempt is made to apply laws to it, it becomes apparent-laws can· 
not accou nt for this situation. Just as the scientists have yet to work out 
'' t-ystem that accomodates force and matter, and are coming to a real· 
11allun that Keats was all along righ t, so we need negative capabiliti es 
h) house this thing. What is "this thing?" Eternity and the perishability 
11f the human and human lang uage; eternity and the impossibility of 
.. aymg anythmg about it; the depths of language and the depths of the 
Mlul and how these two do and don't match up. 



I wuuld like to return, for a minute, to the Greeks. It seems to me that it 
It' important to be aware of a wider poetic circl e than the one encom
passi ng one's own time, culture, and national affiliation. Otherwise, the 
thing gets pmscri bt.>d . Sometimes I think my friends and I are too inter
ested in Amcric.1 n poetry, the colonial power of the unctcrnal (money is 
a gond example of this). As Norman 0 . Brown points out, "each society 
has accL>st' only to its proper power; each society will only get the kind 
of power it knows how to ask for." How do we ask for another kind of 
powL•r? Frank O'Hara asked the French and the Africans, but we forget 
to ask anyone besidL'S Frank O'Hara. Or, take Emerson on it: a tree 
thriVI..'l'> when it is engraffed with a foreign stock. The Creeks (or the 
N igen.:~ns) might or mig ht not know much about expressing the awk
wa rd and the eccentric, but they might teach us something else. 

"Poetry is the plow that turns up time so deep that the layers of time, 
thl• black soil, appear on top.'' said that great Russian, Osip Mandel
stnm. At the b1..-g inning of th1s millcnium, in certain parts of the world, 
time bL'Sa n struggling toward a goal, and that goal was Christ. Time is 
not Chri st ian, all hough our system of counting it is. The idea of art as a 
field m which progress is made is inherently conservative. Make it 
new. But out of the dcsintcgrated decay of the old . As it decomposes 
the maternal language, the poem invents new utterances from those 
materials. These inventions are "not interruptions in the process, but 
breaks that form a part of it, like an eternity that can only be revealed" 
a" it comes into being.l Until the next Big Bang, we can' t make space 
from scratch, only from scraps. Not "deliberate demolition of form," 
not the "denial of the shape of appearances." Not "cal culated suicide, 
for the sake of mere curiosity," nor "you can take it apart, or you can 
put it back together." "It might seem as though form were being tested, 
but in fact it's the spirit rotting" (Mandelstam). The point, I hope, is not 
to reveal that we can do strange things to syntax, but through syntax, to 
reveal the strange things "beyond all syntax;" language and the possi
bilitieS h1ding in its intervals, between its certainties and uncertainties; 
language and the many forms o( life thriving in it. 

The word hovers around its objt.'<:l. It is hungry, it's a hungry ghost, 
~king its beloved body. Mandelstam maintains that "revolution in art 
inevitably leads to Classici sm." I' m not sure I agree entirely, nor do I 
believe that ctemals are all harmonic and beautiful with rainbows 
attached. Perhaps they are not even entirely necessary. But will gram
mar alone renew the imaginative resources of the poem? Isn' t there 
something back there or forward in time thars useful, something to dig 

nul? If poetry IS a revelation of mysteries, have we come to the end o( 
uur mystcri t..-s? We arc quite busy discovering new ont..'S embedded in 
the acts of language. I like that. I like grammar. I like breaking it. But 
what else? A grammatically-bound imagination? Aren' t there some 
pots and pans to bang around? 

I This is 11 prlrllphrl!St from Lyn fltjinUm, from somDhing sht um~/says in 
'"' 111/1, "Tht Quest fo r Knowledge in the Western Potm, " givtn Ill Naropa in 1992, 
lutd p11blishtd in DistmbodiaJ Pwtics· Annals oftht: turk KruWJ& School 

Ddtuz.t, from his l"efoct to Ess~ Critical and Q jnical Other quotes from 
lltltwzt ll rtfrom tht t:S$D.Y tltt:rt:in, "Ut t ruture und Lift." 

Ibid. 



KATHY LOU SCHULTZ:-----------

Talking Trash, Talking Class: What's a Working Class 
Poetic, aud Where Would I Find One? 

for my grtmdmothtrs: 
Donna Gtnt (Ewing) Manthq and 

Christina Katherina (SandtTS) Schultz 

I've spent years trying to reconcile being a poet with being 
working class. Yet, walking home from work on~ ~ay it occu~ to 
me, such a reconciliation is not only improbable, 1t IS also undes1rable. 
My language comes out of, indeed is exalted toward, the space created 
where these two identities refuse to meld inside of me. In that messy, 
dangerous space the possibilities of language are expanded. 

What does a "working class poem" look like? 
How docs it sound? 
How docs it behave? 
Whnt if I'm "too intellectual," "too confident," "too experi men-

tal," "too fragmented?" . . . 
Growing up working class has g1ven me sk•lls, perspect1ves, 

and knowledge which are a part of every decisi~n I make. ~rowing ~P 
working class taught me how to survive. Growmg up working class tS 

part of my very breathing. 
How arc "poetries of identity" created? How are they made 

nonnative? 
When I say "working class poem." "working class writer," what 

do you hear? . 
Tillie Olson. Kevin Magee, Mike Amnasan, Karen Brodme, 

Rebecca Harding Davis, Mcridel LeSueur, Agnes Smedley, Dorothy 
Allison, Mike Davis, Carolyn Kay Steedman, Barbara Smith. 

And who? Who docs not survive in our language? 
Anxitty is a sticky substanct infustd with fear. Dollar for dollar. Or, 

for instanct, poverty. My own col!usion in b.ou~gtois appearan_cts blttding mt 
dry. "11te need to bt setn or rtcogmzed outwe1ghmg other emoh~nal vaunts. 

This is the most difficult essay I have ever not wntten, for as 
much time as I spend writing it, I spend more not writing it. carrying it 
around knotted and unruly. 

10 

A discourse around class and poetics is lack ing, if not invisible. 
While it is now p06Sible to identify a trajectory of experimental wom
en's writing, to inhabit a vocabulary of gender and sexuality, references 
to class often remain just that: mere codes. Several problematic issues 
anse both in the writing of, and writing about, what we might call 
"working class poetry." 

First. the drive to create "poctrics of identity" (a phrase I've 
been usi ng for some time) tends to solid ify normali zing tendencies in 
tenns of fOI"m, style, and content, i.e., docs a poem have to be narrative, 
" I" -based and "abour' work in order to be considered "working class?" 
Furt hennore, drawing a s traight line between one's identity and one's 
poetics is problematic at best and confuses the biographical information 
about the poet with poetic works that genuinely ~k to explore, unseat, 
complicate subjectivity. 

The obvious point to be made is that identities are infinitely 
mediated and complex; coming from a particular class, race, gender is 
not-and should not be--the map through which one can trace a trajec
tory toward a particular type of poetic expression. 

That said, I still consider Lorine Nicdecker (along with being a 
g reat Modernist, experimental, American, woman writer) to be -..great 
working class writer. It is part of providing myself with a history. 

l:Xar Hilda, Dtar Wallact, Dtar Michael, Dtar Frtdtrick 
J:kar Mariannt, Dear ball and stick, Dtar K, TAar K, Dtar K, TAar K 

A languagt of provisional OO~cts 
A languagt ofllunger 

11~e head of flte hammer 
flying off and cracking 

Or a spadt unablt to otH!rturn 
tllesolidtartl• 

Does tJ~e word "proletarian" rtfor? 
Set now, a figure described as my grandmotlttr crossing a room 

Replac.e "{"with "salt in a bag" 

In tlte fact of my partnls' illiteracy 
all tilt ravages 

11 



My arucieties race through me at a difference pace, clutching at 
my lungs, my throat, making it difficult to swallow or breathe. My 
childhood anxiety wasn't made up of monsters in the closet, or fear of 
the dark. My anxiety was tied to something which my parents could 
only haltingly save me from, something which they toiled vigorously to 
save the entire family from: poverty. 

The threat of falling into poverty, losing one's health, losing a 
job, looms over the working classand creates particular anxieties, men
tal health issues, and su rvival strategies. I learned to lake care of myself 
early because it was required . During much of my childhood, my par
ents each worked two jobs, and I was often alone. Now in her fifties, 
my mother faces heal th problems which I can only attribu te to years of 
overwork. 

I took care of myself. I struggled . I got angry. Though the idea 
that I wou ld go to college was with me from a young age, there was no 
such thing as a "coll ege fund" to pay for it; my parents had no money 
to send me to coll t:.-ge. If I were to go, I had to figure out the way 
myself. And I did. I became an incredible overachiever. I racked up 
academic awards, anxiety, and rage. I knew I must always do more, be 
better, to prove myself worthy. I took nothing for g ranted. 

Education is like a religion for the working class. It 's the "way 
out." 0( course, at the present moment, that both is and isn't true. This 
news has reached even popular journals, such as Spin, which reports in 
ib October, 1997 article on "Sucker Ph.D.'s": 

More than one third of .:all new history Ph.D.'s will never find 
full-time teaching work, according to the American Historical 
Associati on's own newsletter, paltry numbers given the mam
moth amount of time you have to invest to discover your fate. 
Across all fields, 40,000-plus students will receive their doctor
a h.'S this year. Few have illusions about what awaits them: a 
handful of good jobs, each sought by hundreds ol applicants; 

~:~C:,~J~~~t:~~r~~r~:~~~~oJ;:rl~~~~~ef::,d~~~ 
ones. Grad school, an option nearly every halfway idealistic 
college student contemplates, has b«omc an invitation to pur
gatory (122). 

Thh brmg"i me to the inevi tab le discussion of MFA programs. Camille 
Roy, m a recent discussion on the Poetics ListScrve interestingly points 
uul tha t when !'he first came to the Bay Area, there were resources 
.tv.:ulablc m lire cmmmmity for writers to team more about their craft, 
-. u ~:. h ;t-.lh t:.• fi"'CC work!'hops offered by Bob GlUck through Small Press 
Traff1c. Ruy attribute<i the curren t institutionalization of such resources 
min umvcrsrty MFA programs, where people must pay for access, to 
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dwindling fund ing for the arts. 
This is a very difficult situation, and while it is true that few 

poor and working class people will apply themselves to a gradua te pro
~ram, ~uch as an. M~A, ~hich virtual ly gua rantees that they will not 
f• .nd a .Job, some mshtuhons such as San Francisco State University are 
hrstoncally very working class. Like other working class folks, I 
wor~ed full -time while completing my MFA in poetry at State. It took 
me fwe years to complete the three-year program, and during that time 
I endured a level of exhaustion and stress which had adverse effects on 
my health. (I was almost hospitali zed in the middle of it in 1993.) 

In additi on, it must be pointed out that not everyone enters 
such a program with equaJ amounts of privilege, and completing a 
~egree, while providing for the acquisi tion of particular cultural capital, 
IS not a great leveler. Worki ng class people are often worse off when 
~~=!~ating because of the massive student loan debts they carry with 

. So w~y did I do it? Because my working class heritage has 
rmbued me w1th a stubbornness which allows one small part of myself 
to ref~sc to accept that I am not allowed to have what other people 
have Just because they come from wealthy families and I don't. 1 want
ed to learn. I wanted an intell ect ual community. I wanted a writing 
community . Are MFA programs the best answer to all of that? Certain
ly not, but I did gain some ol what I wanted in all three of those areas. 
And I ez_isted ~t Sta.te, much more than I did as an undergraduate at 
Columb1a Umvers•ty and Oberlin College, because I could look around 
and see my experience reflected, and not feel so much the horribl e grat
mg of isolation. 

tJre passage of place 
in desire 
11 geometric developmLnt 
huetcfore opposed to wake 
pronounaments tmd sedent11ry acts 
the startling pOISSibility of col/ectitn·ty 
when money hils everything 11nd nothing to do with it 
·Tm just trying to get us both on the smrre page" 

People assume they know who I am because I am white 
because I am "educated," because I am reasonably articulate. B~t my 
efforts to be "good enough" have been too successlul: they have helped 
to erase who I am I pass so well, but you look through me, and what 
you do not see says so much. 

. . My own writing comes out of those points of pressure and con
lrad lchon. The education which introduced me to Anne-Marie Albiacfl. 
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Gertrude Stein, Maurice Blanchot, post-structuralism. and experimental 
narrative, also ensures that I am a stranger to my own family . I now 
~:~peak at least two languages. I cannot forget, or erase, one in favor of 
the other in the difficult act of w riting. Amphibious, we livt in both 
worlds, b11t belong to neither. 

Writing which brings to bear the full force of one's psychic, 
materia l (body and word) power is not sweet o r delicate. It is not 
"safe ." To fully inhabit the world of working class subject ivity in a 
poem n.-quircs that I withstand an incredible emotional pressure. I 
scratch away at the codes or placeholders which seem to want to denote 
class, and try to find what lies underneath. In tl~e foce ojsilenu, only my 
sh1tter. 

Whi le li teracy is certain ly an issue when discussing the "acces
sib•hty" of innovative works, I have sat with readers with high school 
educations and Ph.D.'s ali ke whi le they encountered si milar challenges 
and delights in unlayering a poem. I refuse to assume o r presume my 
audience---any audience-during my writing process. To assume that 
the " tru e" working class poem is only a narrative exposition of working 
class "experience," is to buy into normative reading patterns established 
by post-WWII academic poetrics in the U.S. Thjs assumption precludes 
the full possibilities of language, isolating working class poets to a par
ticular kind of expressionism. It would be difficult to find a parallel 
prescription placed on the depiction of class in other art forms. 

The difficul ty in discussing class and poetics reflects the larger 
obfuscation of class within American cultu re. While Labor is becoming 
more visible as we ncar the end of the 20th century, and the intelli
gentsia faces a job market of dwindling opportunity and wealth is con
ccntratL>d in the hands of an increasing few, the myth of a "classless" 
society persists. (Have you pulled yourself up by your own bootstraps 
lately?) 

Too often, class is conflated wi th race in a fuzzy-headed analy
sis that fails to account for the conflicti ng privileges/ oppressions of race 
and class. I continue to believe that it is extremely valuable for white 
working class people to speak out about their experiences and intem>· 
gale what it means to live si multaneously not only with racial privilege, 
but also under economic oppression. Exploring these kinds of contra
did ions is the only way that theory will catch up with praxis. 

As someone both white and working class, I have often been 
painfully invisible, particularly in academic environments where it was 
mu ch more comfortable for white academics to assume that I was "like 
them" despi te evidence to the contrary. One woman at Oberlin repeat
edly msisted to my face, "you're like me--your parents have money." 
The fact that I was not supported finandally by my parents was a for
eign coocept to her, and far too many others. I had to insist on my own 
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~xistence, _i~ist on the right to my own experience, and avoid being put 
m the pootioq of taking care of their feelings of guilt. 

Wn"ting is thirony, as in st~afing time. I will forever be envious of 
those who are afforded the material conditions and privilege in which 
to write. Those whose parents paid for them to go to college. Those 
who grew up blissfully unaware of financial struggle. Those whose 
families are able to provide them with a crucial safety net in times of 
crisis. These people have the things that I always wanted, but will 
never have. I can't go back and change that. I can only fight to harness 
my fear and rage in a way which returns me to the page in a productive 
way as a poet who believes that issues of power and privilege are of 
vital importance. 

IS 



CAROLYN CASTANO----------
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RODIDGOTO~o-----------------------

Notes on the Great Strike of '97 

A move (at last) 

Defrocked 

amove 

meant 

is happenstance 

lncontrovertibility o( the positions 

bt.ocomc plain 

Beholden to ? 

The burden of proof 

ok 
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The usual grievance procedures 

long gone 

Tens of thousands 

arraigned - is 

one way to put it 

Hashout

lockm-

the action-plan 

-Strike! 

Regroupment 

Pleasure-pain of 

every passing hour 

In the wake o( 

so many 

asynchronous stabs at 

(synchronous) 

Relish 

As for 
the abroggtion 
of past settl~r~ts 

(that is, truces) 



Not flimsidarity 

(the socio-sexuality of the ruling dass is flimsidarity) 

Preponderance of confidence 

building 

As"init 

for the long haul" 

(these emotions -de-skilled as they've been 

can attest?) 

" lers go- see 

how we figure 

into ir' 
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Retaliatory (to the core) 

unapologetically 

the front - broadens 

A measurable cut into 

disaffectedness 

institutional 

disaffected ness 

(tlult was "expcrimt.•ntal.'' pups 

this might ur might nut be) 

Carvt.od uut culk'Ciivcly 

Collaterally rousing- others 

Henceforward -

a sense nf entitlement 

(a<> yet unofficia l) 

"can I join in 

in it?" 

who were 

(and this advisedly) 

" free" to 



SARAH ANNE Cox:------------

dear his tory~ 

_1 wanted to say there were some questions regarding the bifur
cated mmd. That the distinctions between the philosophical and the 
cm,~tiona l arc fabricated from an over emphasis on personal narrative 
as s•_ngular and more _true or more real. Simple and complex ideas are 
carru .. >d along by pass1on and no one is stopping at the dL>dicak>d four 
wa_y s top sig n at the intersection of reason and intuition. It only st.>cms 
as 1f they are stopping . What brings anyone to the idea that there is a 
difft•renre b<>twcen the personal and the philosophical. How docs it 
begin 
1. there arc facts. 
Except, th~re are~'t really facts. Take for example history. 
Th~· I ruth •s_ plastic moldable and based so heavily on what we'd like to 
bchcvc. Dnven ~!ely by passion. The words, the language arc the 
key~ In th~t pass1on. Because from the beginning we are making a past. 
An 1mage IS constructed. The woman took eight steps to the north. The 
man. carri~ a bowl of barley. How have we come to say "history" then? 
Not JUSt Simply '"w hose history?" but "how history." What is the invest
ment? 

.... 

........ .. 

-...1-/'-tll .. _ 
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The field is not an ordinary. When we go to make we make from our
selves. Building our connection. Marking our story of loss and des1re. 
What does it mean to say for example that a beginning oE religion is a 
cult of the dead? Is the field oE the spirit invested with loss? How can 
this not be of great personal concern? And further, suppose that the 
image of a deity changed from an impersonation by a priestess to a clay 
figurine in the image of a person. What was lost there? Is this a lapse 
of faith? Is this the acquisition of power for a common person? 

... 
"ucn6calpot 

Who is doing the making and how do we translate the image for our
selves? On the one hand we want to say that there is a fundamental 
impulse to express spirit and on the other this impulse of spirit is aJso 
and expression of power. When separated one can be said to diminish 
the other. What interests me mostJy is where these two intersect. The 
idea of spirit is a personaJ one, the idea of power is a politicaJ one. 
These things intermingle in the poem. 
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... 

--

The rules for translation evolve unspoken. So do the rules of vision. 
There doesn't seem to be any more immediacy in the translation of 
one's persona] narrative than on the translation of a history. 
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what was found in the bathtub: 

9 bronze double axes 
A hull's head rhyton 
jugs decorated in Aoral style . 
2 small pairs of horns of consecration 
other equipment 

so it was not a bathtub but a shrine: 

2 cream oils perfumed, (unguent jars) 
perfumed liquid soaps varying in size 
plastic net 
4 cloths decorated in paisley style 
pum1cc stones 

1. Take away and replace 
2. Repeal if necessary 
3. Make up a story to tell anyone . 
4. Be both pleasing and powerful to the hps 

srclio11s of this pi ret art tXCtT¥1ftd from "Offrring Tablt with fltarth in Cttlttr. w 
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EUZABETH ROBINSON-----------

A Poetics 

It seems a little ironic to be attempting a "poetics essay" from 
inside a seemingly intractable writer's block. At the same time, absence 
and gap may be the best jumping off point for consideration. 

I cannot seem to get away from Pound's assertion that "points 
define a periphery." The id ea has endless allure for me. Firstly, 
Pound's statement upholds a reassuring faith that there is some kind of 
coherence, that there is an outline, a fence that can corral in all the mis
matched ideas and relations of experience. !love the modernist opti· 
mism ofthat. 

AI the same time, I have reservations about that very optimism 
and a sense of resentment, of feeling hemmed in by any possible 
periphery. Ergo, the flip side implied in Pound's statement (and cer
tainly worked out in his practice): gaps. Ellipticism and incompletion 
are evocative and liberating, o r can be. They are also an unavoidable 
fact of life, and it is thus convenient, almost obl igatory, to embrace loss, 
absence, interrupti on as apertures to other possibility, as a means of 
shoulderi ng despair or oppression while also disgorging them. This, 
too, is an optimistic stance, but I prefer the ambiguity it pennits, the 
paradox. And additionally, I do not mean that loss or gap is to be 
resolved in a faci le way. Still, the seams of holes and ruptu re might be 
sewn together so as to bring the most patently contradictory images, 
sou nds, and ideas into generative contact. Empty spaces functioning as 
beginnings. 

Because, importantly, I am a woman, I must cite what that 
means in my poetics. Here I will refer to an essay, "Castration or 
Deca pitation," by Helene Cixous which has been helpful to me (1990, 
pp. 345-356). Cixous looks to the ways women have been made silent 
and envisions an otJrtr mode of writing, one which embraces difference, 
which eschews easy delineation in favor of "that cheeky risk taking 
women can get into when they set out into the unknown to look for 
themselves" {p. 354). 

Where I find Cixous' approach particularly useful is in her own 
rcfl l'Ction on void, absence, and loss. For a feminine text, as she has it, 
is without closu re-no ending, and no orig in, just beginnings: it "starts 
on all si des at once" (ibid.). One thinks of the work of Susan Howe (to 
raise up only a sing le example) which, even visually, begins and leaves 
off on all sides si multaneously. 

In such work, the refusal of tidy origins and endings shoves 
writer a nd reader alike into the void . It is an undertaking which 
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requires, perhaps su rprising ly, enormous commitm~n t, given how little 
can be known o r even desired of outcomes. Speaktng from my own 
embodied experience of the moment, I sa~ it is anal~ous to pregnancy. 
1 give myself up to nearly a year of sometimes alarmmg augme nta
tion / diminution of my body, only to end with the painful emergence of 
a human being w hom I do not know and yet with ":hom it ~as ~n 
pre-ordai ned that I will be in an intimate an.d endunng rel~t1onsh1p. 

Perhaps my poetics can be summanz~ a:' one w h1ch ~uatcs 
begi nning with loss a nd vice versa. All of w h1ch IS bound up m a 
deeply held sense of commitment to that proce~ of '.OSS:start . Or an 
adherence at least, which understands my parba pahon m th e process 
as one of fai thfulness. 

1 would be, then, if in a stumbling way, like Cixous' woman 

who: 
"docs not resign herself to loss. She basically tllkrs up tht challtngt of loss i_n 
order to go o n livmg ... This makes he~ w~tmg a b~y that ove_rnows, dJS· 
gorges, vomiting as opposed to masc:uhne mcorporatlo n . ·. !This proc~ 
provides) the capacity of passmg above it a ll by means of a fo"':' ~f obhv
ion which is not the oblivion o f burial or internment but the obhvto n of 
IAcctplanct .. . she does not withhold . . . she is nei ther outside nor in" (pp. 

355-356). 
O r I tum again to another woman a nd writer whose work 

has b1..-cn my companion, Simone W~il . Lik~ Wei I, I ~nderstand atten
tiveness as crucial, a mode of commttment, 1f you w1ll. In that case, t~e 
fact that 1 seem so little capable of writing a satisfacto ry poem ol late IS 

second ary. What is importa nt is that I attend closely to my ~Jen.c~, 
inarticulateness. That attentive waiting is not merely recept1ve, II IS, as 
Wei! says, a form of love, "a miracle" (1977, p. 51). It is transf? nnative: 
a means of fai thfulness which, happily, turns the hoped for thmg upon 

its head . 
With Wei I, 1 sha re a commitment to a Christian faith . But I 

must attend to what that means and, correspondingly, what poetry that 
might make possible. What, exactly, in faith are we attending ~o? What 
is the new Eden? Poetry insists that we cannot foresee our des1res ?r. 
proscribe our satisfactions. And so, ?~try's ~vific .power for- me IS 1ts 
halting, contradictory response and 1ts mtermtttent salences. 

Rtfrrtncts: 

1. CixoiiS, Htl1mt . "(Ast rat.On or Dtcapitation" in Qwt...11Ku..tdittd by Russell 
Ferguson tt al., New Yo rk: Tht Ntw Mustum of Contemporary Art/ MIT Press, 1990, 

~~!t~~~nt. "Rtjltctionson tlu Right Use of School Studies with lA Vitw to tht 
I.DvtofGod" in Sjmont Wtl1 Rqda t dittdby Gtorgt Panichas, M t. Kisco, NY: Moyer 

Btll limittd, 1977, pp. 44--52. 
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TAN LINI----------------

Interview for an Ambient Stylistics 

Do you watch a lot of television 7 

! bought a TV the other day from one of those discount stores. I lugged 
11 home one hot day last August, plugged it in and put it under my dinM 
ing room table. When I a~ lonely I t_um on the TV and flip through the 
channe~s. It makes me think_ I am gm~g to walk into the room and say 
somethmg to someone who IS there, hke whaf s for dinner or did you 
hear about the person who put a quarter in someone else's parking 
met~r a~d- was arrested for it,_ or it makes me want to talk about my 
fanuly Sllhng around the TV m the seventies listening to Chet Huntley 
talk abou~ the Vietnam War when my mother says it is time to get up 
and eat dmner and we get up and eat our rice with red chopsticks out 
of bowls (one of them green) my father made and sometimes we never 
;;ar anything at dinner. These things never happen of course when one 
IS a lon~ but the~ remain tangential and impossible compared to things 1 
was domg (havmg tea, taking the trash out), a kind of background 
music of "splendid conversation" (Emerson said that about Carlyle 
once) and everyday things going on in one's head. After the news I eat 
a cookie made in Canada. l have a cup of English Breakfast tea. 1 write 
a poem a~ut a box and in one of those boxes I put a TV in it for my 
father. I he up the trash in a plastic grocery bag and leave it on the 
street. I go out to Riverside Park at 72nd St. and find a place under 
some trees that is shielded from the streetlamps and Judy and I 
exchang_e looks at HaJe-Bopp through fieldglasses my mother gave me 
o~e Chri~~~s. Tw~ or three things are happening to me now as 1 write 
this and 11 IS 1mposs1ble for me not to think of those images and those 
binoculars and my mother's face and Judy's hair that is blonde even at 
night: This is what the ideal building should be like, incidental and 
funchonal and very .relax~. Th~ building must always carry with it the 
sound of. some n~-1dentified vo1ce. In this way talking back to a poem 
(a poe~ IS not a d1alogue) (that is what happens when one writes it) 
("":hat ~mage am I giving off at this moment?) ought to resemble some
thing hke yoga, or yoga right after having shiatsu, a kind of nervous
ness of being in knots with other persons foUowed. by relaxation and 
comfort with oneself. 

There is somet~ng pri~tive a~ut langua~e and this is what most peo
ple forget, and '". the m~dst of bemg alone m a big city it is what one 
craves most (talkmg) and here in the various brainwaves endlessly 
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going one finds the blueprint for all language and talking. And one is 
most aware of this when one is not talking. when the blueprint is visible 
in all those imagined conversations that one is having in one's head and 
not really spoken. A perfect poet (after all poets are supposed to be the 
unacknowledged masters of taJking in our world today and their 
neglect and poverty is testament to our own hidden world of conversa
tion) anyway, a perfect poet-and all poets are-would do nothing 
every day except use as many words as she or he could to count things: 
the green and white awning across the street with the number 310 
printed on it, or the street sign in red and white mounted on a green 
pole that says: NO Sf ANDING 2pm-10pm. And in point of fact, the 
poet has already been there affixing words to things like spirit signs and 
spirit busses and spirit license plates. This is the center of civilization 
and it is visible from my apartment on 72nd St. I live in the center of 
this world but the mapping via signage is so local and miniaturized that 
mastery seems to be disappearing. I am endlessly disappointed or 
depressed by who I am because this is always a reflection of what J see. 
It was this that had initially led me to undertake the project of docu
mentary, to escape, but now it is hopeless. When I look again, I realize 
there are too many signs I ike this and there is no way to make these 
landmarks for homus urbanus. I now know that a photograph cannot 
create language, it cannot. I knew even then that a photograph could 
not document language in the past. It is to this past that I now retum. 
The language is inadequate. It is to this nothing that I now devote 
myself and I do nothing else but this. 

There is an amazing amount of conversational possibility (call it luck) in 
things that are almost not said to someone else, and the best poetry is 
really not what was said but what was almost said without thinking or 
feeling. It seems everyday conversation resolves precisely around 
ephemeral things as that. Call it gossip of the mind, or an inter-ambient 
kind of talking that never actually takes place. Such talking has the 
same effect for me--especially when I hear it in the cathode ray tubes 
and the invisible gasses of color, and the hum and drone of voices on 
TV-as being in a diurnal meadow, or being in the various transistors 
hot and cold inside a plastic radio I got at the local junk shop on 125th 
St. The meadow that is television is a rainbow unglued. The colors 
seem to go on and off at will, like a form of leisure or the sound of auto
mobiles when one is sleeping in the back seat. Nothing is heightened 
beyond itself. In these instances, the TV is more soothing than an 
ocean, which is too dramatic to inspire a conversation. Conversation 
need not aspire to the condition of music for there it would just con
front a vision of its own emptiness. Conversation is freer, more empty 
and more concrete than music. It has lulls, eddies, breakneck speeds, 



and of course it can be used to get someone into bed and to caress that 
person until they sigh and to make things up completely. 

How does that relllte to a poem? 

All poems must be long. They involve giving up a movement for
wards, and that usually leads us to say something kinetic and beautiful. 
The long poem plays with its own endlessness, as a duration that man
ages to actuaJiy be a kind of narration. The longer a poem gets the 
more formless it becomes, and all long poems aspire to the formless. A 
truly great short poem would suggest an infinite length. The beauty of 
something is the act of being something else. But all of this I think gets 
~oupled wit.h, .for me again, so~thing more concrete, which is closely 
hoked to this 1dea of form but IS not the fonn itself. In Februacy of this 

year I was looking for a mode of r;;;;;==;;;,-;;;;;-;;;-:;==-=== 
expressiveness or at any rate Poelry should not be as easy liS bretlthing it 
being more expressive. I have no should be tll51't:r. Podry should not be ironic iJ 
idea of why 1 thought the long shouldbe.oomplelelysinct:re. Everything that 
form was capable ol that rerJt:rsts rn a poem, like sex or ethnicity, is 

Perhaps the vestiges of ~rsonali- =~e;;.ial~~ (::~;~::. ~~~:::;g1J:,'~ 
ty hang .most close.ly around AmeriCtJn arn rem~~in American forever, one 
t~ose th1ngs we th~nk we had. must tune in all background rtOise, allfret:WRy 
g1ven up. The notion of plem- sounds, all rush hour music, 11ll TV chatter, all 
tude in sameness. And there was mLaningltsS language, Rllforgottm opt:rllliolfS 
also an attempt to decompress in the middleoftht night. The wiceofll m~~le 
the outside into the inside to r /tmllle calls, and one riMs, and the sunsd 
give up that pressure (con~tant) sleeps alone in the bed all night long. The 
that builds up with writing. In rava 11nd the lewd and the world. 

this sense the aim was to aim for writing as a fonn of relaxation. It 
would be nice if it could breathe. It would be nice if the box I am writ
ing could contain the ins and outs of breathing, as if breath itself could 
be made redundant. A finished poem is never very beautiful (it is as 
Picasso said ugly). It does not have a style (it has not enough time to do 
t~at ) but a poem being written and changing as it goes along is a very 
d1fferent thing. From television we learn that 90% of things advertised 
no longer exist after two years. A commerdaJ can never be used it can 
only be used up. AJso the stream of commercials is not linear, it is 
merely electronic. There is a very great complexity to this because it is 
unrelated to what we are trying to think of right now as I write this. 
The street signs, the course of the day, the doonnan holding a door 
across the street for a young girl with a yellow looking dog, the bottle of 
Margaux 1989 my friends served me last night at their suburban home, 
the arrival of daylight savings time last night at 2 am as I took the train 
back into the dty, the people out walking their dogs this morning-they 
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are not what we are thinking. Of course there is no essence here, only 
surface. 

A great poem strives to remain forever on the surface in this hyper-real 
and heighten ambient state. In this there is a kind of relaxation. All 
great poetry is deeply relaxing on the systole-diastole level and on the 
level of the brainwaves. But these things are always felt in a surface 
sort of way. That is why people are hardly ever aware of them or them
selves. The poem is what is always not happening, not being said, etc. 

How is beauty related to poems and buildings? 

Poems ought to be endlessly permeable, capable of fitting in every
where they happen to ~ot just the seminar room or a book review 
or Bames and Noble -decentralized and ethereal, transparent, in the 
air, hidden from sight, non-programmed, deeply repetitive, and they 
should be divorced from posing a question or supplying an answer. 
They favor aU known upsettings of the reaJ and the material. Beauty is 
its own trademark for displacement, something not quite there. The 
words are not essentially about what they are recording.. be it love or 
rain against the aluminum siding. If I say, but not to you, if I say it in a 
poem and this is the great thing about a poem because it is not at all 
like common everyday speech, 'The oranges fall to the floor," it is as if 
the end of literalness had been attached to this singular expression, as if 
one inhabited a theater of missing emotions, which now resemble what 
are typically but erroneously deemed "specific styles." Revelation is 
achieved in the dilution of styles, the escape from omniscience, the act 
of transferring out of the literal. This might lead the work away from 
mere primitive self-expressiveness into something as yet undetermined 
or else rigidly pre-determined by chance. The style of "its author" must 
always be unwilling to exist in the work. That might be deemed beau
ty, though it certainly wouldn't last. Poetry is thus extremely function
al, though in reaJity it touches nothing-it does not pretend to any 
greater materialism or realism, it is not the things we see and touch or 
hear. It does not have a structure like a rock. It does not pretend to 
break through to formal or stylistic innovation. as an antidote to some 
fonner or outdated structure, for it acknowledges from the outset no 
visible or presiding structure of feelings, no concept of poetry as brack
et. 

How often do y(IU read poetry? 

Whenever I feel like it. Poetry is good if it aspires to relaxation and 
deconditioning ol the human body, and forgetting about the other 
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structured work and play processes we hardly think about but live with 
everyday unthinkingly. There is always another level to this unthink
ing. There has been a large and difficult movement in modem poetry 
that basically sought to make the reader uncomfortable and to challenge 
the reader, or else it sought to remind the reader that one was listening 
to someone else talking, and that this someone else had a distinctive 
voice and a distinctive something-tCHay. I believe the time has passed 
for individual voices and statements, and difficulty, especially difficulty 
compounded out of technical innovation. Both innovation and voice 
and clich6s and they make it hard to read poetry, I mean read poetry as 
opposed to make poetry. To make poetry is easy but to read it is hard 
and that is why we have so many poets today and so few readers. 

But don't you lurot to lurot an tgo to wn"lt pottry? I mtan from a practical 
standpoint it would simply not exist unless someone, an individual, took up 
tl~ making of a poem, which would lead to something like ... 7 

The source of the poem is not the It should now be obviOus tiW for IQngWJgt to 
maker and the genius behind the be truly rtlaring it must usher from tlu 
poem but the experience of the things around us and not tlu things insilk 
reader and what the reader does us. LllngUilgt likt noist must bt libtrated 
above all isbecomesomeonewho f:omtMpornogrt~plritsoftlKsdf. Tht.rtsulf 

~isle~. Now if poe~ c~uld . ~~if!n ;r,:~:::.~';~;;~yis:;:; 
1nsp.re that state of JUSt hste_mng In a country that is constantly IN!coming 
t~at would be .poe~. And 1f the mort and more .foreign to itst.ifand its own 
hstener could msp1re that state of ways, the American tradition foils to exist 
just listening that would be poetry nd excite attention in the pod's Nr,.for tM 
too but it would be better because ground of writing e:xelusiuf!lyin the prtstnt 
there would be no effort to make momtnt is an tljfliction only repetition arn 
there would only be that state of' counter. 
listening. And if the maker could oniL;:-y~h~st:-en,-;;th:-ere-w-oul-:-d'"'be,---n-o-n-eed-,-J 
for making at aJI and there would only be listening then. And of 
course, because this touches on being human, I think poetry should 
make the reader feel good; it should put the reader into a state of 
renewed receptivity, it should make the reader forget location and voice 
and style and what time it is, and where everyone around him or her is 
"exactly," should make the sense feel as if they were working together. 
In this way, poetry would becorne more and more natural. and less and 
less second-hand. A regular poem that was written is completely used 
up and useless and cannot teiJ us anything about being natural. This is 
why I prefer poems in anthologies to poems in individuaJ books. A 
poem in an anthology has forgotten its author. It receives coaching 
from things next to it that probably don't like it or can't understand it. I 
was watching a 1V show the other night on MTV and they had some-
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one who knew a special kind o( shiatsu and he was practicing 11 hve on 
Kennedy, the emcee for MlV's Alternative Nation show. And his 
English wasn't very good but he was explaining to Kennedy how I 
touch you and you touch me and everybody is touching everybody and 
no one can tell who is touching who if it's you or me and even though 
he wasn't saying it well he was saying bcing touched isn't about touch
ing someone else or being touched by someone else it is just about 
being touched and about two people experiencing tt"te same thing at the 
same time and whether he was saying it at all. And Kennedy who can 
be very funny wasn't being funny or sarcastic she was embarrassed 
because she didn' t want to make fun of some Asian guy who didn't 
speak English very well and because she doesn't like being touched ~y 
a stranger on 1V and because it was sort of a joke but it was also a kmd 
of enlightenment about touching and talking and who wants to be 
enlightened while watching MTV. The best poetry wouldn't even know 
that it was poetry as it was being listened to. 

'IJris all s01mds vuy sloppy but could be re-interprtted as-? 

Yes, but it is necessa ry to re-think what it means to have the necess:arr 
discipline. As John Cage remarked, "true discipline is not learned '". 
order to give it up, but rather in order to give oneself up. It means gave 
yourself up, everything, and do what it is you are going to do."' 

What do you lrave to say? 

Style, L'Specially in America, is a kind of death, successfully bringing 
about what Stevens and later Ashbcry-who understood his own suffo
cation in language more than any other 2oth century poet-<alled the 
end of imagination. Yet strangely, there persists to this day the qu~t 
for sty le as baroque self-portraiture, identity, advertisement, rebelhon, 
political romplaint, liberation (rom "what came before." Nothing could 
be more distressing to see as a driving force behind poetry, than the 
clich~ of received human emotions and the gaining of selfhood is one. 
To write without or beyond a single or singular style entails the loss of 
pcrsonaJity but it enhances the feeling. And it is principaJly as regards 
feeling that the styleless writer realizes the goal to be both inside and 
outside of the writing mechanism, once known as the self, at any given 
moment, and in this way style is used as the most efficient link to the 
memories that culture generates. 
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Could you say something about time and the time it takes to write a poem? 

The minute an emotion like a poem becomes memorized (the worst 
form of recognition) it ceases to exist in any meaningful or human way. 
In place of emotion, one wants a mood. One wants to listen simply and 
soothingly, without reaJiy caring for what it was that one was hearing. 
Anything in language that slu rs or slides is potentially enervating 
enoug h to redeem itself in this manner, and thus becomt'S something 
that one can really listen to. Anything that drags slowly in the groove 
IS potentially good in a meaningless sort of wavelength. Anything that 
was said to be forgotten is ultra-ambient . Forgetting a word is among 
the most beautiful things that can happen to the human brain. The 
dumb poem is the most beautiful poem. If nothing is forgotten no 
attempts at recovery will be made and hardly anything will be spoken. 
Forgetting is the best reason to keep talking. For example, I was read
ing Diana Trilling's account of her visit to the White House for a Nobel 
Prize dinner with the Kennedys, in 19621 think, the famous dinner 
where JFK said that this was the largest collection of creative individu
als ever assembled in the White House except when Thomas jefferson 
dined there alone. Diana Tri ll ing, who seems like a rather vain and 
spoiled chi ld in the piece, talks at theatrical length about the prepara
tions of buying a dress, then another and another without having to 
spend a lot of a poor intellectual's money, and the dress she first buys is 
too short and the wrong color-and one is not at all surprised by this. 
That and the Kennedy quote are about alii remember about the piece, 
and perhap~ a deta1l about the men in military jackets who coach you 
and tell you what to do and th e way JFK sits down very quickly and 
without regal pretensions. And how he exuded power. None of this 
matters no. Diana Trilling has died . So has jackie. One can hardly 
imagine that dinner and JFK's speech, but one does. These arc the ways 
one has of feeling. If the world is white, then color is a form of redun
dancy. Tnllmg's pi ece gives up. There are a few redundant colors but 
most of them arc gone. A great poem makes one forget all the colors 
except one. 
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YEDDA MORRISON-------------. 

_........ POET'S 
EXECUTION 
OF 

I 
(luck and adherence to step one) 

POEM'S 
RECEPTION 

(completely out of one's contr('ll) 



HELENA-I do not enjoy the spectacle of men ascending. 
STORM-What arc you trying to say? 
HELENA-I'm saying it. 

STORM-You are--intolerant. 
HELENA-No--occupied-

-Djuna Barnes, "To The Dogs" 

to be "fairest of them all" is a problem of self-identity. the solution is of 
course, murder. or years upon years of tedious work. it is not the 
material world itself but our moment's poetic interpretation which 
establishes the poem's rules for acceptance which are specific and vary 
from camp to camp. for we (and by "we" throughout i mean those who 
wou ld call themselves experimental writers) know that the object and 
the image of the object invite various translations and differ quite com
pletely. and we know that without the continued ascention of poets, all 
existing poems might reside contentedly together, extending, complicat
ing and complementing each other until the end of time. or, the planet 
would thrive without us. which is to say, though we may guffaw at tra
ditionalist notions of beauty (read grace, valor, wisdom), in attempting 
to be radical or experimental we too have established specilic aesthetics 
and while we would not call it beauty, our equivalent aspiration exists, 
divides and limits. which is not to say that poets should not sbive, far 
from, but to say, too often we write towards the poem's reception when 
attention to our motivation should be all encompassing. the .. feminine" 
can be approochcd according ly. as can any plan of political action. 

or, predictably even the poet's recognition of discord has become com
placent. surface experiments are easily copied and copied well (hey
let's get a makeover). as if version were difference. but if urgency is 
lacking there is no longer evidence of inquiry. we are neutraJizcd by 
our Jack of risk. how about a new ad campaign, drm't hatt mt btc~ i'm 
ugly. 

in her "Feminist Manifesto" of 1914, Mina Loy states, "women must 
destroy in themselves the desire to be loved." as must the poem or 
more precisely, as must the poet. there is more critical work to be done 
on the planet than cultivating the art of acceptance. stab a stepford poet 
and she' ll repeat him-self. she does not recognize the habits of her 
.. mind," consequently she belongs. but belongs to what? so i set about 
to kill my inner hostess. 

because beauty, (substitute current trope) ~r one'.s pcrcepti~ of -~me
thing as beautiful, relies on its own threat. 1t ascr1bes an action. 11 IS . 

scarce so it is sought. the economy of "agreed upon". t~ ~poem moti
vates. the poem moves through and under and m th1s 11 IS both endan
gered and dangeroug..........the ultifl_late ~n sex appeal: the_ poem must nego
tiate the frozen pinning of the h1stoncal page, as 11 res~st_s.the human . 
need for recognition. or, i take pride in the unmarketab1hty of ~y JTUnd 
until the rent is due. there exists on the part of the poet the des1re t~ 
preserve and preservation, because it denies the collapse of that which 
it is preserving, contains no inherent vitality. 

the struggle between snow-white (that aryan an~el) and her stepmother 
is expl icitly sexuaJ, as in, who will most appealm the race for fath~r's 
favor. when you have light and shade y~ have vol~e. volume IS t~e 
weight of the worldly object. or the matenals of consoou~nes:'. there IS 

no fabrication. we deal in volumes. or the history of all hme IS the evo
lution of volume and th.is evolution is called form. the volume of a 
woman varies in terms of what she allows not of others but of herself. 
allowance necessarily defies convention (thus engendering movement) 
or, this is my weight and distance, move ~vel'-i'm (a) ~road. or, per
sonal allowance translates directly to the 1mpact potenbal of the event 
that is the poem. 

the stepmother has duende-41e'll do anything at ~ny ~ge, including the 
murder of conventional beauty (if only to replace tl w1th her own). 
snow-white's sleep is ageless. in this vacuum seal of agelessness there 
exists no threat to her young white hetero beauty, therefore her appeal 
must be in the uHer accessibility of the body in death. do we enter the 
unknown to seek solely that which is recognizable? in this the poem 
short-circuits. if we fully recognized the limits of our time on the planet 
it would be incapacitating or incendiary. this human being who could 
Jive only once. she was commissioned. it is in t_he critique of the com
missioned that enduring (as opposed to prescrvmg) art occurs. 

so exists the material of the poisoned, red apple below /above the sk~rt 
and she rises to answer the door. commerce and competition beg Wllh
out-{disguiscd as need of course, but the system of late capitalism is in 
need only of fodder) the without which is also the _poem. the poem an.d 
its threshold establish a continuum between what IS known and what IS 

desired. the story of innocence is a male fantasy, it implies a "snow 
white" in terior into which he may enter. but she knew what shew~ 
doing-she also knew she had no alternative. the call of the poem IS 

the call to risk. it is the invention of options . 
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to write is to go hungry or at least, to dissect the apple from its inside 
before ingestion, or more accurately, to inspect the ingested-which is 
to inspect ourselves. we do consume and we are consumption (a look 
terrifically penned by Dostoyevsky and Emma Goldman alike ... the 
bright consumptive cheeks ... her final days, this frail beauty) and here 
the thick-ankled poem, which is not other but of, rebels. the poem wiU 
outlive its poets though its specificities may lose translation, if transla
tion it ever gained (how many times has she come into fashion after 
dying alone unrecognized?). unlike urgency, surface beauty (read 
experiment) is not universally recognizable. in fact, one might say, it is 
only the unrtcognizable that is beautiful. we have drifted that far from 
ourselves. 

no one has yet managed to make integrity sexy and this is a problem 
which links practically to motivation. the closest we've come perhaps is 
the dewy~yed girl-child unwittingly performing some act of goodness 
(oh says snow·white, the poor old woman!) but the operative word is 
unwittingly-she has yet to learn the ways of the world, and the contra· 
diction of "sexual maturity" has yet to befuddle her hollywood inner 
cence. we might have more courage than style if we tried-both on the 
page and off. ultimately the urgency of our time might display and 
undo itself by its own hideous terms. acceptability lacks the vitality to 
initiate this process. the poem which intervenes is that which does not 
adhere to any convention but the shape of its own simultaneous col· 
lapse and potentiality. as the poem is constructed and notated by the 
very mechanics that ensure and maintain hegemony itself (language), 
the poem must necessarily lack sum, and why we must be exasperating· 
ly engaged with the daily to ensure that the lure of camps, ascention 
and acceptance does not undo what must be done. but how might i 
market inttgrity, my bold new fragrance. of late, it has so little appeal. 

and while there is inside there is no outside. the forest is not outside 
the cottage, it is inside the history of commerce and production which is 
inside the membrane of convention and motivation which is inside the 
theory of she is bought and sold and all this resides in the cell called 
poetry which first invented itself as the world. 

we go with the effort. action dictates its corresponding theory. as poet
ry streaks ahead of a poet's articulation of her poetics. ambiguity 
demands response as does crisis. and why to a fault i ask, what is at 
stake, what can writing do? there is no cohesive forward and yet the 
desire for difference will not quit. there seems to exist a necessary 
injustice in aU exhibitions beautiful or otherwise (or, the injustice of Ian· 
guage, where, how, who did it come from?). or, this is what the poem 
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shows me, it has dumd~. i have assumptions about my face, about my 
value as forged by the economic and gender realities of my existence. 
and about the translation of this image as a commodity less sought after 
than i might have hoped if i'd thought to hope for anything. or, what 
she should "allow" is a much larger question than issues of style or 
camp. 

the poem is nebulous. and yet the materials of which it is an image
object intersect it thus the nebulous narrativity of the poem allows for 
a remix that might in tum, for example, allow for a radical refiguring of 
the defining principles of clique aesthetics-thus who she might have 
been, thus revolution. each object has its image life-span and while 
snow-white may not age, we will forget her. a poet. in contract with the 
poem, is subject to a constant negotiation of insight and ego. thus the 
poet participates in her own production and decomposition, however 
limited the tools. 

inheri ted, agreed-upon "beauty" is frozen in its own preciousness and 
the understandable relief of acceptance. it harbors no movement thus 
countering the poem's essential drive towards fluidity and function. 
be<:ause by definition beauty is that which is threatened, when it is 
frozen, agreed upon, it forfeits its essence. or worms, or our agreed 
upon interpretation of wonns, are imperative to the evolution of poetry, 
the existence of beauty and the decomposition of stepmothers and girly
girls alike. they create the possibility of beauty (by threat and opposi
tion) while eating through it they are fluid, obsessively decomposi
tional, fertilizing, or, they establish the architecture of loss, these dual 
motion~without (as far as i know) the worry of acceptance. 

the real queen of poetry is that it generates. so as to be of and against 
the conundrum of its historicaJ occasion. in this it is not practica1, it is 
possible--barely. in poetry's liminal fabric,. we tum the mirror first 
upon our composite selves (say, l was commissiotJ~d). and in doing so, 
upon the world. only our questions change, and consequenUy, their 
formal translation in the material world. for one's accuracy is in que&
tions only. the poem and by extension, its poets, generate a multiplicity 
of efforts toward-, if allowed. 

when we write, we see the street we Live upon, provided there's a win
dow. the rest can be a daydream. send this page anywhere and it will 
arrive at the cite of the crisis. the future will be shoulder to shoulder or 
crib death. ri sk is perhaps the only resource we are not exploiting. 
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SARAH ROSENTHAL------------

dear yedda, 

every time i try to write to you the ugly little cartoon man who looks 
like a paper dip interrupts me and asks can i help you. 

this is a real letter but also a fake one. i'm walking on that edge so i 
guess you arc too. 

so why, why a letter. something about that razor edge of fiction. i've 
been reading eileen myles and in a swoon because to me she shows: 
fiction is: this is what i see, this is how i say. and maybe how i say is to 
embroider or maybe i perceive myself as sticking absolutely, it really 
doesn't matter. somehow the merge of see and say and the urge to con
nect. 

rclati onality . and the job is to note, to measure, in each case, the space 
between, its texture or timbre. i'd like that space to feel really charged 
though the fact is often it feels flat or something to fa ll through. and so 
that too, that flatness or fear, is something more and more i'm interested 
in. 

when i thought about why i feel compelled to use this form-and i 
want to say a letter is in some way a stand-in for an idea. an idea of 
fonn, so i'm interested in the lettemcss of life and of fonn, not necessar
ily in actual letters though of course those are so sweet too--what i 
came to understand is that it's, yes, about connectivity and collaboration 
and conversation, the same words i've been strumming on for the last 
few years. but it's more--a letter provides a frame, a focus, amidst 
the vastness of possibility, while also pointing to its own arbitrary 
nature. it's like a "you are here" in a big map. look at all the places you 
aren't. 

people conduct their vacations in so many different ways. some like to 
get lost and some like to read. some like the fiction of preparation like a 
game. in a story i read last night in the chelsea girls, ei leen and her 
friend both made lists of furniture from the sears catalogue. they were 
both equally serious about their lists but then the friend actually bought 
the SS9 headboard and at that moment i realized eileen was destined to 
become a fiction writer. 

a wandering possible, but because it says dear and love there's a kind of 
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buill-in boundary. 

i'm constantly trying to understand how to walk th~ line between . 
commitment and the institution. between a slow kiss and date rape. 1 

mean between tag and being arrested. or between planning to buy the 
headboard and actually laying out the 59 bucks. or between laying out 
the 59 bucks and thinking that that really means something. or between 
letting it really mean something but if someone steals it (no one wo~ld 
steal a headboard!) then enjoy the deliciousness of loss. that's what 1 

want. and now i'm getting so greedy i want to find even a way of 
finding deadness, downtime, delicious. is that like m~ing peace _with 
death? or maybe with a mistaken idea of death. making peace wllh all 
the mistaken ideas. yes. yes to error. 

dear error. dear pain. pained. dear pane. 

"a life is out the window and you are pulled through it/all you worry 
about diminishes you/ at every moment a body is being violated/ 
although the mahogany window frame was designed for safety /when 
you chose this method of seeing/you are crowded with anyone" 

from a fraser poem. she has h.d. and bryer hurtling south on a train. 
the breaks are probably all wrong because it was on a tape. "at every 
moment a body is being violated" is a feminist statistic but the move 
here is to include the speaker in the ethic of care. it's a move that 
turns love into line. 

the more you let in . 

the necessity and the danger. "william carlos williams had watched 
stunned once when she was caught up, enraptured, in a thunderstorm 
and on another occasion when she waded out into pounding surf until 
it beat her senseless." 

care is epic. scope. is a love letter. dear yedda-is writing this. we 
travel and we return. we look through both ends o( the scope. as a 
child do you know the difference. you go up to anything and touch it. 
gradually you Jearn what bums. what fences. solutio? cou ld remain 
something liquid . something adequate. duncan: the nsk of the wrong 
words must charge through . 

out of order. erroc equaJs imagination because. logic: imagination's 
wrong. incendiary therefore. we travel and we don't come back. what 
then. come with. i thought i had a job to do. a kind of assignment 
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air mail. provisional. did you pack enough air. i'm getting better with 
takeoffs. oh it's bumpy. the bumps mean you are here. 

tender. what do you have to offer. will you write back. how will you 
sign yourself. a poet had 23 identities. end of story. see you tonight. 
it's north american like creelcy or anybody. something recognizable. in 
paris i cou ld sniff the rowboy boots, the twang. a mile off, the splayed 
body language. a kind of confidence. built on violence. there's no end. 
where do you take your vacations. do you cry in private. do you pray 
on the holy days. a litany. a borrowed fonn. the daily broken. 

these interiors need attention. it doesn't look like something i've seen. 
a growing hunger. water and heat. mall or stall. recognizable truck. 
she said mini is no size. you choose. take me with you. dear yedda. 
love sarah. that particular. call it. of one letter. a kind of chunk or 
rhythm. deleterious or delirium. take it out. order it. winsome. limer
ick. an extra catalog. i'll see you in the reading. signed. i might be a 
little late. ration. to what end. no man has shown up with a bucket of 
paint. why we have a body. sing. singer. singed. 

topic: of a place. argument, reason. discourse ... 

not-chicago. fingers 'Jl wrinkle bumper 
sticker we are light stuck 

struck. bones blasted 
hectic music 

in the material 

a hung picture, the stench of manure comer 
5th ave and central park east 

accept the fact you have no shade 
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Stl the gnssip 
column rcpm1L'CI 
her skocp pat
terns 

book. this bonk holds a st.'Crct 
fray<.'CIIhrcads cares.'i<.'CI by ~>t·rangcrs 

and she !'>aid "mystic," "play" and "i 
read lhL'SL' poems on my break" 
"refrigerator hum" 

thL• hum muscle 

my bt"K.Ik is a St."Crcl 
an ellipsis 

cooler darker feel of fall 

radiator 

time los t and given 
relation 
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RoBERT HALE:---------------

Poetics Stateme11t I & ll 

You arc inside a building and then outside it. 
-Barrett Wattcn 

Rt..>ccnt poetry definitely ~licvcs in identity (the solitary personaHty) 
which 1s hard to get used to, a sort of preoccupation with the self where 
how far do you push it always seems to be the question (but always_ 
with an assumption that there is a bedrock of identity-the assumption 
that you can usc words, like the ground you walk on, to document 
yourself, that there arc safety nets to permit your in~esti~atio~s-~hich 
is the inevitable problem and joy of these psycholog•cal mveshgahons). 
Linguistic means of expression are useless for expressing the drive to 
self-preservation, to posit a crude world of stability, of things-~here 
the world of sleep is the most durable, drafts that are constantly mcreas
ing nr losmg (a subsistence economy) is what writing i~ good at and 
should pursue. But this is perhaps too comfortable for 1ts own good
so much writing seems uncomfortable in this sense and should be pur
sued accordingly, so that it arouses a kind of astonishment _a_nd_ need
unfortunately, often nothing new in this sense. The rcconahatlon of 
fragmented titles and structure take on a rhetorical life, which whether 
mtendcd or not have something in them-a diary, a thought, stages of 
romanCL'-Whilc sleep seems to be the only thing that really digs in 
(Proust). 

Expand difference. Great opening line. But not as many of these lines 
work as I'd like. Two currents that don't particularly resound are the "I 
do th1 s," "I do that" lines and abstraction of other lines about disaster, 
millennium and authority. Also, then, Bible imagery and mother, 
father, whatever death strikes-the text just doesn't seem to warnnt or 
need all this weight. You can pick apart the "I do this," "I do that" 
trope with lines that point out the tautology of it all. Remember Joe 
Cheravello"s "Oak oak, like like" and expand on it. Watch out for angst 
and dichC:.. Use error as inspiration and the things you find most 
embarraSSing, but be careful to see that it is fulfilled in the rest of the 
work. Whether or not to schematize becomes an issue of whether or 
not the text should be a show for the eye. External cin:umstances take 
refuge m th e beauty of form and its entropy, content always too deriva
tive. Two languages, one as geological skein over which the other tells 
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anecdotes of local action. The separation is too dcan-words dilute nnd 
brutalize, words depersonalize. 

How about a pcrft.><:tcd syntax that suits the material, but that lacks an 
economy. One always feels that it gets hold of something. riffs on it a 
bit and then lets it go just at just the right moment to pique the reader"s 
interest and allow the writing to go on. But what does this amount to? 
This can go on indefinitely, and what about the fugue-text, writing as 
sorting-more convenient than anything else. Lack of economy makes 
it difficult for difference to work. Reference to a perpetually displaced 
signified, that seem like objects placed in the road to be removed. 
Effectivity with which the text seems to be satisfied, chugging along 
through its landscape as poetica l structure, as a struggl e between lan
guages and mechanistic interpretation that d esires nothing but quanti
tics, effects, describing processes. Instead of only exaggerating the 
infl uencc o( external circumstances, what of an unrestricted economy ol 
writing, unrestncted but nonetheless an economy which implies an 
arrangement of elements in a system and also an organization of 
rt.'SOurccs. Poets must be makers or builders AND oikonomos or house
hold managers. 

The body as personal rather than political structure is hackneyed and 
unknowable. The sagacity of self, activity associated with pleasure 
deferrt.>d as experiences of necessity, give and take, with a certain com
prehension as the result constantly constrained to transfer the value of 
life back to the front, risks becoming a repeated movement in the text 
that accumulates (rather than circulates), through references to suicide 
and a body f map of violence, constrained to make a place for oneself in 
the text-procCS9-SO the purpose of the writing becomes overly-impor
tant, a pale image sketched in consciousness; self-realization regarding 
narrative as spatiality of the body and a desire for cause and effect. 
The individual feeling isolated in the text as a process toward distant 
goals, the measure of failure and fatality grow as with a resistance that 
can expend itself only on what resists it. Reminiscent of despotism, it 
seeks to forget or subvert what is known in order to assimilate language 
into sensualism to make the work look as similar to life as possible with 
the elimination of choosing and judgment. Contemplation as the only 
road to truth is the type of health that breeds a knowledge that knows 
but has never seen, again, the unknowable self emerges and eclipses the 
body. 

The evidence of the body in writing is nourishment. No obstacles or 
burdens appear that are usually associated with pleasure. Movement as 
the urge to communicate pleasure and displeasure, however sluggish, 
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even better of at the pace of a broken d ock (what is a broken clock?). 
Language as a sign th at what matters most is beginning to be defective, 
to have no place in a mechanJstically conceived world, only displace
ment, only what doesn't characterize, only what has force. One should 
follow one's self-consciousness as guarantee of the movement, detach
ment and deferring of language as a property of time and space-the 
absence o( desire for self-preservation and self-will . The arising 
"hunger" is an Interpretation based on far more COI_'"PI~catcd organi~ms 
(the political body), a dt>sire to incorporate everythmg 10 the unrestrtd
ed t'COnomy. Not replacing what's lost but seeking other roads. 
Procreation is the conSf..-q uence of a hunger. The energy or force doesn't 
come from cause and effect or communication. but from defective lan
guage. A protoplasm divides in two when its power is no longer ade
quate to control what it has appropriated, an ordering process that 
looks like purpos1vencss being perpetually blocked by outer force&
govemmen t governing to form an image of an inner world and enact a 
leveling process of language to pure description in the name of the 
body as an anti-aesthetic-functions of the body versus consciousness, 
yet once in, we never setm to get outside of this consciousness. Perhaps 
Barthes' "Degree Zero" of writing has been achieved but to what end? 
The text becomes a sponge, a governing body (no longer political in that 
it is restricted) that renders any idea of economy superfluous. Problems 
of the text that would nonnally be solved aren't solved and are thus 
annoying and unknowable. The body becomes more important_ th_an 
language-the body as abject, monster text, 18th Century matenal~sm, 
Michael Jackson. Inner circumstances that cannot adapt to outer ar
cumstances. Government versus economy. 

Often, without knowing it, you read a poem and you find yourself in an 
already constructed network of comprehension, the shadow in which 
labor, life and language conceal their truth. Less often. in full realiza
tion. you read a poem and find yourself somewhere completely di£fer
enl, where the shadow is of each letter in the poem. language exposed, 
a sentence in giant block letters across the top of a building. 
Communication model as neon sign blinking on and off like whatever 
the sun cuts in half with its light or signification without the sun (or 
"Sun cu ts throat''-Appolinaire). 

Writing into smooth plateaus that are not accessible to any reading of 
rcscmblance or evolution. Nor is reading a matter of sorting through 
semanti c categories or methods that would provide some basis for the 
activity as one of arbitrarily choosing structural signifying routes. In 
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the tradititm tlf hermetic works-1oomc books of Coolidge and Ntlllt!y 
cumt.• In mind as well as the work of Laura Riding and Barrett Wattcn
poetry qutostions not literatun.• il'ielf, as it appears and works m the text, 
but what maktos language p<)S.o.;ible as a fo rce for the systematically 
rt.>duct>d mind . Thc poet's rtal politick is nut k't.'ling ur rcprt'SCnting yuur 
pain, but rather sninK it in language and defamiliarizi ng it as much as 
possible. It is nnt fXK'try in search of a utopian socialist movement, but 
it is an ex pulsion from the imaginary into tl1t "cogito" oflht dreamu 
(Bachclard). "Dn.•ams arc our life, which we will never be able tu pcnt'-
trate. There can be no separation from an invi si ble world" (Watten). 

Poetry is never axiomatic, but rather, "constant, altered only by our 
design." (Wattcn). The popularity of prose forms among today's poets 
bears a axiomatic quality, sentences read and sometimes progress like 
axioms in a mathematic or logical sense. To perceive while being-in· 
tht.'--wnrld is to struggle in the m~t political sense to the point of high 
tll'};anizati un at timt-s. In other words, the poet should organize lan
guage in a political fas hion, though not nearly as adroitly as it may 
sound . This writing scttkos on you like so many days, like so many 
slrt.'Cts that you've walh>d a thousand times. Poetry performs inside 
and outside the subjt.'Ct constantly, but still maintains the distinction 
bt.'Causc imagination d()(.>s not exist. Imagination disappears with the 
first lin t.• nf t.•ach poem into a historical framework that must configure 
in and nut nf history or be lost only to be shored or stifled. This 
unimaginatiun is nut a lack of imagination; it is not even imagination of 
the lack, but rather that which is hidden by imagination and what is 
g1ven alike: the neutral, the unmanifest. 



jOCELYN SAIDENBERG & BRIAN STRANIG------

from Record 1.0 

1.2 (transm issions) 

\ 'I hal's exd tmg IS when you/ me/we get to a point where we either real
i7l' that WI.? have created sense or that sense is impossi ble or at least 
temporarily absent. 

this sense •s just of a different "order" than we are accustomed to. what 
about sense as sensory? 

percepti on. making sense as tracking (maybe hunting) perception 
which is not so rare but really we are overly surrounded by it so we are 
n .. -gislering or recording a version of perception-that ad as an act of 
maki ng and maybe sense making-very fabricated . 

but not "forced" by logic (usual}-i would like to say there are versions 
of perception or models of it layered like an onion (w I no .. core") all 
arc va lid-operate differently. 

we do go th rough/sort throug h w I different stratcgi~stems
assumptions about what is, at the very least. pleasurable or attractive, 
has l'ncrgy-why pick one apple over another? 

all of them have a goal of undermining and evoking different "orders" 
of perception/ thought. 

undcrcovering detection. making sense or meaning-driven by differ
ent forces than the usual syllogism of narrative (temporal) factors. 

what forces then? explosive, accidental, combinational, juxtapositional 
loud &: crashing-must be more-dynamite / dynamic/ energetic. 

all of the above may be things that undermine the usual logic (accident 
especially) overl oading senses undermining the "outer" mind . 

outer mind proposes a d epth model to which sense &: meaning give 
'>hapc----or contoul'-maybe even body as in f1esh and blood where do 
we cx1st in this-as agents-as translators as records as inky. 

1thmk the "we" exists in this in all levels-one is no "truer" than 

anolht!r. why go thru this process at a ll? 

whY: not? ~mcthing having to dow/intensi ty-back to the excitement 
of d1scovermg the possibility and impossibili ty of meaning-i am a 
sap-but that intensity-moves me can make me cry. 

yes, a poeti cs of d iscovery. 

t~e play ing field where we have set out to encourage this that which is 
b•gger th~n the both of us is uneven by natu re this field of possibilites 
where lh1s that ranges offers a communi ty where we with this that can 
belong to something bigger than the both of us. 

i don't know about the personification of that-which-is-bigger. part of 
me doc"Sn't want to try to define it because i feel at case with th is issue 
of trusting in the impulse and trus ting in being led rather than trying to 
lead (so much a part of my own poetics anyway) and because j don't 
really think it's necessary to define "i t'' because what really matters is 
the writing. whatever it is that makes us "swerve" away from the ordi
nary patterns in thought (?!?) and logic, what''s important is the resul ts. 

"he truth wt know is not of what is, but ofwl~at is happtning. "-duncan 

this quote seemed to me to get at a similar thing; i guess that we are 
attending what is happening ra ther than describing a thing. 

(transmissions interrupted) 
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number twenty eight 

what is inevi tably thought 

incapacitation precise resistance 
of the ob,cct dissolved space outside 

at bay but retrievable by an attached 
grasping an invented habit 
nddled 

somethings must be italicized for example 

enormity 

the depth of what eludes 
a familiar dilemma or negative 

in spite of yet precisely it is not its not 

or in a way nudity a mathematical 
dressing up of the spider 
more a predator than what we thought 
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number fifty five 

as a const.-qucnce of perpetual 

departure fugitive pnsoner 

excitation embalmed nailed to 

a foi'};Otlcn cxprL'I*iiOn quoting finery 

as nne who waits 

it is In say endos<.>d historically 

sht' wa1ts he sails the hum of the wh<.'Cls 

a thin container 

it fulldws is dL-clared invcrh.>d 

a stunning convcnicnct' below ground 

the future delinquently obeys 

a custom of the unfaithful 

belnw and above 

the remnants a sign a breath mingled 

melts unglued from delirium 

there arc two words sustaining 

provoking oscillations an entrance 
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number ninety three 

polarize the border lines 
walkout of 
dual restlessness 
torn between 
perpetual col lection 
stradd le inner version 
opposing frames 
both on ourselves in 
counter-stance 
n.>duced to a view 
and hori7ontally swift 
an angular 
fulcrum collision 
severed pieces 
break down the nesh 
uprooting 
bring to breath 
fluttering through 
what she hears 

"" 

1.1 (notes) 

Record exists in a 7'x11" aqua and black, gold trimmed, 160 paged lined 
and numbered record-kt.:oeping book that you might find at a dry clean
ing store. Over the last year we have sporadi cally but regularly written 
in this ledger using a variety of procedures, constantly manipulating the 
variables of our collaborative project. We not only experiment with 
modes of operation but also vary the locations where we meet-all of 
this to increase the possibility for the unexpected. In searching for sys
tems which are porous enough to include many different kinds of textu
al and musical artifacts, our interest lies more in the process than the 
product. We usc traditional surrealist operations--exquisite corpse, 
negative inverl:iion, "automatic" writing-and we often improvise on 
them to create new ones. The pil..>ces included use these traditional 
operations but also use ones such as the following procedure. One per
son writes in irregular patterns down the page while being read to and 
simultaneously listening to music. When finished, the second writer 
follows the sculpted surface of the page and fills in the blank spots cre
ated by the first person while reading and listening. Typically, we 
would then repeat this proct.'SS, changing positions, changing the order 
of who goes first . Sometimes, we simply write "automatically" for a 
designated number of lines and then exchange the book, passing it back 
and forth and writing quickly to avoid thinking too much. 

Through these many different procedures, we try to create an environ
ment for ourselves which compels us to negotiate an excess of sounds 
and information in an attempt to dislocate and disorient our habitual 
modes of apprehension and writing. Because we force ourselves to 
explore and encounter unexpected logics, we frequently surprise our
selves and always get a great deal of enjoyment out of this record keep
ing. Through thi s constant engagement with play, we have found that 
the project was able to incorporate a broad range of mutual interests
NBA basketball, vampire movies, all kinds of music, motorcycles, poet
ics, current events. politics, semiotics and much more--which work 
their way, directly and obliquely, into Record . 
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TIM 0AVI&--------------

Opiates of the Muses 

potts starvt so ntar the slaTS 
~they Iii< to think of b.,. 
of pure bright gold rwzr them in heavm ... 
And things wt hardly understand. 
IW mystic numbtrS thrtt and sevtn
And all the things wt know art chad 
in a dtod land. 

"utty prottsty" 

-John Rodker 

-Bob Dylan, on 
HRainy Day Women" 

prepared spiritual poetry arsenic-in-signet . 
prepared astrophysic mushy pea for luncheon gmtJet . 
go ahead administer this thin tinned aspic highness saence 
emil q.late capitalist maws agape 
refugees from liberal educatered si.xties-missers 
ne-- high to a -wage earner betcha 
half a ashram's trash collection contrad 
the blooded red f<><get 
<<recover hard>> hard 
at least the golden dawn had 
mr. thistledick 
so we eat 
police horses is that 

ScPoo sp-p-pooky since the drugs 
had nothin run-of-the done in 
this is a quiz 
these immolation kits just get easier 
whi le I stage a zaiiberflotte full of 
full on suburban celan envy 
glove compartment worship worship 
life is a g lue trap so start knawing 
you are all a be-bop-ba-reep 
closing in on the zen sincerity tester 
take my language, please 
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like experimental is a huge eugenic bumper sticker humor 
handed you by Iiddy dole 
when classlessnessist active ingredient dispels the doubt about 
a sprinkle in your sweet and low? 
tracksolmac-lO"s 
for officer when 
why, these quote marks look like little sickles! 
my o meat hook gnostrichism 
who gives a fuck where the heavenly tree grows 
(a bumble bee?) got to love the bulb pop 
pulling us up by our ruts 
minus james earl ray's new bi.al 
of fires this time and 
microdimato bullet spirals fradal, dude, while i conspire 
in the news today a ladating cat nursed firehouse schnauzers 
go wish you had some ashen flash cards with that 
or lead pencil to remember 
or fecal matter burgers with mythology and fly-low dough 
funny, you can't not watusi 
it's first light by the just-post-bonobo mastodon jump 
the figures of the present dance 
a lemur, a measurer 
everybody move the mouse, yeah, yeah 
everybody move the mouse 
otalgia of alchemy laden 
players cut plug 
i'lltake cancer of beneath the tongue 
over dullard solemn song cycle q through q through q 
someone get coltrane back on smack 
like there's been forced splenectomies 
and in band a part (i've commented) 
if you teach a man to fish 
you can't sell him the latest 
hook line and sinker upgrades 
anyway i write for myself and strangeness 
round out periodic 
chart 'n chuck it 
insulate yourself from this'll 
prick a bit lidded tupperware tub of 
leftover leftover yesterday's irradiated naked pain 
the salvation army workers went on strike today 
okay, clam the gooey vampiric rhetoric 
may telernarketers call col lect 
during tantric scrabble spelt 
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large here like the black market school 
tatamount like poetry is a waste of waste of space 
i found the blueprints to a zoo 
may the meaningmobile 
go and oyez 
pedestrians to death 
and churchgoers give a djin 
and a dust of gleedub negritude and 
no is what i' m wishin to be owning 

,.._., 
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1. Common Genet &c Snake 

2. Mouse Kissing Bird's Boot 

3. Manatees with SmaJI Fish 

4. Black-Necked Spitting Cobra 
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EUZABETH TREADWELL.-----------

These Are Not My Theories (&People in It) 

1. 
stumblrd P'RJ«' 
a portior~ of Mary, SlliJ pltasf! 
proportionate Mary, say plttN 

2. Sharecrop 
I sprung partly from Irish and Cherokee sharecroppers standing 

toes scraping along the porches of their tiny homes, and people who 
cou ld not or did not read. (Also from people who did variously read, 
play tennis, practice accou nting. and whose name was given to an 
English stream and a fishing ' fly.') The way the infonnation was and 
was not passed down makes me keen on the cycles of how even the 
simplest, plainest facts (habits/ culture) are politicized, erased and 
effaced and resurrected in times. Politicized: made trendy. So investi
gating that in many different arenas is pact of the motion (desire/need) 
of my writing is all. 

Also restructures: saw this guy on '60 Minutes' once saying 
how the Lakota couldn't-and actually Should Not~xpect their sacred 
Black Hills returned back to them because .... and his logic relied on a 
very specific and tunnelled and dictatorial vision of time. 

3. Keys to the Gty 
But still I'd like to think I could be Danielle Steele if I chose to. 

(She's a little bit like Chaucer.) That may just be the fake fantasia of a 
low-income lady. 

4. Not Theories (I put on taupe eyeshadow) 
Paul was typing out the last rehash of a song we wrote the 

lyrics ol together. Or I put in two cents. Quickly a heavy cloud poured 
down tremendously as I spoke over phone lines to Sarah and still said, 
ftt 's mu t. 

So in City Ughts I choee many books neglecting my plan of 
library only till next paycheck. 1 chose: Janine Pommy Vega's new book 
chronicling trips to sacred sites of (female) ritual, Twenty Prose Poems by 
Charles Baudelaire, a Routledge book on modernist women, and also a 
slim edition of Asphodel, That Greeny ... by W.C. Williams--this last par
tially to quote this bit: 
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" I speak in figures, 
well enough, the d resses 

you wear are figu n.>s also, 
we could not meet 

otherwase." 

and play with it in (my) continuing Evt Doe. 
Whcn_Sar~h anivt.>d she remanded me I sa id I wasn't going to 

spcn_d, so I rclm~uashed them all a nd instead stole from a table display : 
the httle gold foal on a volume of Robert Pinsky which read in its oval: 

POET LAUREATE 
of the United States 

I s tuck it on my black-sweatered chest and wore it to the Kathleen 
Fraser reading .at Canessa Park. First though we sat with hot chocolate 
di_sc:uss~ ng art/ entertainment and then walking, as Sarah saw Kevin 
Kilhan m what she thought was a skirt, she said " the job of a writer ver
sus the art of a writer." And I said, "and money? and what people 
exp~ themsel~~ to .... " Or I said some s uch and it's all very confusing 
~nd k_m~ of _excahng (or: I am excited and confused). In any case, there 
as vanallon m what I want to and do write. At least it seems to me. 

Sum of this: the economics of writing is tied to the mystery of it. 

5. G uardian 
I am interested in figures and ritual: this is the reason for the 

pull m me both toward various volumes of 1He Uves of the Saints and 
toward fashion magazines from all over the world. In my volatile/seri
ous ea rly twenties I used to really announce wa nting to be fomous, and 
when asked, why? came up with this: I want to be heard, I want a place 
for my voice and ideas. 

There is a way in which my voice sounds cute, and the n seri
ous, and this confuses me also: I investigate it by allowing it. Process: 
scraps of paper with notes on them pulled from jeans and the bottoms 
of bags, or what might be d escribed as a single idea sustained in the 
slow revolvi~g ~oor of writing a novel. Eve Doe is a place for placement 
an~ really thm_kmg about women. It is a kind of archaeology. It is a 
sen es of ex penments. 

Fi~ures and _ritual : eagerly readi ng Robert GlOck's Margery 
~==e for Jts collapsmg intersection of versions of each a uthor/ figure's 

Finding a new o r divergent way toward interiority in fidaon: 
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c..•vcnt, on cven t, on event and each character's thoughl-. and simplc 
action at plam and poignant moments as events. Eclipsing even ts. 
Official invitations In events. Draggi ng out even ts. Flashback and for
ward ~:venl-.. Slapdash and cut-ou t events. Mirrors of ideas/issues/ 
pl'rNma/l•ty . Remnant tlf event. How his therapist saw it. "This is 
Mll'nl h1-.tmy"-nntc tu myself am<Klgst nntt-s for new novel. Trying 
not haVmJ.; 1ntennnty 10 the expc...'dt-d way that remains almost unread: 
Shc1la bnng-. the plant out to show him, she is thinking this and say ing 
that. Tears form and fall, there is a cresting of emotion o r though t. 
Though th1" !-.I ill, of course, sometimes works---tt's a bit cheap. Because 
of the narratum uf commercials and the naming of colors in J. Crew cat
alog-.. I am very mnuenct.-d by Gertrud e Stein's methods of characteriz
Ing. 

6. Repository of hand-held lace or any garment 

HMaybe you could answer this. what is eve doe? what is if in 
response to? and l1ow does sire exist in language?" -Sarah Anne Cox 

[.ve Doe responds to the Big Books half-read an" blindly infil
trat(t.-d)(ing}. And any book. Newspapers, newsreels and sidewalks. 
Eve is broad. My methods of research are qu estionable, are questions 
pu t to texts rangi ng from (insert That Girl in You r Mirror: Miss America 
1965 Talks Sense to Every Girl by Vonda Kay Van Dyke, insert Bodies of 
Work: f.ssays by Kathy Acker, insert insert insert-Whores in History by 
Nickic Roberts--insert the Bible and insert etcetera). Ew Dot includes 
footnotes and unaccou nted fors. She ex ists in the placement (dis
arrangement) of myth and line. She is the lineager, liner notes. (There 
goes typo, a Ia Kathleen F.) She exists in fragments of diagnoses. She 
ex ists in lht.'Ory and its rebuttal . She exists and exists and refuses not to 
ex 1st. Eve is impregnable. So there your Johnny Apple. Yet: repository 
also. She reli cs on solitude. She is solicitous. She's very friendly and 
bossy, Eve. St.>c how she is anonymous, Doe. She is put upon and 
putting. She is kind of like a sculpture into the Big Books. Like: 
Paradise tast, if I may be so bold. And any book (or even, comment). 
Any woman seen. She is an actor. As in, active. 

Any woman seen. 
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Eve Doe: 

third movement 

servant &:: flunky the region of unifonnity 

Eve Doe (recently) {in our time) (how she discerned murder mysteries 
here 

Bride's instructions: 

region of the butterfly pump. Bride's garment 
at the vanishing point of perspective 

mortice 
joint 
stem 

wasp 

the beginning of argyle 

if she ever finishes her quillwork 

the universe will end in that instant 

the awakening of yellow charcoal 

briquet 

and a drink to microscopic 
c~ches·&:· couches which Elvis installed it was long there 
w1th Ca1thn looking at his living room 

inside degrees nationalities bouquet & coquetry 

tennis lawns eclipses sitting with fish and chips 
the old people bowled the young people bowled on 
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videota pe 
gemality and even janice fortuned 

knotted inside how the weather was made to 

of a century) 

halloween 

(the flattened plane at the beginning 
"it is hard to say why 

she has been ignored" 

alley body filmnoir) 

in silver footage: 
lying on her grave now is how 
lying on her bed used to be 

I look up 

the state of being indented 

somt phrasts taktP~from Paula Cu"" Allt n aP~d Marctl Duchtlmp 

Firsl prinltd in Ew Doe(becomi,.g A,. epic poem) l1y Elizsbdh Trtadwtll, Doublt 

Lucy Books, 1997. 
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Generosity as Method: 
Excerpts from a conversation tuith Mymtg Mi Kim 

Myung Mi Kim is an Associate Professor in the Creative Writing 
Department at San Francisco State University. Her books of poetry are 
Under Flag (Kelsey Street 1991), The Bounty (Chax Press 1996), and 
nURA (forthconi.ing from Sun &: Moon), and she has publish L>d widely 
in a va riety of journals and anthologies. The following discussion took 
place in San Francisco in December o( 1997. 

Yedda Morrison: You mentioned in a recent lecture that "real change" 
cannot happen in opposition. I'm very curious as to what you mean by 
this. The popular notion of social / political/ personal transformation 
St."Cms to be that the frict ion and tension that opposi tion creates is fun
damentally generative and change cannot occur without it. Do you 
have a model for social change which is not based in opposi tion? 

Myung Mi Kim: Even in the very way we talk about how change hap
pens, Wl' bt.'gin by bifurcating: docs change happen this way or that 
way-even in our desire to participate in a rad icalizi ng process we do 
not add ress the complexity of it; imml>diately we come to this either-or 
propue>ition. I' m interested in augmenting or complicating a model of 
change. 

lf we acknowledge that radica1i zation doesn' t resemble any one 
thing, then what would be the possible modulations and conversations 
around what oppositional looks li ke? How would it be possible to 
deliberate on the oppositionaJ in a way that does not re-enact and repli
cate those very dynamics that are being "opposed?" To be vigilant, 
even hypervigilant to that tendency to replicate power structures,. to 
recogni ze that we're each impl icated in a machinery that works to 
maintain the loci of power. Under these laws, change itself is absorbed 
and collapsed. It becomes more and more necessary, then. to pose how 
we might participate in inventing how "change" takes place. 

Y: What you're saying makes me think about Raymond Willi ams' 
notion of oppositional vs. alternative stances. The whole idea of cultur
al inclusion and exclusion-what becomes appropriated by dominant 
culture, what becomes in a sense co-opted by the system and th~refore 
deflated in terms of c(ficacy. 

M: Yes; so even "change" is fodder for the machinery that deter-
mines the status of limits and perimeters. Opposition may not play out 
its course before it is preempted and folded into something else. Apply 



this notion to poetics: can you effect change if the cu lture in which 
you're writing c.1n't even begin to recognize that your "unrecognizabili· 
ty" is a necessary part of inventing change. Can you follow through, 
with some measure of conviction, that by providing an example of your 
particular rendering. the potential of writing is renewed. Any lime 
authenticating work is taken on, the poem becomes saturated with pos
sibi lity. 

We arc indoctrinated into making choices about our work when 
we don't allow this to happen. There could be legions of us saying, I 
don't want to be unrecognizable, I don't want to be relegated immcdi· 
atcly to this region of unrecognizability which seems to equal no poten
t..:.] for "social efficacy," to usc Lyn Hejinian's phrase. Who wants that 
mantle of nontranslatability between their work and the world? I'd put 
a Jot of pressure on looking at that equals sign-

Y: That brings up a lot of questions about audience, the insular 
nature of the poetry community, "preaching to the converted," etc., 
which are valid concerns. We don't want to fall into some sort of social 
realist model of writing in order to ensure translatability, we want to be 
true to our creative impulses. yet we want to be as brood reaching as 
we can, don't we? Nor can we make assumptions about audience 
because that's probably the most limiting thing one could do, make 
assumptions about someone else's ability to understand. Maybe it's 
enough that "authenticating" work exists, but translatability aside, who 
reads it? I think this tics in with the line of yours from Under Flag, "the 
widest angle of vision before vision fails to mean." How broad can 
something be, how much can a form hold before the form is compn>
mised, how inclusive can a poem, a movement, a poetics be before its 
"aim" is completely diffused? 

M: There is always some kind of invisible, constant, millisecond
by-millist.>cond negotiation between form and its divestment, between 
the poem and the world, that you engage every time you write. A 
poem having cultural translation in our historical moment, what would 
that look like? I was in a bookstore doing Christmas shopping for my 
son, and I was noticing the way in which books are cast, sold and 
bought. That someone would buy Best American Short Stories 19f17 
and Best American Essays 19f17, but not Best American Poetry 19f17-
when they're all sitting there right next to each other-you begin to 
understand on some real visceral level this question of where/how 
poetry meets the world. 

If my experience in the bookstore is a demonstration of the 
invisibility of poetry, it seems imperative to ask, what is the poet's task? 
One task might be undertaking the kind of devotion and conviction 
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towards authenticating the work you must do, the work we each must 
undertake, and that forms the basis for a much larger vision for a mobi
lizing potential for poetry. If in this way we each meet our own libera
tory potential, this must make a difference. Because finally, it will no 
longer be a case of writer X or Y or Z in isolation, but that if enough of 
us take on the task of personal Liberation, the task itself becomes mean
ing-making or meaningful. As a community of writers and readers and 
poets and thinkers, we're anxious about our isolation. but perhaps this 
timidity and tenuousness can be converted into an investigation of what 
it means to find a connection between poetry and the world . Moreover, 
how might we work out different models of where poetry can exist, 
where poetry can be inserted, can be read, experienced; how can poetry 
have context. We talk about community as if we knew what that 
m~ant, but really, we have such a limited idea. Poetry is simply how 
you participate in language, and we all do that. We go to the grocery 
store and say hello to the clerk, and we've dont something with language. 
We can actually make an intervention by proposing that poetry be 
experienced in the world, in the masses, culturally, even given the cul
ture that we do have--by sharpening what we mean by how we do our 
work. 

Y: So if we could just wave a magic wand and realize all thi~ 
poets pursuing their own liberatory potential through authenticating 
work and in tum, creating more venues around the city for reading and 
sharing their work-what would be your hope? What do you see this 
generating? 

M: I think it would take a lot of the pressure off the demand that 
poetry be this efficacious thing. Because the social terms are 50 brittle, 
we poets put a lot of pressure on poetry to do something or be some
thing, or enact something. I think the more that poetry can become part 
of a larger structure that supports it, the more it wiU take some of the 
edginess off of these decisions we think we have to make--like, what is 
poetry for, or who's going to read it anyway. We'll have evidence that 
it exists and it's real, and applicable to life, not not applicable, which I 
think is how we often experience it. 

Y: One certainly sees this kind of pressure you're speaking of 
inherent within, and exacerbated by, the publishing world. There's 50 

little going on in some ways, so few opportunities, that it creates this 
intense pressure, and consequently engenders this very dosed way of 
dealing with each other and with the way that poetry intersects with 
community. You've talked about this, a group of women poets for 
instance, submitting a collaborative project to a book contest, that kind 
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of practical subversion of the agreed upon procedure, which in terms of 
the publishing world is largely unheard of I would guess ... 

M: That's partially my aHegory of going into the bookstore. 
Making poems so easily gets jettisoned into authorship, or the commer
ciaJ potential of authorship--and I don't mean commercial as financiaJ 
necessarily-but even in the way that we think of legitimation-and 
that there's only such a poorly and singularly defined idea of the mean
ing of publishing-that somehow publishing equals legitimation equaJs 
a certain kind of authorship or privileging of the single author. My 
proposition isn't to counteract or demolish this notion of privilege, but 
to have multiple notions of recognition so that publishing isn't the only 
way you have a sense of work being greeted by the world. What other 
kind of constructs could support the idea of honoring somt.>one's work? 
How else can we say, "your work is important, we want to read your 
work, we want to be in conversation with your work?" How many 
multiple locations can we make that support our creativity and hunger 
for meaning? 

Y: This seems to necessitate a certain kind of generosity, because 
it's an acceptance based on "I appreciate your work," not an acceptance 
based on the model of competition and extemaJ legitimation, i.e., com
mercial potential as you say. If we're all scrambling for a few spots, 
how can generosity exist? 

M: In that case, generoisty can't exist. For me, where I can say 
politicize, I have to say the word genercx;ity. Implicit in being political is 
trying to restore the human face, with attention to the implications of 
one's actions as a whole. So to be politicized, with that human face on, 
with the ability to read subtleties and nuances as to how you affect the 
systems around you, whether they are intimate relationships or work or 
the poetics you explore, how can we attend to that whole circuitry. The 
work is so perplexing that it is never a direct translation. There's 
always the mistranslation, or the thing that didn't connect, or the people 
you forgot to say thank you to. How can we keep making wider the 
tenns by which we politicize or radicalize? I think generosity is a possi
ble mode by which we can tend to the demands of listening and, ulti
mately, of change. 

Y: I was thinking as you were speaking, that in this time of senso
ry overload and rampant consumerism, we're really trained out of lis
tening or looking attentively and that this is part of the practice of poet
ry-to reinvigorate in ourselves the ability to listen beyond assumption, 
to retrain ourselves to listen to multiplicities and nuances-which 
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seems politicaJ in and of itself. 

M: Yes, absolutely. lf I can begin to occupy that space of tending 
and attending, of attention and of tracking subtleties, and to project out 
of that space with a kind of perseverance, a perseverance in the service 
of complexity, then this way of working has to alter the way that I take 
in the world and the others around me. In this sense, there's no separa
tion between the kind of poetics one might try to reside in and the way 
that process acts on you. 

Of course, this can feel aJI too slow. How long can one sit and 
be attentive when the world is blowing up? These are questions to be 
answered as they come up; there can be no a priori answer because then 
it would in effect be a summation rather than an answer. Those uncer
tain and undecidable spaces of-am I making a difference?-will this 
contribute? --how can I know? -those undecidable locations are part of 
the work. It doesn't feel great, it's not an exhilarated state, or at least 
not for very extended periods of time, but it is a lived state, and a true 
one. 

But certainly these things are hard to reconcile because you feel 
with this kind of bearing in on your poetics that it has to, is bound to, 
translate into some kind of politics or activist stance in the world. You 
can know that, but it can still subjectively feel like you're doing nothing 
and that kind of disjunction or mismatch is hard. 

I was thinking too that sometimes it's easier to accommodate 
that restlessness inside a poem than it is to live it. In a poem you can 
teach yourself to have a much more fluid idea of action and energy and 
how they have to be part of each other for anything to change. But in 
"reaJ life," whatever that is, I'm much more impatient. I don't think it's 
a matter of reconciling it, but of being aware. 

Y: So you think then that the practice of poetry over the course of 
a lifetime will train one to apply what is worked out in a poem to the 
lived life? That there's that kind of transference? 

M: I certainly hope so! The writing process, however slowly, does 
convert to real action in real time. 

Y: I'm interested in your relationship to narrative. It's been such a 
debated issue for some time now in terms of History as metanarrative, 
"posbnodem" deconstruction as practiced by the language poets, etc. 
You said once that Mei-Mei Berssenbrugge attended one of your read
ings and said, "Oh, you do teJI stories." You certainly include histories, 
erased histories, in your work; how does narrative factor into this? 
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M: None of us would be brought to language, none of us would 
desire to write, unl ess there was a deep urgency to say, and this deep 
urgency to say, is to tell, and to tell is to narrate. Now, whether that 
looks like a narrative or not is something else entirely, but the question 
is: how can you get the closest proximity to how you must tell some
thing. There arc more and more variegated ways of telling. There is a 
narrative, there is an urgency to speak, but the means by which we nar
rate a re very different and must be different. Part of the meaning of 
being a historical subject is to engage in how to tell. What are the narra
tive conventions and strategies that you have an intrinsic relationship 
to? How to refigure and rei nvent and reoccupy the manner of telling. 

Y: Undtr Flag is such a "story," an epic narrative, a telling. Per-
haps that comes through for me because I've been trained to read in this 
way; but what about someone without the privilege of such an educa
tion-how does a text, a narrative of this type, begin to translate if one 
doesn't have the skills to read in this way? 

M: It's so di sturbing that when the surface of the poem behaves in 
a way that signals no si ngle, clear, traceable narrative strategy, the tex t 
becomes alarming. It immediately becomes an issue of "what are we 
being told?" or " I don' t understand ." Meanwhil e, if the reader would 
pose instead: "what is there to be understood?" then there would be no 
impediment to receiving the story, because the story is larger than the 
issue of not understanding the strategies by which the story is being 
told. The story is there, it has an enduring quality, a permanence and 
scale, a specific weight of history and experi ence which will communi
cate itself. 

Y: Do you think this is in part due to the relationship we're trained 
to have with printed material? We've been taught to read as an almost 
passive activity, for a very narrow kind of meaning, while also desiring 
a cohesive story, which is then further compounded by the authority 
that anything in print tends to claim. Perhaps the reader doesn' t neces
sarily want to participate in the ways your work, for instance, demands. 
This type of reading takes a kind of openness, for lack of a beHer word, 
and it involves work-the reader must participate in the creation of 
meaning, which isn' t usually what we want or expect when we settle 
down to read a book. 

M: Yes, there's a tendency to read for epiphany, that "aha" of 
recogniti on. This demand on the poem is not suspicious in and of 
itself-we want to see ourselves renected, we want our experiences 
articulated-to have the relief and pleasure of seeing ourselves 
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named-that is a gift between reader and writer. My worry is that 
given the literary histories and commercial histories we've inherited, 
the place where that epiphany can happen, where connection and 
recognition can happen. has become utterly reduced. 

How would it be po66ible to read meaning if you put a human 
face on every text regardless of what school, what poetics, what kind of 
aesthetic ideals it had? If you listen for the encounter, how could you 
not know what made that book? You could say, " it's not made of 
meanings that I would make,H or " it's not constituted of meanings I 
already understand," but beyond that you do understand it because 
writing is that act of encounter and communication. 

Y: Also, if we're reading to find something of ourselves in the text, 
I might pick up one of your books and say, "oh, this is the experience of 
a Korean-American woman, there's little here for me-yeah, we're both 
women. but..." But when texts are process or experience-based like 
yours seem to be, there is a distilling down of the personal to reveal 
what's potentially universal in even the most specific of events. Do you 
think that this is true? 

M: Absolutely, and that fits beautifully with this idea of the human 
face. ul recognize you" can be one of the enduring meanings of litera
ture. The particulars may differ; the reader may not be a one-point-five 
Korean American immigrant woman, but if there's something in the 
way I've been able to render my experience, that releases in that reader 
a way of speaking to her experience, then it doesn' t matter that I'm 
Korean American and she's C hicana or whatever. It's the locating of 
one's own condition by agency of a text that is so profound. 

The moment of encounter between how the text makes itself 
and how the reader receives those actions marks a translatability that 
becomes part of the narrative if you will-the meaning of being able to 
read seems especially important in our moment with its inattentiveness. 
To look at examples of texts that have come out of the near impossibili
ty of speaking, texts that in a sense allow for the impossibility of speak
ing. To me this seems so unbearable and exquisite--

Y: Like Mallarme's "A Tomb For Anatole," which is really nota-
tions for a text he was never able to write ... 

M: And Paul Celan, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha. With these writers 
we are in the company of language that has been met with potential 
erasure; what happens in that kind of collaboration between the impos
sibility of utterance and finding the means by which to utter? That 
space is never a decided, resolved, fixed point, and part of the exquisite--
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ness is its constant motion, and constant reshaping of itself. I suppose 
any poem is always on the cusp of coming into legibility-formally, 
psychically, politically. For me those works that keep re-invigorating 
that space of silence and erasure, the space of the seemingly untranslat
able, are the ones in which you connect to a source of endurance and 
power. 

Y: That's interesting in tenns of what you were saying earlier 
about translatability and effectiveness vis-a-vis the practical application 
of poetry and the incongruency of that. These writers, Celan, Cha, et al, 
have posited their "untranslatability" onto the page, and however many 
years later people in your classes are reading these texts and recogniz
ing something in their own historical moment. Perhaps you might talk 
a bit about teaching, and if that feels like a way for you to ease some of 
the anxiety we were talking about earlier in tenns of poetry's political 
efficacy. 

M: On the one hand, by teaching, I have intimate and intensive 
conversations with practicing writers which is absolutely renewing. 
Conversations around pushing into your art as a means of being a citi
zen, with awareness, with political conviction and insight, place me in 
proximity to potential. 

But I am also aware that I am part of an institution that perpet
uates certain kinds of models and not others. Part of how I have to 
make sense of it is by saying-in producing and maintaining certain 
kinds of conversations in my courses, I am making an intervention. My 
teaching strives to address the very institutional character under which 
I have to play these things out. So thars problematic and a certain for
mula for exhaustion. not only for people who teach. but for anybody 
associated with an institution. Academia is a machine built around 
depletion; everyone gets tired very quickly. It is hard to take on the 
work of maintaining this intensive dialogue of poetics and translating 
poetics to the world, from inside the institution, but all the more reason 
why I feel I do and will take it on. This struggle, this contradiction, 
becomes part of the radicalizing potential which you and I have been 
talking about. The way that you maintain and foster conversation, even 
given the institutional character under which we're all captive, becomes 
part of the radicalizing potential for how we think about art, poetry, 
poetics, and how we think about those things being mobilized. 

So teaching is on the one hand a way to maintain a certain kind 
of hope, but irs not the fantasy of how to do that There is also an insti
tutional amnesia. Everything is built on a model of consumption-you 
use it up and then it's gone. In an institutional context the work you do 
is basically set up to be eroded. I ask students, or I prompt them to ask 
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themselves, how does one become part of an enterprise which fights 
that sort of institutional amnesia, how can you take on and perpetuate 
connt>ctions between people that you had a genuine conversation going 
with. Perhaps the meaning of negotiating all of these issues is so like 
the meaning of writing a poem that I can actually do it, in that cusp 
betwe('n possibility and impossibility. 

Y: So in teaching,. writing and reading poetry you see the potential 
for community making? 

M: Yes; you can no longer so easily participate in this kind of 
perimeter making that is perpetuated by the Institution. For instance, 
any act of reading releases you from a separate divisive place which we 
all occupy the more and more privatized economical conditions under 
which we live become. We have so few collective models left. Reading 
is almost the closest thing I can think of that alerts you to take into 
account a whole other "ecosystem" of someone else's being. 

Y: Looking at reading then as an ad of community building, the 
kind of attention that it takes to read someone else's work well is the 
kind of attention it takes to understand someone else well enough to 
embrace them. 

Y: Can you talk about your work in relation to various established 
avant-garde traditions or other traditions you might f~l connected to or 
not? 

M: Clearly what has informed my work. and what I find myself 
responding to, is work that signals with its very way of making itself 
that it has no assumptions about what the poem is-that the poem is 
what in fact emerges at that very moment of encounter, with your ear, 
with you r psyche, with your body, with your historical condition. 
When you feel you're in the company of a writer who is inside undecid
ability, you come into a negotiation through the writing act itself. 

Many contemporary women writers have as their basic alle
giance the question of putting into motion that which is one's experi
ence. There's this amazing interplay bctw~n subjectivity, the world, 
you r intellect, your cu ltural bearings, al l the things you do and don't 
know-and then the practical question-how possible is it to maintain 
all those spheres as they come into the field of writing with no prior 
decisions about how the poem will bear out these considerations. 

George Oppen has been very important to my writing. The 
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propositional character of both the Objectivists, and later, Projective 
VL·~·. address what we've been talking about today. 

Y: In terms of your own writing practice, if you're trying to have 
that kind of breadth of content inclusion without having some kind of 
pn.>conccivcd notion of what is going into the poem prosodically, how 
docs form function? 

M: Form is the body for speculation. Form is not necessarily a 
shapely, elegant thing-it is a live kicking wire, shaping, relating. rela
tivizing ... 

Y: So you don't have any preconceived notion of fonn when you 
go into a poem? 

M: Sometimes I'll know the architecture for something before I 
begin, but usually it breaks down. I have a visual sense of the form 
which I decide to act on or I start with large passages of writing and 
then find some kind of architecture announcing itself. Either way, fonn 
IS fascinating because it is tmmciatory. 

Y: Are you working on anything right now? 

M: My current project is a book-length poem with the working 
title, ARCANA. As a poet arrived at an uncanny familiarity with anoth
er language (Korean as an originary language )-as a poet aHentive to 
acts of living between and among borders, interstices-! am aware of 
the nameable and often unnameable ways in which practicing the 
poem, participating in tending the poem circulates questions of national 
narratives, transcultural narratives, narratives of cultural and political 
diaspora, and concepts or perhaps more accurately, hybridizations, of 
human community. 

The first movement of ARCANA is finished; the particularities 
of rhythm, lyric pressure, a myriad of formal investigations and other 
issues that have emerged in writing the first movement have me listen
ing for how these and related concerns will carry themselves into the 
second and final movement. 

Of the various procedures I am exploring, I find myself particu
larly drawn to what I am provisionally describing as "conflations" of 
Korean and English texts. I set in concurrent motion a text in Korean 
and a text in English-these texts are to be read "simultaneously." It is 
not the actual translation or even the state of translatability between the 
two texts that intrigues me but the possiblities for transcribing what 
occurs in the grafting between the two languages (and by implication, 
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between the two "nations," their mutually inflected histories of colo
nizations, socio-political conflicts, and so on}. What drives my interest 
here is the recombinant field/energy created between languages (geo
graphies, geopolitical economies, culturaJ representations )-a calculus 
of "new" cadences, prosodies, and registers in the service of rendering 
experience. 
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DANA LOMAX----------------------------

Dialogue in Translation 

Recently I called up a number of friends and family and asked them 
what expectations they'd had growing up and how these expectations 
changed over time. 

Duncan; the idea of 
falling in love with 
someone ... I always 
thought I 'd meet some
one and we'd hook up 
& it never happened. 
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P-Butt I expected that 
everybody would want 
the best for me-like the 
whole world wanted ... 
it's in line with disap
pointment-that you'd 
be appreciated for what 
you do. 

Grandma Pam: that 
you grew up and got 
married and lived hap
pily thereafter. I expect
ed easy street,; I didn' t 
know life would be so 
exacting. demanding. 
and difficull (I read too 
many of Kathleen 
Norris's books. .. ) I was 
a damnfool. 

I wanted to know in what fashion their ideas of "how life goes" got 
translated into their experience. 

Steve: timeframes-
hke a t 21 be done with 
college, Z2 be married 
with a family and 
house... I didn' t envi
S•on bemg 24 & 25 and 
shll in sc:hool still fin
IShing a credential. 
Timdrames, you 
know, things just get 
moved back a bil 

Joel: It will have to be 
about religion 80mehow 
... that aspect of reli
gion-what you would 
hope out of religiosity
love, respect. nurtur
ing-and then to wit
ness the hypocrisy and 
neuroticism of it.. 

Deb: marriage--thinking 
that marriage would last 
forever and then realizing 
that it wasn't necessarily 
that way ... when I was 
younger ... when my par-
ents got divorced ... 

either that or the tooth
fairy . 



Often I've thought that what seems possible for us is greatly dictated. by 
our earliest declarations and training. 

Nanda: Because I had a 
critical upbringing. I 
expected the world to be 
an unfr1endly place and 
it's not. 
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Jon: that you can 
change the way your 
society is run. 

Laurie: I've come to 
realize that the valida
tion I was expecting as a 
human being isn't 
always available, espe
cially to women. 

tidalchllrts 
numbtrtd vtrst 

rtd hymnal 
operations 

Writing has become a means of unraveling (or at least reconsidering) 
my experience and how it is constituted.. How do the stories we team 
implicate us in them? ln their language? In how we come to "mean" 
ourselves? Certain poets intentionally work to recreate tonal registers, 
sound, and how we're taught to listen: 

Scalapino: 
past pressure as 'the day' o( crawling 
to view swans 
in one or at all. 

not dawn--being only. 
-one's interior is in relation to swans. 

Collobert: 
inhabits the wait-
frames the space around itself 
words as targets perhaps 
concentration of scattered story 

the l.iving absolute-the writing there 

80 that to see it-knows itself there 
-in the word-does not reach 

completion 

smul from lh< toe 
an old boot lightening 

oral history: potlwlogy 
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As a woman writing, I recognize calls for a difference in vision and the 
necessary struggle with th.is-

we as occurring ordinary & can be found 

rentwal/other uoius project 

Oppcn: One would have to tell what happens in a life, what 
choices present themselves, what the world is for us what 
happens in time, what thought is in the course of a life and 
therefore what art is, and the isolation of the actual. 

The task becomes to reinvent what's possible; to blindside language to 
the point of being able to revive it, re-encounter il 

erratum and inheritance 
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th<boltom foil oot 
house down tumble down 

latticed overhang gitJt way 

the door off its hinge 
where it wasn 't once before 

car trouble, noiM ~asured distance 

blossom 

The process becomes an investigation of how poetry transforms/ 
absorbs/ enacts language and the voices that shape us become the WOI'k 
and its versions. 

about an open mouth 
the thoughts we bring 
to our own concerns 
tnmslated 
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DAVID BuuCK:--------------

Writing Degree Xerox 

notes 

X. In a xerox degree culture, all art aspires to the condition of the Absolut 
ad. It seems as though simulacra has colonized expression; the existen
tial concern with authenticity has been ceded by the ''individual,.. to the 
terrain of the commodity. How then to avoid the commodification of 
writing (and of seiO becomes a paramount issue. 

Difference replicates itself to the point where all utterances begin to 
appear equal: difference-:sameness=indifference. In a consumption 
model, we celebrate as choice (democracy) the "or" in "Coke or Pepsi," 
but the "or" is really an "and ." Off in the distance, "tomorrow" becomes 
a video game. "Replace horizon with an equals sign" (Palmer). 

So to counter: L decidedly not .. A, class not dismissed. Not .. viva l11 
difforanu" for sake of more flavors (accumulation), but to diffrrentitdt. 
Not celebrating the present (and its tropes) simply because it is here. 
Rather (paraphrasing Jameson), we must aHempt to think the present his
torically in an age that can only think itself hystuiclllly. 

E. The writing that follows is from a long work in progression. a pro;ect 
with a built-in obsolescence of sorts. Forfeiting (for the time being?) any 
hope for an "outside," the work investigates (in/ as proa:ss) the possibili
ties for critique (as activt, productive) from within (and through) the schiz
ophrenia of an always-already mediated process of articulation. II is (by 
necessity?) doomed to failure from the "start." accepts that (provisional
ly?). and, taking pains not to take pktlSUre, inhabits that failure and ("can't 
go on, must go on") proa:tds. Failure meaning can-only-replicate, as well 
as: in order to "succeed" (by its own terms) it must so exemplify the 
symptoms under investigation that it becomes unpleasurable to 
read/write. One should hate the work. but if one hates it, one won't con
tinue to read, unless in Order to hate it more, which is not hating but 
enjoying-hating. This writing hates itself, too, but as yet cannot find a 
"way out," short of (not.ending-but) stopping, also a failure. The 
masochism of self-critique is a tired mode of arrogance, of course, so it's 
in there, too, alongside the abject embrace of (im)pure spew, the much
too-zeitgeisty form of paratactical assault on a language already over
burdened by (sincere, but misplaced?) intent. 

R. The writing that foUows is trying to maintain Bi:n~ty in a time ~hm 
irony presents itself as the last recourse of cymasm. Working llrielf 
through (among much else) Peter Sloterdijk's Critique of Cynicsll Rtascm 
and Wolfgang Fritz Haug's Cri!Upu of Commodity A<sth<tics. • A poetics ill 
articulated in order to be transcended" (Silliman). So this i9- ? 

Wondering if references shut folk out and/or merely extend the ~ienat
ing effect. Why privilege cleverness? And: as al~ays, whars being l~t 
unsaid, who in what glossies reads what m wh1ch languages?. Does 1t 
help to know Lobengula was the Shona c~ef ~~~started t~e Chrmu.r~ga 
wars against the British in 1896-9'7? That tax1s IS half of parataxJs? 

Still-to keep at rope's length? Sincerity itself becomes framed within its 
own rhetoric, returning (us) again to integrity of intent. To merely land
scape the crisis is not an aesthetics, nor is a~ro:-explication. (W~) need 
to (once more) find a mode of address to 1mplicate (ourselves) m and 
against the contemporary moment. All else is spectacle and forfeiture. 

0 . Or-

One thinks oneself into a (comer /box/ etc.) and tries to write oneself out. 

X. And in so doing-

-finding and/or setting tra~ strategies to enact spaces for tacti~ 1 
-6Uspending disbelief (cynicism?) to forge new (not-meta-but) proVI-

sional narratives--of-to grapple with/ foe ? 
-articulating community as a more-than-having-talked as hyposthen

ics? 

(though, and still-) 

-pess;m;sm of the intelled(ual)-ineffed(ual) 1 
--eschatological pressures of theory-speak-("' all prejudices come 

from the lntestines"-Nietzsche}-which means what ends? 
-mere shorthand epistemology, ln tropes or slogan&-llngo frt111C4? 

(but-so-) 

-again, bringing (us) to-"'what is to be done?" 
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X 

Last things first, which is to start out from where we are going ... As the 
sky mentions blue." How "talk is a way of not looking," is surplus, is 
quite inexpensive. That's action, work back from far afield to water the 
past with not-tears, not-blood, but with who-built-what. Says who, says 
the dead, seven men forever in the concrete dam at Zambezi Gorge. 

Disparate times call for disparate measures. Everyone participates, 
which is to say complacency is complicit. "He likes to see the money on 
the screen." Many would rather be entertained, many desire more 
movies to chose from. Only one who has tried has the right to disap
pointment. "(We) have become accustomed to everything." 

Do you moan or vent, or do you own or rent. This product made with 
80% post-consumer waste. All technology points, and "time does not fin
ish the poem." By way of saying, inconclusively, conjecture's root, tired 
of play, lines in street, irony as name-calling. Roots of names, of volumes, 
of alphabets, or r0061S of. Fold into the littJe red book. This. 

Even the news isn't new enough. ld est, "association is the skeptic's epis
temology." Syndication, rtptat, syndication and/or anarch<Kfnicalism. 
It's youth's mere stage, who's fort and who's da. Each thing, not-dead, 
puJsing futurity, onward entropic fuck-lust. Each silence has its echo, stzy 
wlult. What I really want to say. Us own end, is. 
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If only the lumpens. U only Fanon. as if voluntarily, as in "justification." 
One wants to taste the shape of it, the shape of things to come. "''He is 
quoting."" The letter 5, the letter E. the letter X. When did exploitation 
become nostalgic, when did movies get the vote. Collect calling, bankroU 
a door lock, hock up the specs. This my fttble protest. Tickle me, landlord. 

Powderkeg people, how do (we) get lit, in the library or through the 
pipeline. Or do we wait, tense, "pre-millenia!," so says the lV, we are 
ingredients for what. Going nowhere, utopic, who wants to lead or fol
low, who wants more chips. You btt your tift. Is this mere conscientious 
abjection. is this finger-in-socket, is this as if. 

Tick, tick, that is faux-naif, that is cynical, perchance to dream? Pierce the 
social, hey, there's an inroad, a spectre, a tracing, or call it the slain, of his
tory, of pinpricks and/or jetfuel. In kilowatt-hours, it has to bum for it 
to shine. ln semio parlance, it has to shine for it to sign. In legalese, it has 
to sign here to be purchased. Cannot exchange for tinderbox, why not. 

Does spontaneity need a quorum. Talkback. make "history," intention
ality jam. And yet one looks for it. looks for outlines, for favorite colors. 
Read is one of them. having-done-so and in-order-to, collectivity is the 
rainbow at the end of the gold. If clever, then pointless? Ah lube, a/uta 
continWJ. Insert "metaphysic of effect." Now this: what=ends:how. 
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"'Belief also happens." Doubt thought, not experience, not wheelchairs. 
Has one earned the writing.. protest-ants? One doesn't know what to do. 
For instance: a blue guitar is made of blue and of guitar and more than 
that. "One moment of sincerity threatens to disclose everything." She 
called them Lost and Found. I'm writing that I'm crying right now. Its. 

"A slogan will not suffice." This will be my only reference to 
Wittgcnstein. Nostalgia for a perfect game, or put the X in the middle to 
start with. To market, foreign language, pipe up the Luddite, word for 
"as" or "because," chalk.lines or cable of real imitation butler. "Mean." 
The name of my name. Thert is sincfflty hat, trying to gtt out. 

Guilt infects solitude, aimlessness itches. No newsflash is good compa
ny for avant--capitalldtrts, what time does the bar close. One beer, two 
beers, three beers, politics. Peel back. archeologos, dedarwinize basket
ball and/or famine. Choose wttich and tally. What to do, what to do, 
nailbiting is compensatory and balance is boring. Next. 

Where is the emotion, not on the surface. J'refo~ . Does one have to glam 
voidancy to link psych.ical and social abjections. Go back to Freud, find 
a footnote, I mean a reason. I mean a buried resistance, I mean the color 
maroon, networks. Channels of and for, that aren't commerce, that are 
uncapitalized. 1M lowtr world is all tlult is the lower CIIM. 

One thing after another, so tautology and/or experience. What you see 
is what you see. Or what semes is what seems, th.is is an argument 
Listen to the furniture, smell the varnish in the Cage, what seems, what 
seethes. Notate the teeth to not taint the Marx. And then if then, the 
Marx in all of us. You too, fuckbuddy, rock the votic. 
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How to chart loss, again. "Only bacteria are individuals." Cabral call t>d 
for class suicide, not thrift stores on Valencia. He was an agronomist. he 
cleaned guns with butter. Six men in a Lisbon bar, did they know 
Pessoa? Did they know Lobengula, do we, can we read his X, have we 
eaten from h.is sickly cattle, what cultural exchange is this. Then as now. 

Critique is easy, such men are boring holes. Who builds bricks by hand, 
where is the body of Isabelle Eberhardt. Learn me to irrigate, how to 
mail-bomb, how. Who kiUed Lucy Parsons, who foUows orders. For 
once, one reconstructs epistemologies of accounting and/or accountabil
ity. Where is the coal up Frederick Taylor's ass, must be worth millions. 

Wanting more organicism. more Gramsci to make grumpy. What does 
Grenada need more, email or tarmac. More rice, was it jade or pearl, and 
that was only 15 years ago. Mcanwh.ile, who's an intellectual, are they 
jaded or purloined. Who builds what, what units exchange. Can open
ers bilingual, airmail kwacha. How to go to university, that is a language. 

Looking, always looking, always looking good. Anything can start a for
est fire, thus the following important messages from our sponsors. This 
isn't pressure, it's just injomultion. "'But now the beached whale is us." 
This a record of trying to construct a chronotopos, so there must be a 
body to breathe here. The situation in Liberia, it's still there at 2 am. 

Dig up all the bones, even Ian Smith's. Testament is no tribute alone. 
"Who" .. are" .. we"? What history is in huts, in railroads, in brick ovens, 
in pop rocks. As metropoles implode, desertify duty. The west remains 
its own museum of the universal. Masochism's divertissement, down
load a ga90line necklace with what theory. History's "now,,. where is it 
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Mani festos become banal next to " the real thing."' From where does van
tage point,. to what set of paratactics. No things but in ideas? Style laces 
itself in pretty nouns; to verb is agenq. That is, pacings in small frames 
require more turnings. How praxis one-ups theoratrics in performativi· 
ty, or, sentences add up, but as calories do? 

Or is history's use by complaintant X, for what purpose. Contrarian's 
rhetoric is not d isavowal, but a searching for, by working- against? 
What avenues critique, whose Paris of what epoch? Tropes beguile 
themselves, sexy theory wants w hat fu ture. One's honey makes it sweet
er, and "practicality needs a new pai r of shoes .... Humble it down. 

"My vocabulary did this to me." There is no such thing as mock-heroic. 
Is it serious funny or ha-ha funny. Who laughs when taking it to the B of 
A. Accumulation as a putting-off? Of death and taxis? This line seeks 
revenge on all the others. Sure, but he drives a minivan. The number2000 
somehow romplicit. If you are outside, get into the open. 

If there is no outside, then one is in a building, looking through·at win
dows. Is writing windex o r wrapping for bricks? Hlate capitalism is the 
new avant-garde." Time now to d efetishize, screw loose framings. We 
need feminism. now more than ever-if I count my syllables, then am I 
clever. Pets are always sincerei it is easier to say no than to say yes. 

Reality laughs at metaphor's exte nsion of itself. Scare quotes placate, 
whose sincerity of what epiphenomenon. To scrim is to avoid the"." in 
"?" If there are no angels, is there only looking back. What does one read 
m06Uy: books, billboards, or manuals. "'Oooo, Jrmny." Why should land 
reform matter only over there? Does writing needs a new pair of shoes? 
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Bulletin: Poetry Center Archives 

As of December 31, 1997, the Poetry Center at San Francisco 
State Univeristy no longer maintains a paid position of Archivist for the 
American Poetry Archives. The Poetry Center, like too many arts orga
nizations nationwide, has felt the effects of cutbacks in the NEA. 
Unfortunately, the University chose not to take this opportunity to 
show its support and extend the necessary funding to continue this cru
cial position. 

The loss of Archives Director Laura Moriarty will undoubtedly 
be felt by those in the Bay Area community and beyond. The American 
Poetry Archives have been an invaluable resource for students, faculty, 
and community members for twenty·four years, and has enriched the 
diversity of the literary community by making itself available to any 
and all who have an interest in writing, writers, and contemporary liter-
ary history. Without the continuation of the Archivist position, this 
tremendous resource will be under great pressure to maintain the high 
standard of excellence established during laura Moriarty's leadership. 
Simply put, while the Archives will continue to exist at the SFSU Poetry 
Center, ultimately they will be underutilized and compromised. 

Following is a memorandum written by Laura Moriarty in 
October, 1997, regarding the termination of her position. 
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Memorandum 

To: past, present and future users of the American Poetry Archives 
From: Laura Moriarty, Archives Director 

Subject: ending of the Archives Director position 

7 October 1997 

"Everything that happens to us is history" is the first line in my 
introduction to the Poetry Center and American Poetry Archives Videot~ 
Catalogue 1974·1990. It is also the last line in my book L'Archiviste, pub
lished in 1991. It has been my pleasure to be involved in preserving a 
part of this history for the last eleven years as Director of the American 
Poetry Archives for the Poetry Center at San Francisco State University. 

My particular goal in managing the Archives has been to make 
our video and audio collection, one of the largest of its kind in the 
world, as accessible as possible. My motto has been "everyone who 
wants a tape, gets a tape." 

The fact that many times I was providing images of the friends, 
colleagues and relatives whose readings are among the thousands in 
our collection has made this a very personal task. 

When a high school student calls and wants to know who the 
African· American writers in the collection are and I can provide a 
detailed list, waive the membership fee and send a tape for her presen· 
tation, the whole thing seems worth it. When Allen Ginsberg dies and I 
can help put a tape of him reading on the national news, again it seems 
worth it. However-worth it or not, my position ends as of 31 
December this year. Due to funding cuts at the National Endowment 
for the Arts and other funding organizations and the inability, so far, of 
San Francisco State University to rome up with financial support for the 
position, it will remain unfilled indefinitely. 

There have been many pro;ects at the Poetry Center in the last 
decade (and 2W readings) and I have been involved in most of them. 
Among my accomplishments are the publication of the Poetry Center 
Catalogue 1974-1900, editing the thirteen issues of the ArchivtS News, 
including catalogue addenda, producing three sixty-minute video 
anthologies (Women Working in Literature, Palabra and Color), overseeing 
two large video and film preservation projects, working with the San 
Francisco Arts Commission to have writers' words engraved on Muni 
bus islands on Market Street, and seeing that the entire catalogue of our 
videotapes is now available on our Web site. 

Archives Video Technician Jiri Veskma will be continuing to 
tape the Poetry Center series. He will do what Archives maintenance 
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he is able to do within his half·time position. Other staff will also do all 
tht.-y can. However, Archives functions will nect."SSarily be limitt.od . 

I want to thank Executive Director jewelle Gomez for her great 
dforts to keep the Archives position going as long as possible. Thanks 
also to the three other executive dirt.>ctors I have worked with, Frances 
Phi llips, Bob ClUck and R~ Catacalos, for their superhuman efforts to 
raise funds to retain the two unfunded Archives positions, while fund· 
in~ a ll other Poetry Cen ter programs. Thanks to Associate Directors 
Dawn Kolokithas. Usa Bernstein, Aaron Shurin and Toni Mirosevich 
and to Operations Managers Larry Price, Karen Clark, Zack Rogow and 
Melissa Martell Black. Each name represents a world of work. 

Thank you for your help, now and over the years, and thanks in 
advance for supporting my successor (if there should ever be such a 
person) in his or her efforts to continue to make your history available 
to you. 

Laura Moriarty 
Archives Director 

To encourage San Francisco State University to fund the posi
tion of Archivist for the American Poetry Archives, please send the fol· 
lowing letter, or your own letter, both to San Francisco State University 
President Robert A. Corrigan and to jewelle Gomez, Executive Director 
of the Poetry Center. Their addresses are: 

President Robert A. Corrigan 
San Francisco State University 
1600 Holloway Avenue 
San Francisco CA 94-132 
corrigan@sfsu.edu 

Jewelle Gomez, Executive Director 
The Poetry Center 

San Francisco State University 
1600 Holloway Avenue 
San Francisco CA 94132 
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Pr~'Sidcnt Robert A. Corrigan 
San Francisco State University 
16(K) Holloway Avenue 
San Franci'lCo CA 94132 

Dear Pn.>sidcnt Corrigan, 

We understand that yet again San Francisco State University 
has d~'Cided not to fund the position of Archivist at the Poetry Center 
and American Poetry Archive. And so, after 24 years and 6 complete 
print catalogues, with 3 sixty·minutc video anthologies (Archive pro
ductions), 20 issues of the Archive Nnus, footage of countless writers 
placed with many nati onal and intern ational news broadcasters, view
ings of Archive tapes at festivals such as the Venice Biennale and ot her 
major venues world·wide, and now the entire Archive catalogue on-li ne 
(of what is to date the largest literary audio and video collection avai l
abll' to the public), the Archive will sit inert "in state" in its state-of-the
art climah.'-Controlled vault on the top floor of the Humanities Building. 

There will be no individual whose job it is to be responsible for 
lending. renting. selling and sending Archive materials to students, fac
ulty, scholars and poets; no one to assist and respond to queries and 
orders from institutions and independent researchers all over the world; 
no one to ed ucate interns in archiving. catalog uing.. editing and Web 
page maintenance, and involve them in film and video preservation 
projects; and, a lthough at the moment there is sti ll a vidcographer, there 
will be no one to coord inate the successful videotaping of every Poetry 
Center event on and off campus (the activity that has resulted in thi s 
unique and priceless documentation of the development of American 
poetry over the last 25 years). 

We want to voice and register ou r profound dismay at such an 
unnectossary loss. We ask you to reconsider rather than let this trea
sured and irreplaceable livi ng resource tum to dust. 

Sincerely, 
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·n1iagarajah Selvanithy: Writing in Extremity 

Since 1983 Sri lanka has been ravaged by a war between the 
Tami l minority and the Sinhalese majority. It is estimated that some 
seventy-five thousand lives have been lost. 

In 1991 Sri Lanka's Northern Jaffna Peninsula was controlled by 
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. known as the LITE. In the south. 
the ruling United National Party declared a State of Emergency. This 
authorized the capture and detention of civilians without official charge 
or guarantee of trial for at least eightccn months. This law was useful 
in si lencing the many groups which stood in opposition to the ruling 
party. It was August 30th of that year that Thiagarajah Sclvanithy 
(known as "Selvi"), a Tamilese poet/playwright/feminist/activist, was 
abd ucted from her home by members of the Tamil Tigers. 

Typically Sri Lanka's women have taken the lead in the move
ment towards peace and reconciliation, and the "Mothers' Front," 
founded by the mother of executed Tamilese writer Richard d e Zaysa, 
contained, in 1992, some forty thousand women. In 1989, Mrs. de 
Zoysa and Selvi helped found Poorani, a women's shelter in Uduvil 
open to all ethnicitics. The center was set up to aid women struggling 
to su rvive in wartime, many of whom had been raped . 

Little is known about Selvi's past. Her Tamilesc mother raised 
Selvi and her siblings on a Chili Fann which she ran si ngle-handedly 
some eighty miles south of Jaffna. While in her early twenties, Selvi 
joined the marxist People's Liberation Organization of Tamil Eelam. 
Disillusioned by internal conflict and disi ntegration,. Selvi eventually 
disassociated herself and entered the Department of Fine Arts at the 
University of Jaffna, where she also founded the feminist magazine, 
Tholi. She had hoped to graduate in 1992. 

According to those who knew her, Selvi was unusual in her 
willingness to criticize the LTfE for its violence. Concerned with the 
growing unrest in Sri Lanka and the deplorable situation for women in 
general, her creative work was overtly political. Her poetry, whic:h . 
appeared in the University's publication as well as the weekly Thrsa1, 



condemns the violence brought upon the people of Sri Lanka by the 
anncd conflict between the Tamils and the Sinhalese. She also wrote 
and produced two plays, one about rape and the other about dowry 
payment. The day before her abduction, Selvi was preparing to star in 
a play concerning the role of women in the Palestinian Intifada. 

Not much is known of her status since the abduction and 
reports arc often conflicting. Some of the earliest reports indicated that 
she had bt..>en jailed and then taken to a local hospital (she is asthmatic), 
while others claimed that she had already been killed . In the November 
1991 issue of the Sri Lankan magazine Counterpoint, a spokesman for the 
LITE responded to a question regarding Selvi's safety by saying," ... as 
far as I know, yes. I'm willing to assure that she's alive because we 
know that there is some pressure ... " 

The pressure the spokesman alluded to included a major cam· 
paign launched by PEN International on Selvi 's behalf. Sci vi was made 
an honorary member of the American and English PEN Centers and in 
1992 she was awarded the PEN American Center's Ftcroom to Write 
Award and, in 1994, Amnesty International's Poetry International 
Award. 

As a result of the Poetry International Award, Her Majesty's 
Embassy in Colombo made extensive inquiries regarding Selvi's fate. 
According to the Department of Foreign Affai rs, the result o( these 
inquiries made it d ear that Sci vi is "probably no longer alive." The 
report suggested that she was executed by the LITE towards the end of 
November 1993, as she was considered a traitor on the basis of "incrimi· 
nating material." 

Sara Whyatt of PEN International wrote in 1994 that 
" ... although it is not unlikely that she was killed, it has been suggested 
that she could still be ali ve and that the rumors may have been delibcr· 
ately circulated to stop the campaign on her behaJf. " 

The most rt•ccnt report from Canadian PEN is that Sclvi has 
been confirmed dead by four Embassies. 

Very little of Selvi's work has been translated from Tamil into 
English. None of her plays have been translated and we were able to 
secure only two of her poems, "Undyi ng Gardens," and "I would be 
sand ." These translations were done by a professor of South Asian 
Language at the University of Chicago, A.K. Ramanujan. 
Unfortunately, he died several years ago and we were not able to 
inquire further. 

While it is not known whether these poems were written in 
d ired response to being jailed, or if they were intended to chronicle the 
general abuse before she herself was imprisoned, they clearly reflect the 
extreme political situation within which she lived. Danger is at the 
forefront of her work. as is the fatigue of someone who struggles daily 
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for her beliefs. If she has indeed been killed, then these poc:'ITVI tl'tniUII 

as singular evidence of a young woman writer and activist comm•tl«< 
to sociaJ justice, freedom of expression, cquaJity, and art. 

As Carolyn Forche writes in Against Forgetting, poetry of 
extremity is "an apostrophe to a fellow marcher, and so it IS not only a 
record of experience but an exhortation and a plea against despair. II l 'i 

not a cry for sympathy but a call for strength." 

Suggestions for Action: 

According to Teresita Schaffer, United States Ambassador to Sr1 
Lanka for the Presidential Commission to Investigate the Disappeared, 
"since the Sri Lankan authorities have no jurisdiction over the Tamils, 
those concerned may try writing to the Embassy in Colombo, aski ng 
them to indicate to the LTTE that Ms. Selvanithy's situation has aroused 
1nternationaJ concern ." 

Write to: 

U.S. Embassy I 210 Galle Road I Kollupitiya, Colombo 3 I Sri Lanka. 

On September 11, 1995, Amnesty lnternationaJ sent a letter to 
the LITE office in London. The LITE sent back a ten page manifesto 
expressing its beliefs but offered no specific information about Selvi. 
Still, voicing concern to those at the LITE office in London may be 
hel pful. 

Write to: 

Central Committee of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam I 54 
Tavislock Place I London WClH 9RG I United Kingdom. 

Contact PEN New York for more information: (213) 334-1660. 

(lnfornwtion compiled by YtddD Morrison and Celia Homtsley in May 1996) 
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TH!AGARAJAH SELVANITHY----------

Undying Gardens 

I've grown feeble. 
Do not bother me with questions. 
My heart that hangs on a thread 
will fall and explode 
any moment. 

The asoka garden isn't something dead 
in the past. 
This very house 
is an asoka garden made especially for me. 
But my captor 
is not Ravana, but Rama himself.* 

That moment when I happened to see 
Rama change into Ravana 
tuming his back on me, 
changing his mask, 

my heart shuddered. 
Who will come to rescue this Sita? 

How long will these asoka gardens last? 

-Selvi 

translated by A. K Ramanujan 

• In the epic RAmayt~tlll, Rltwna is the demon of l.AnkR who Qbducls Sitaand impris • 
ons htr in a garden of 11soka trets. RAmR, tht htro and husb.lnd, lllys sitge to l.Anhland 
rescues Sita. In this potm, the husband is himstlf tht CRptor. Htrt Stlui era mints tht 
trunsformatinn of ones' btloutd into ants' CRptDr. This rru~y rtfor to Mr tkdicution to tht 
·rllmil StfJilratist movemtnt and her tvtntual brtRk with tht LITE which ltd to htr 
imprisonmtnll!y IM vtry ptOplt with which sM hlld aligntd Mrstlf. 11u subjtd m~~tler, 
whilt prrhllps rluding direct lranslalimr by 1M foreign rt~~.der, is bold in that Rll Sri 
Umlums are 111 IM vtry ltllSI aware of and mosl rCfJtre IM ancimt tpic of R.mR)UPUI. 
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I Wo uld Be Sa11d 

I would be sand, 
I would be pebble. 

My spirit encircled by betrayals 
waits for life. 
Wherever I tum. 
primitive humans, 
mouths of filth and yellow teeth 
slobbering · 
drinking blood and tearing Oesh, 
cruel nails and eyes 

The noises and dances 
of triumph 
are nothing new. 

I've lost my legs 
looking for thrones 
in stany dreams. 
Cheated of full moons, 
I'm left weary. 

Imaginations bred on the blessings 
of gods in heaven 
have melted like morning dew, 
leaving them dry black blades of grass. 

How long shall we go round and round 
like oxen on the furrow? 
What's gained by living immersed 
in noise and filth? 

It's not easy to find 
bright days. 
Yet in these dim skies, 
I must seek my light.• 

translated by A. K. Ramanujan 

'AI the time of this potm, Stlui's lovtr hlldfltdfor the safety oflndisl. According to 
Siobhan Dowd, in an April 1992 issue of Lilerary &view, ~I vi aamintd tht option of 
trilt (ont which many sn· Umkan writers took during thost yt~~rs) but was ronvinad 
that sht must rettUlin in Sri lAnkR to ctmlinut tfu struggle for frttdom and justict. 
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MARK WALLACEc--------------

A Reading of Against: 
Juliana Spahr as poet, editor, and critic 

It may say something about the continued valorization of 
authorship that much contemporary poetry criticism tends, with rare 
exceptions, to focus almost exclusively on a person's poetry as a way of 
evaluating her literary activity. Granted, the main goal of literary activ
ity continues to be the creation of significant literature. Nonetheless the 
activity that supports that creation consists of far more than a writer 
using a pen or a computer. Paradoxically, writing itself is often the 
least socially empowered instance in the process of literary creation. 
New writing cannot appear without a whole network of developmental 
activities, a network that includes editors willing to publish such writ
ing, sources of money that enable those editors to create publications, 
and the standards (mainly capitalist) which control the allocation of 
most resources. Small self-published editions can avoid some of the 
resulting problems, but only to a limited degree. While it may be diffi
cult in many cases to detennine to what extent writing itself changes 
because of the writer's awareness of the publishing environment, suc
cessfu l writers usually have some sense of how to navigate in this envi
ronment, even when they intend to circumvent it. Most writing 
appears only with the help of such developmental activities, however 
much it remains different from them 

One cannot understand the significance of Juliana Spahr's work 
in contemporary poetry unless one recognizes the above problem. 
Reference to her poetry alone ignores the variety of her contribution to 
literature. I do not mean that her poetry cannot stand on its own. 
Rather, her poetry needs to be seen as only one piece of her literary 
activity, which includes critical writing and a series of key editorial 
roles. 

After learning much about the nuts and bolts aspects of literary 
production through several years work at the literary press Station Hill,. 
Spahr became, along with myself, one of the founders of Leave Books. 
Leave Books was from the first a cooperative enterprise; members of the 
editorial board at various times included Kristin Prevallet,. Pam Rehm, 
Elizabeth Bums, Brigham Taylor, Marta Werner, and several others, all 
of whom have gone on to contribute significantly to contemporary poet
ry. Yet cooperative ventures by no means necessarily create unfractious 
cooperation, or a balanced division of labor. The bulk of the work of 
Leave quickly and continuously became Spahr's, While editorial deci
sions remained always a group vision, nonetheless it was her coll'\l1Ut-
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ment to keeping that vision alive that enabled Leave, over a f1ve Yt'itr 
period from 1991-95, to publish almost 100 chapbooks, many by lht' 
finest young avant-garde poets in the country, and some by older, mort~ 
established writers with differing influences. 

Leave was concerned with crossing a number of well-estab
lished boundaries, publishing not only language poets,. New American 
poets,. and even more traditional poets like Bin Ram.ke, but also many 
younger writers for whom those boundaries were not a given but a site 
of question and critique. Criticisms of Leave, privately voiced in the 
main, often claimed that its project was too directionless, too unwilling 
to stake a singular territory of language practices which it promoted. 
Yet in many oi its editorial groupings,. the mission of Leave Books 
seemed strikingly clear. We were interested neither in identifying our 
publications with a specific school of poetic production. or with claim
ing some amorphous sense of "being open to everything" that hid its 
ideological interest in only certain types of work. Rather, we were 
interested in publishing work whose range challenged both these 
extremes. through a conscious critique of the binary mirror that these 
two stances often become. We were interested not only in publishing 
poetry and short fiction that crossed various boundari~ one of our pri
mary concerns from the first was also to publish work that called into 
question differences between criticism and poetry. 

ln its last years, Leave did manage to publish several larger, 
perfect bound books with larger production runs and broader distribu
tion. One of these, A P«tics of Criticism, took up directly the opposition 
between "critical" and "creative"' practice: 

Collected here are a number of essays exploring alternative 
modes of critical writing---essays in dialogue, essays in quota
tion, essays in poetry, essays in letters. Nonstandard in their 
fonns, they confuse the genre of the academic essay. Many oi 
the conbibutors to this book are poets who through an intense 
interest in the varying possibilities of language have defined a 
unique critical perspective (A Potties of Criticism, 1). 

Yet the goal of exploring these alternative modes was not simply to 
offer "new possibilities" because they were interesting. Despite many 
examples of nonstandard essay practices, almost all academic publica
tions in the US. still feature critical essays only with standard linear 
arguments and a normative academic monotone: 

Although the rise of cultural studies in the late eighties and 
early nineties teased at allowing a new articulation of criticism 
within the academy, not much has changed in terms of the pos
sible forms of criticism. But literary criticism, if it is to achieve 
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greater generative significance as a cultura1 creation, needs to 
engage its own fear of writing. It needs to become the subject 
of its own engagement, giving itself over to the dangers and flu
idities and cha11enges of that possibility. At the very least, con
temporary literary rulture needs to recognize other forms of 
writing as aitical and to grant them some measure of authority 
in academic institutions (PC, 7-8). 

Spahr's own essay in A Poetics of Criticism, "A. B, C: Reading 
Against Emily Dickinson and Gertrude Stein," opens by making her 
interest in boundary crossing explicit: 

To propose a connection between Dickinson and Stein is to 
insist on a misconnection, or a refiguring of connection. 
Neither reads the other. Dickinson limited by the inexorable 
irreversibility of time; Stein by inadequate editions of Dick
inson. But not merely a connection (a long distance phone call), 
for there is a1so a necessity. Literary aiticism likes to cluster 
around readings of connections--Coleridge and Wordsworth as 
the beginning of romanticism; Hawthorne and Melville as the 
beginnings of the American renaissance; Pound and Eliot as the 
beginning of modernism These connections are used to estab
lish schools, similarities. But with such a system, a canon of 
exclusion has been created, a history of authority (PC, 281). 

What Spahr, proposes, then, is a "reading of against" (PC, 281). A
gainst, that is, the traditiona11ineages of historicist readings of schools 
and conscious influence, a11 designed to establish that literary histcxy 
can be read "authoritatively" only in certain ways. Her essay thus dis
rupts our ability to think in terms of poetic "schools," and the way such 
"schools" become co-opted into histories of canon formation. Spahr 
does not perform this argument in the standard critical language of the 
SO<a1led "objective observert a] though the form of Spahr's essay is 
more normative than some in the book,. she nonetheless disrupts that 
norm through anachronistic, ahistorical metaphors too consciously 
poetic for standard aiticism. The metaphorical interruption "a long 
distance phone call" violates the standard form of such criticism, as do 
other ellipses on the level of both grammar and content throughout the 
essay. 

When Leave Books finally ceased production, Spahr's next edi
torial project, Chain, which she continues to co-edit with Jena Osman, 
became the forum in which she would highlight the problems of editor
ship first apparent in Leave. What Spahr and Osman address in Chain 
is that being an editor is fundamentally a problem of authority. There's 
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no way around the fact that an editor is the final decision maker abou t 
what does and does not appear in her publication; aJthough her r(' otdrr 
ship may respond to her choices, she is nonetheless in this context the 
final arbiter. How does one reconcile that fact with a desire to critique 
currently existing forms of authority? That is the problem that Spahr 
and Osman first confront in "Editor's Note: Frameworks," their discu.-r 
sion of the dynamics of editorship that appears in Chain 1. Interesting~ 
ly, the first level on which they critique the role of editorial nonns is the 
organization of the book itself. Their editoria1 comments occur midway 
through the magazine, rather than at the beginning, thus making their 
ed itorial voices appear as an integral part of the text, rather than as a 
frame which stands prior to or outside it. The article focuses on a self
aware exploration of their own roles as editors of Chain: 

It is impossible to make a frameless frame (although that is the 
vision from which this project derived). We have instead begun 
the journal with a forum that takes a look at how and why jour
na1s are created and in what ways questions of gender infonn
ed those decisions. It sounds absurd to edit a joumaJ that's 
about the editing of journals-a nightmare of self-reflexivity
and yet it is a way of creating a body that shows its own skele
ton. Instead of putting together a collection that claims over 
and over the ability of the editor to define ("hey! great outfit!"'), 
we wanted to be able to say "this made itself and here is what 
it's made of; it is just a part of what continues" (129-130). 

Taken to an extreme, that last statement is obviously a utopian impossi
bility; there's no way that Spahr and Osman can write themselves out of 
the authority of making decisions over what to include in the magazine. 
More importantly, though. Chain's editors attempt to make the ed.itoria1 
process explidt, and to explore its built-in limitations. 

Chain 1 consistently questions the dynamics of editoria1 activity 
from a gendered frame: "Women who edit hold a particular place in an 
established discourse of authority. Whether they think about it or not, 
they must evaluate their stance in relation to that realm" (131). Yet the 
editors continue to question whether a self-consciously gmdn'td di9-
course provides a good basis from which to explore editorship. While 
the first issue of Chain (a1though not succeeding ones) features work 
only by women, the editors also point out that starting "a gender-cen
tered forum is in some ways reinstating problematic narratives of gen
dcr"(130). Nonetheless, while women have a1ways been writers, until 
recently the history of the editor as final arbiter of literary value has 
been exclusively male. Certainly, some male editors can be relatively 
more open, some female editors relatively more authoritarian. But in 
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the United States, for instance, the history of the male editor as having 
the authority to present his values and taste runs all the way back to the 
beginning of the American history of poetry anthologies, as Alan 
Golding's r-ecent From Outlaw to Classic shows (3-40). 

The fonn of Spahr and Osman's editorial comments itself 
reflects the dynamic of their editorial activity. Rather than a linear dis
cussion of their project. .. Editor's Note: Frameworks" presents a dia· 
Iogue of response and counterreponse, frame and interruptions of 
frame. Thus, the "success"' claimed in the quote above is immediately 
countered by a paragraph headed "Interjection:"' 

I disagree with the idea that we've been "successful"' at opening 
up the journal to unfamiliar voices. Or at least it hasn't hap· 
pened to the degree that we had hoped for when we came up 
with the concept (132). 

Chain 1 successfully critiques the role that authority plays in editorship, 
both by making explicit the dynamics of authority in the editorial 
process, and by enacting a new version of such authority. Taken to-
gether, these differences critique the authority of editors of more stan· 
dardized journals. while suggesting other options for the editorial 
process. 

u. 

The relation between Spahr's editorial and critical activity, and 
her work as a poet, is complex. There are no immediately obvious urn. 
ties. In fact the relation between them requires a .. reading of againsr 
much like that Spahr suggests in her essay on Dickinson and Stein. 
Spahr's editorial activity is openly politically progressive, interested in 
challenging and undermining traditional modes of cultural and literary 
authority; if anything, Spahr might be criticized at times for overly 
utopian senses of what is possible. The voice of her editorial practices 
is forthright, open, and self-questioning, full of positive energy about 
the possibility of developing an alternative practice. 

Sphar's poetry, however, is far darker. Its concerns with pfOb.. 
lems of gender and cultural identity explore various pathologies, and 
the forms of culture that both create and address pathology. Her Leave 
Book chapbook Nuclear details the social pathology that created nudear 
weaponry. Uses of alien abduction ("Testimony"'), of multiple person
alities ('Thrasing Seems Crazy") or of horror films (Choosing Rooms) all 
explore what might be called the pathology of identity. 

What I mean by "pathology of identity" is that trying to achieve 
an identity for oneself and one's culture often becomes, in Spahr's work. 
the source of pathology. Identity often turns out in her work to be the 
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affempt to rtpresent oneself I§ on~lf, lJl. on~lf and to otherJ. Repl'\.'*><'nllnKo 
in this case, means the desire to present oneself as a sem$ of fix.._'(! 
images, means ultimately the desire to become fixed. But this d ..... ,n.•, un 
attempt to control one's identity through a series of unmovmg amagc 
of oneself and one's rulture, becomes a pathological urge to control 111 

nuctuating and indescribable reality. The urge is pathological bccau~, 
m Spahr's work. the desire to present a fixed image of oneself and one·~ 
culture leads inevitably to violence, whether psychological or physical. 

But while they may not be obvious, there are links between a 
progressive and open stance as ed itor and a grim explorati on of vi~ 
lence as poet. One can sec, in Spahr's editorial activi ty, a d esire not to 
be fixed by the pathological pu rsuit of si ngul ar authori ty. Similarly, 
one can see in her poetry all the dangers of fai ling to qu estion the 
beliefs that often lead to such authority. 

Much of Spahr's poetry explores the implications of film tech· 
nology. In poems like "The Letter," Spahr makes use of such effects as 
random splicing and montage to see how basic film technology- a 
series of static images run together to produce the illusion of motion
can alter the understanding of imagery in poetry. Spahr's sources are 
by no means limited to the traditional "high" art film. She's just as like-
ly to borrow from talk shows and other forms of popular culture. 
While Spahr's work is theoretically sophisticated, her ability to appro. 
priate the (ideologically load ed) visceral intensity of pop culture often 
gives her poetry the crash and bum intensity of a pop thrill er gone hay-
wire. 

In the chapbook Choosing Rooors, Spahr borrows from the typi· 
cal (if always useful) horror movie talc of bloodbath as metaphor for 
social relations, in which the only qu estion is who's going to get hurt 
first: "is it more disturbing to mutilate the self or the bird?/ to allow the 
mutilation of the self by an other?" 

In Choosing Rooms, Spahr sees human beings as constructed out 
of social relations. But the constructions she describes are almost con· 
stantly brutalizing. Spahr's young white everywoman has her eyes 
fo rced open and discovers that she's Carrie, Stephen King's tortured 
highschool power source, covered in blood and vengeful hypocritical 
prayers. Such an "overblown" scenario is cental to the power of horror 
movies, in which extremes of experience turn out not to be exceptions, 
but instead lie hidden in the supposed ly banal world of the everyday. 
This self--consciousJy overblown theatricality is one of the main featu res 
of Spahr's poetry, an attempt to draw out, and draw large, that perva· 
sive hidden horror. 

The "rooms" in Choosing Rooms are really little torture cham
bers. in which prearranged scenes of pain and disconnect ion act them· 
selves out in obsessive repetition: 
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in the room where we sit there are no answers 
but a corridor of live wires 
four metal rods mounted on wooden crosses 
batteries 

a naked woman enters this room but is contained between the 
wires attached to the battery (Choosing, 15) 

Here, the woman's fl L"Sh has been subjected to a painful nighbnare 
machine. The audience, in which "we" are included by definition. has 
no way out of this torture chamber. Indeed "we sit" among the deadly 
live wi res ourselves. 

The word "Choosing" in the book's title is a bitter farce, like a 
condemned political prisoner "choosing" to be hung or shot. The read
er of this book is an inevitable voyeur, partidpant and victim-the 
poems not only show readers scenes of torture, but get them actively 
involvL>d. No understanding of the game is possible. Short of simply 
putting the book down and refusing to read it, your only choice is to 
become complicit with the tortures it enacts. 

This lack of choice leads to a dark, unavoidable irony
Choosing Rooms wants to reveal torture, but also to inflict it. There is an 
astonishmgly pitiless quality to almost all Spahr's poetry. It is without 
comfort, and any sympathy comes at best indirectly, from Spahr's 
implication that such things should not be. But even that implication is 
undermined by the desire to obsessively explore such torture again and 
agai n. Such ambiguous desire is one of the central problems of all hor
ror literature; however much they may want to purge the experience of 
horror, readers and writers of such literature also want to experience 
horror, if only from the comforting safety of their own living rooms
rooms which turn out in Choosing Rooms to be neither comforting or 
safe. 

In some ways, Choosing Rooms is a blueprint for the expanded 
set of concerns that appear in Spahr's first full-length poetry collection, 
Response. All Spahr's poetry runs in sequences closer to montage than 
collage; although she never has only a single point, the sequences direct 
us repeatedly to central problems. Although some of the sequential 
poems that make up Response had appeared earlier in other forums, the 
power of Spahr's poem sequences becomes more intense when brought 
together in one book, because the interconnections between Spahr's 
poems can be highlighted. 

The first piece in R~onse, "introduction," opens with a ques
tion to which the rest of the book only apparently seeks an answer: 
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"how to tell without violating?" (Respon~, 9) I say apparently lx.•uu'M· 
the answer in much of Response is that telling itself is VIOlation. The 
desire to represent one's experience, to tell it, becomes the means of 
extending a socially enforced confusion: "I held my self (child) and I 
was confused" (10). The desire to hold onto oneself, through image, 
through language, through response, leads inevitably in ~onst to 
splitting one's personality into image fragments, in this case that o( the 
sel£ and the child. These fragments are each meant to contain the whole 
person, or the whole society. But because they don't, they war with 
other fragments that equally imagine themselves whole. 

In fact, the social landscape of contemporary experience turns 
ou t in the poem "responding" to be nothing more than these violently 
pathological fragmentary images: 

This is a place without a terrain a government that always 
changes an unstable language. Even buildings disappear 
from day to day. 

(gendered pronoun) wanders in this place 
(searching 

[waiting 

the condition of unbearableness is the constant state of mind 
for all occupants 

(13) 

This unbearableness is marked first and foremost by an aHempt to fix 
instability through singular sexual identities. Fixed into such singulari
ty, though, an unbearable searching for one's missing fragments begins. 

Throughout "responding," fixed identities are labelled, as they 
are above, not with specifics but with generic markings indicated by 
brackets: 

or (name of major historical figure) hails a cab, (generic 
possessive human pronoun) hand raised here, beckoning 
as the red flag with (name of fast food chain) waves 
behind [generic human pronoun) and the red star on top of 
the (name of cultural landmark in major city) twinkles (19). 

Paradoxically, the desire to control experience through a narTative that 
can give all things specific names leads to a circumstance in which the 
capacity to control through naming makes all specifics irrelevant. 

That "'thrasing seems crazy" is based on a story told on the 
Oprah Winfrey Show only adds to the lurid spectacle of its taJe of mul
tiple personalities. The reported story is as follows: a woman repeated -
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ly was terrorized., and eventually stabbed, by a male stalker to whom 
she gave the name "the poet." Police were unable to find this man. 
Eventually, though, the facts were discovered.; the woman was a victim 
of what is called. "dissociative personality d isorder," more commonly 
known as multiple personaliti es. The "man" who had stalked-and lit
eraHy stabbed her with a knife!- had been herself, in a dissociative state. 

In Spahr's poem, this story, while undeniably extreme, is 
nonetheless a prime example of the pathological desire to fi x one's iden
tity as singular. Oddly, having multiple personalities is not the prob
lem. One implication of Spa hr's poem is that we all have different per
sonalities in different environments; rather, problems result when one 
can 't recognize that one has multiple personalit ies: 

in the story the hook is the artist's rendering of the stalker as 
described. by the woman 

it is the woman in a man's face (41 ) 

The " hook" takes on multiple meanings in the poem; it is the hook that 
captures and kills a fish, the hook that gets a reader to watch a pro
g ram, and more centrally, the hook for the desire for fi xity from which 
one hangs oneself. What's astonishing about the details in "thrashing" 
is their doubl e significance; taken outside of the speci fics of this wom
an's story, they actually d escribe common occW'E'nces. 

Similarly, " testimony" concerns not the oddity of alien 
abductees but their relation to the condition o( others: 

in the midst of myth or belief 
claims of an archetypal contact through symbology that begins 
fifty to one hundred. years ago 
the stories gain fluency, even as they present questions 

there might be a book called. the Bible which contains all these 
reports 

the scrolls might be at the CIA headquarters in Langley, 
Virginia 

(59) 

In " testimony," the growing history of alien abduction represents sim
ply another socially developed holy symbology, another attempt to fix 
the meaning of mystery through image and language. " testimony" 
does not explore whether ind ividuals have been abducted by aliens; 
rather, it concerns the social pathologies involved in reporting oneself 
as an alien abductee. 

The second section of " testimony" includes a long lis t of 
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"reports" that describe images of abduction a nd define a world n( vlH 

lence, violation, and confusion. This world is intimately hnk(od by tlw"~~~o~• 
who report it to other, more clearly identifiab le horrors, such as M.>xual 
abuse: 

people claim to have been abducted 
claim to have been undressed and examined. 
poked and prodded 
claim that there are complex reproductive enterprises involvi ng 
conception and gestation o r incubation of mixed beings (54) 

Here, the phrase " mixed being"-which implies multiple or "impure" 
backgrounds and identities-is linked with abuse. But Spahr doesn 't 
make this link to suggest that self-reported. alien abd.uctees are simply 
repressing human sexual abuse. The "facts of the case" are not the 
point; what's at issue is the desire to fix the facts. What Spahr wants to 
show is the similarity of language in all descriptions of abuse. She 
wants us to see the links between violence and language about vio lence. 
She wants us to understa nd that the ways in which people talk about 
abuse are themselves often abusive because of the tendency to control 
and deny differences. Thus, in contradiction to many psycho therapeu
tic practices, Spahr shows how descri ptions of abuse often end up sup -
porh'ng abuse, becoming part of the problem rather than a cure. 

The third sedion of "testimony" features language in quotes 
meant to imply that this language is supposedly d irect testimony. 
Further self-reported links between alien abd.uctees and other social 
horrors are suggested by the abductees themselves, in quotes such as " It 
is just like Auschwitz, just like Auschwitz," and " I have recurri ng 
nuclear war dreams" (61). A brief fou rth section points out that "unreli
ability of infonnation" is a social fact, and that belief in "reliable infor
mation" often reveals the patho logical desire to fix reality . 

In the poem's final section. the narrator speaks directly to the 
reader. 

my point here is not the laugh 
not the truth 
not to merely explore truth's turns, information 's conspiracies 

it is: 

what do we do? (69) 

Despite her unwillingness to impose conclusions on the text, Spahr doc-s 
provide some possible answers to this question: 
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as we rethink ourselves, the political enters 
and the issue twists to become about our ability to touch 
infonnation 
to make our own decisions 
which has been required of us aJI along, we've just slacked off 
letting the advertisements speak a larger truth 
letting others do our thinking and condense it back to us as a 
series of dialectical issues (73) 

Of course, given the social dynamics of contemporary capitalism, one 
may not have the power to stop advertisements (and, by extension. all 
image-based and identity-based ideology) from uspeaking.u But Spahr 
wants us to understand the ways in which people partici pate in their 
own debasement to languages of violence. One may not be able to stop 
such "advertisements,." but one can consistently contest their power. 

In the final poem. "witness," section one has only one brief line: 
"when terrible things happen they must be witnessed" (n). This line 
questions the value of witness as practiced by Elie Wiesel and others; 
the urge to "witness," to tell and repeat scenes of violence so that they 
are not forgotten. can also increase the power of that violence to control 
human life by turning it into a tale. 

The rest of "witness'' follows through on that insight with the 
pitiless clarity typical of Spahr's poetry. Whatever the terrible event in 
~':ne:ion, "wi tnessing" is not a solution but an extension of many prob-

when does witness no longer witness? 

when does faith turn to act? 

why is everything reduced to letters, to abbreviations? 

how does one write the question of letters and not appropriate 
or make bland? 

(80) 

The urge to witness, even when bom out of the legitimate desire to 
have violence exposed, can tum quickly into an attempt to contain vio
lence through representational images. Such false containment leaves 
the uncontainable aspects of violence to fester, with the result. undoubt
edly, that they will emerge elsewhere again. 

Finally, "witness"' wants to make a space for those parts ol 
human experience that will not be reduced to representative telling: 
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an attempt to speak to the human moment will occur 
in these moments someone touches someone 
someone claims to love someone 
someone moves closer to someone in prelude to a propo5ition 
someone waits outside for someone to come by 
someone becomes unable to live his/ her life and succumbs 

this is information that might be left out of witness 
yet it has a bearing that is all the more strong. (93) 

These "human moments, H all of them problems because of the claims to 
fixity that they make, nonetheless have an impact that the representa
tional containment of "witness" will not be able to reach. In the last 
lines of this poem, and of ResponM, Spahr writes: "tum on the lights/ 
one person urges another/tum on the lights" (97}. The paradox im
plied is exactly as harsh, and as revealing. as the rest of the insights in 
the book. The person (indeed the culture) in darkness, seeking to bring 
clarity and hope into the darkness, finds only the pitiless, naked bulb, 
which offers no solution to the pain that it momentarily makes visi ble 
and extends. Ught is not simply the same as darkness, but may even be 
won;e. 

It would be a mistake to reduce Spahr's activities to a singular 
direction, or to isolate one aspect of her writing as most important. 
Rather, her work significantly interconnects. One must look at the 
interplay between the communal openness of her editorial activity and 
the enclosed sequences of agony which her poetry often presents. But 
even that interplay implies "a reading of against." The interplay 
between editorship, criticism and poetry suggests an attempt to strike a 
balance between hope and despair. But for Spahr, any too certain bal
ance is itself imbalance, and likely to deny unspeakable pain. One great 
significance of her work is that it refuses to allow readers a false balance 
that seems to contain violence, but actually only recreates it. 
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SHERRYBRENNANI-------------------------

make shift 

shoesaver 

"Remove shoes before entering playspace" 
-Burger King Playspace 

this is not simply language. and it does not go without saying. 
whether it is or is not language, it does not go without saying. 

They dig in. Digging a tunnel in into. They dig in. 
in a tunnel. into, & then they flower. flower & shed . 
Bursting in into the innermost. The guts. 

It was held in common. If they were held in common. And it was 
working from that space where they were held. And that is the assem
blage assembling. Where it dissembled it is not language because it dis
sembles language and so it docs not go without saying. going and not 
finding. or going. or just going in assemblage. 

It was a small doll. Someone had bought a smaJI 
doll wrapped in a green nylon coat or wrapper, a 
square wrapper such as on gum or cigarettes. 
held together by velcro. Velcro must be grasped 
and puUed. open. And underneath the coat there 
is the body of the doll-vinyl, blocky. And dan· 
gling on a string behind the doll's body like a 
marionette--a small skeleton. Then it was said
"But didn 't you know, inside every little girl there 
is the skeleton of an old man?" 

Which is to say language. language dangling on the restless body. 
dull. vinyl. where the language dances in your bones. But you know. 
didn't. didn't you know? if pushed. your shoes are too big. 

That was the fair. fair. or a fireman's festival . on 
a summer's night. as you like it. social. and, in 
your mouth, cotton. or melting. cotton. cotton. 

And that's where it was. beside you. or between you. was&- was 
apparently. or anything. force or the desire for a future. a certain type 
of it. was. on behalf. of language. and also a body as well. as weU. 
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well. fair. 

But we have no slogan. no slogans. only our shoes that go or we gu 
our shoes. too big or too shiny or too old or too painterly or too Ckp<.'n 
sive or too white or too iU·prepared or too ugly or too unkempt or too 
unbefitting, unbefitting a slogan. 

So that is why it goes saying. why it can be art. or poetry. or a calhng. 
or disaster within. it caJis me out. or disaster. I am called out. or dl't
aster. [ call out. out of tum. 

spirit. independence. and one other . it was mild . o 
discovery . o self . o any one. o thee. 

it was far . faring. far&- faring . and that was why we 
went. 

so then it was a question of context. How do you tun
nel up into the context without abandoning language. 
or our now. it was faring. and that was why. why go. 
why we said go. go shrubbery. go fishing. go away. 
go gone. go going. go more. go. 

where one would have been sent or caJled and then it did not hold . or 
breathe. After that, stuttering. And the stuttering was necessary. a 
nursery. a nursery of shrubberies. or fishes. a fi shery. a fish ha tchery. 

But now we are in our old shoes&- going. and this going is not finding. 
it fishes. and so we are faring. fare thee and well. 

life alchemy, or, fluid mechanics 

Most recently-since Monday- l've been thinking about this monism 
question. In the shower, a couple of weeks ago, there was a hair- very 
short-like you might shave off your legs-but it sa!med to be alive, 
moving, not down with the now of water, but shifting around languid· 
ly, sometimes seeming to pulse. so then, because of this movement 
independent of the now of water I decided it was a baby thousand leg· 
ger, and flushed it down the drain. 
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Monday, in the shower, a longer hair from my head was on the side of 
the tub, but it moved in a simi lar way, pulsing and not simply washed 
down in the flow of water. Then I realized that hair, although inani
mate in the way that we define life, has cells and capillary action and 
that it can absorb flow and currents and expand and contract, and that 
the water, too, though inanimate, has currents and flows other than just 
washing down and that its tension and movement can affect something 
as smaJJ as a small hair in different ways than just washing it down. So 
that the hair appeared to be a living creature. 

Is this a hair or a bug? Is it living or non-living. Does it move of its 
own force, its lifeforce, or is it moved by something with force, is it 
human or inhuman. I make these distinctions daily. I make them with 
respect to my own body, with respect to rain and wind, with respect to 
the flowers in my garden, with respect to other people. Or rather, it 
seems, lht-sc distinctions have been made in general. By science, as I 
know it in a limited way. By theology. By philosophy. And these dis
tinctions, inevitably, come to inhabit and define what I write. poetry. 

It's a simple idea in some ways. simplistic, even. unnecessary. it does
n't reaJJy seem to deserve explanation. but it bothers. because, really, 
it's beyond comprehension. in some way. it grounds what we think 
about language, our bodies, and the differences between our bodies and 
our languages. in the world around us. 

In the world around us, our philosophical and theological beliefs are 
fashioned by the traditions that have come to us from Christianity, and, 
prior to Christianity, from the Greeks, since Plato. For more than 100 
years, now, at least since Nietzsche (and I would say, Darwin), philoso
phers have been trying to think both before and beyond Christianity 
and the Greeks. and to think back behind these traditions is difficult. 
So on the one hand, phHosophy since the late 19th century is trying to 
think about the pre-Socratic Greeks and their writing as the pre-Socratic 
Greeks might have thought it-before Christianity and before Plato. 
And on the other hand, they are using Greek thought to think through 
and past Christianity to some other way of understanding the world. &: 
its forces. 

cytherea-
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pulcher, pulchr
puddle 

pulchr-

and so back to the monad. monism. 
it's not that everything is alive or animate or.-or.
it's not anthropological. 

anti>-

-and what-

cut 

the stem of the flower, the word 
cut 

not anthropos 
but anthos 

so, not that all is one, in unity, 
col lapsed back to godhead or deity-

-although the Greek way of understanding 
all force as deos--wind, water, air, sun, 

the huntress, the satyr, 
the goddess of desire

aphrodite, cytherea ... 
does not collapse .. 

but rather movement, movement irrespective of life, like the move
ments of wind, water, rocks, the circling of the earth and its magnetic 
fields, its revolutions, its gravities ... and our catching. we don't move 
entirely independently of these forces, and yet we aren't entirely depen
dent, either. we might move with these tensions, or against them. or 
absorb them. or between them ... eddies ... currents. in fluid mechanics, 
called turbuJent or unsteady flow. and so, also, language. 

this way going is where we already have our feet, to where we have 
already set agoing our bodies agoing in their way, or along. along the 
way. and that is the pulling or pooling. and in this pulling we are not 
merely washed away or washed down, but pooled, as awash. so awash 
without away. or going. awash going. and for that-that pooling or 
pulling-abandon or abundance, but more like a binding abandon, so 
then we are abandoning awash. awash. 

However, not awash without any distinctions. Quite to the contrary. 
We are attentive to the distinctions that have previously been arranged 
for us by our western traditions, the Greek or the Christian. Yet. awash., 
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await. And thus l said, force or the desire for a future. a certain type of 
it. await, awash, and this is by language. or it is said to be language. 
but tunnelling up through that edifice which has been set about us, and 
then away, awash, going. or pooling. and this pooling in language and 
in and against the blocky edifice of our traditions, in the pooling of 
these contexts, we are writing, and writing awash. so then the poetry. 

the poetry is not then about newness. Not at all. However, it depends 
upon all the newnesses that those who have written in the twentieth 
century have allowed to us. And now, we write out of that newness, 
into the future. and not without regard to the past. 

but it is impossible to desi re the future without inhabiting our own bod
ies, our own traditions, our streets, our cities, our rural farmJands. And 
this is the pulling / pooling. Force. That constraint or tension, like the 
tension in a drop of water, or along the surface of a pool, or in its cur
rents. Desire outspreads from these contexts. From our daily lives. 

And it- the poetry-is not about newness, though it is about the future. 
And it is not about the past, although it writes as a part of the past . 
And to some extent, in that we inhabit our moment, now, we awash 
aware now, the poetry is now. not new. But only now as with regard 
to the future. await. not await in passivity. but with expectation. and 
so I said, force or the desire for a future. 

The poetry of the twentieth century has been primarily obsessed with 
the new, making new out of the past or the presenl Whereas we need 
to be able to account for the present moment and to consider the past as 
a part of what we are, where we are, awash. And so, we are not simply 
concerned with being new, but in the tensions between the new and the 
contexts out of which it writes. in the way in which the new as it has 
been written in the late 19th and in the 20th centuries, the way in which 
these fonnal experiments of the avant-gard.e would allow us to resist or 
interrupt or tunnel into those edifices of the past that surround us even 

so we surround ourselves or we are surrounded, pooled, and the 
pulling exerts a force that could be said to be new, but is not about new
ness. Rather, assemblages including the pull of the new, the edifice of 
the past, the context of the present, these things that have to do with 
our temporal space, gather force and shift. And in the shift, a tension, 
like the tension of water, language, our language, awash, washes. so 
we listen to these movements or shifts, which pervade anything we 
might say. and that saying comes to be a poetry, or poetries rather-, 
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poctnes highly attuned to our cultures, our current moment, our J>·•··l· 
attunL'<i in order to shift or make shift. 

*boulevud betweenn 

"Tit~ cr~ator in tM arts is li~ all the rest of tlte ptoplt living, he IS 

~nsitivt to tilt! changes in t~ way of living and his art is inwitably 
influenud by the way tach gtntration is living, tire way eaclr genera • 
lion is being ~ducot~d and tM way they movt about, all this creates 
the composition of that generation." -Gertrude Stein 

Lisa Jamot's Some Otkr Kind of Mission is one of a number of books 
published in 1996 and 1997 that seem to me to make poetry out of a 
kind of turbulence-model of language, context-laden and yet future. In 
]arnot's book, I want to ta lk about one phrase that shows up on the 
page namL'<i " TWO." Along the left hand side of this page a list is hand
written six times, 

messerschmidts. 
B-17s 
spit fires 
zeros. (japanese) 

Then there is a short poem pasted in the middle right of the page, the 
last three stanzas of which read : 

the faith
fulness of 
machine gun 
fire-

s•ve 
helen 
back, 

or some other 
kind of mission 

on the right of the page, really surrounding this short poem, there is a 
brief handwritten phrase that appears to have been xeroxed multiple 
times at different magnifications and pasted around the edges of the 
page: 
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t-;ivc 
Helen 
back 

(mother fuckcrs-

Th1s brief sentence is not without context. The context is not contained 
in the book. but dearly the book evokes the story of Helen and Paris 
(elsewhere: "Pa ris fucked Helen fourteen hundred times. There was a 
war going on"). It doesn't recapitulate the story. It doesn't merely refer 
to the story, ei ther. It speaks back through the centuries to Paris. It 
says to Paris and to others. perhaps his fellow-<ountrymen, "give I 
Helen I back II (mother fuckers-" It makes a command. The speaker 
is commanding Paris and the warriors who participated in the abduc
tion. It doc'Sn't speak to Homer. It doesn't evoke the great literature of 
the Creeks. And yet, with that most late-twentieth-<entury of exple
tives, it dU(.'Sn't really speak in the voice of the Trojans, either. It speaks 
frnm nuw, from here, and it speaks to those who have made us here 
and now. And it speaks of one of the most influential stories about the 
abduction of a beautiful woman by a man. It gives a command. It calls 
Paris and his cohorts out. It commands them to action. It provokes 
them. 

In this way, it tunnels up into the narrative and bursts forth, from with
in. Not really to destroy that edifice, but to take it up again. now, here, 
in the 1990s. It makes a demand. It demands accountability for the 
past and the stories we have told about our past. It demands us, the 
readers. to account for the place ol the past now here as we read in this 
moment. It demands our return, as well. Circling back through nearly 
3,000 years of our literary past, to return to the present, fully attuned to 
the place of Helen among us. And in that tension-the connections 
between the story as we were told it so many years ago by Homer, and 
the present, most popular attitudes towards women and sexuality in the 
1990s-in that tension, the poetry of the moment is set awash. It 
rdurns to us and demolishes us, not the past. As if "some other kind of 
m1ssion"-it demolishes us. 

Rod Smith's In Memory of my Theories was also published in 1996. The 
third poem, "Sieff," begins: 
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The focal tendon acrostic moan. The word plunging attribute 
possible. unfold stem of contraction sift, as at the top and the 
bottom of. 

The context is an infinite interpenetration of figmcntary ubjt 
tification. The sense in the intense indent is aural. N(_ock. or, 
tablet, rays. Alone to the bend it 

These lines both describe and enact the poetic movement as 11 is alrc.1dy 
underway. the words plunge through many possible attributes; stem 
unfold, contract, sift; and aural sense intense tones, a-tones, bends. The 
lines are a focal tendon, an acrostic moan. 

The lines also refer to a context: "The context is an infinite interpcnctra 
lion of figmentary subjectification." At first glance, thi s sentence seems 
self-explanatory. In a somewhat mockingly self-conscious jargon-laden 
way, it seems to talk about the interlacing between context and the self, 
the mobile relationship between the self, however figmentary, and the 
con text. But this reading fails to watch the workings of context in this 
context. What is context here? There seems to be no context in the 
usual sense-no landscape, no narrative direction, no setting, no pia~. 
nothing within which or towards which we can refer the action for 
interpretation. 

The Amtrican Heritage Dictionary gives two definitions of the word con
text: 

1. The part of a written or spoken statement in which a word or 
passage at issue occurs; that which leads up to and follows and 
often specifies the meaning of a particular expression. 2. The 
circumstances in which a particular event occurs; a situation. 

In both cases---<ontext as the text which surrounds, and context as 
event-the context is that which allows us to make sense of the focus of 
the text or action at hand. But here is a different definition of context: 
"' the context is an infinite interpenetration of figmentary subjectifica
tion." This is not saying that the context and the self are interpenetra
ble. It says that the context is itself interpenetration. The context is 
nothing more than movement, the movement of imaginary wordnesses, 
figmentary subjectifications. The context is the motion. 

We can refer back to the derivation of our English word context, again 
from the American Heritage: 

Middle English, from Latin, conUxtus, coherence, sequence of 
words, from the past participle of contexere, to join together, 
weave : com- together + textert, to join, weave, plait. 

Accordingly, context is that which sequences. Only, in "Sieff," the 
sequencing is rather less about joining together in the grammatical or 
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logical ways to which we are accustomed, than it is about a sequencing 
that foregrounds sequencing itself. The sequence and movement of the 
words and sentences. their inappositions, their pull ing and putting 
movements, their disjoints-these make up the context at work, already 
underway, as it bends, tones. shifts, conjoints, contracts, sifts, folds and 
unfolds, in turbul ence. 

For example, a couple of pages later, there is an interesting sequence 
that moves or sifts the pronoun "she": 

wing coup in the job touched. Repugnant Shipbuilding. the 
fourth letter of. Point a lso called pcroxy radical . She school. She 
boundary. She written. She stimulus. She clean ou t. She advan
tage. She basis. She peoples. She goods. She content. She 
Islands. She drive. She shoot. She applies. She burner. She kind 
she multiple she in the working of the shining Switzerland a 
gentile sheriff shaving lotion and nonfissionable modem chuck
le strip the wood boulevard between them. 

There are innumerable ways that this stanza could be read. But in the 
context of th is argument, I want to draw attention to the movement of 
the word or syllable "she." "She" is a moving target of sorts. Linked or 
joined here in pairs to a number of words, not all verbs. "She Islands," 
for instance, could just be the name of a group of islands, the She 
Islands. Or, like "She content," it could be that she islands, like she dri
ves, like she shoots. Is she content, she? Or is the content under scruti
ny in this context? Or are "she" and "content" the very disjuncture of 
content and self from the grammatical nonn, where she and content 
paired in this non-grammatical form without a verb of being are simply 
discrepant, the discrepant context? In any case, she is not in one place, 
the she's multiply here, each two-word sentence skitters off in a differ
ent direction, and so the context lopes or stretches out, pushed out past 
what we would typically und erstand as a context, all stretched out of 
shape, until the syllable "she" shimmers into the phoneme sh-, in shin
ing, in sheriff, in shaving, in lotion, in nonfissionable. 

And yet, despite all this sift, the very insistence on a certain kind of con
text, however stretched out of shape, the context built by the very repe
tition and si fting, the multiple siting, of she-, this insistence, this con
text, says something about the ways we use the pronoun she. Now. 
Today. It says to us. And not unJike (although also tonally quite 
unlike) Jamot's "give Helen back (mother fuckers--," Smith stretches 
the context out precisely to ask a question about the "boulevard 
between" us. Or, as he says immediately following this stanza: "20th 
comes after changes walls burst. syrupy. opportunities." This context 
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upt•ns up a poet ry of opportunili(.'S, cha nges. Where !-hl' m1ght nul tw 11 

n ... 'O));ni zablc subject, instead, a mobile syllable, multi ply Mluatt<d And 
the continual sift of the poetry ca ll s us as readers to be att enti ve hl tlu '> 
shi fting. and to the speci fic siting of the words in the1r contexN. It al't4l 
asks us to be attentive to the kinds of change tha t a re possible, now, m 
the 20th century, among us. 

In the preface to her Imagination Vtr~. Jennifer Moxley writes about 
the relationsh ip between the possible, the future, and poetry. Our 
imagination of what is possible, she writes, whether for society, for life, 
or for poetry, is "by its very nature unequal." She wri tes, "~~en ~e 
hope for a futu re different from the present we uncover the InJUStice of 
our imagination." 

What docs th is injustice mean? That's the difficult question. What 
would it mean for imagination to be unjust, o r unL-qual? What would it 
mean for ou r imaginati on, in its very futurity, to be unjust? 

According to Moxley, this inequality demands compromise, in th at our 
dai ly li ves arc never equal to the task of the future that we might imag
ine. In the same way, the poem is a lso limited by the situatedness of 
our living. in that it is "drawn from the viewpoint, time frame and land
scape of a single life." So that there is a certain disj uncture betwe~n the 
temporal trajectory of the possible or imagined, and the present Sllua l
t>d ness of everyd ay li vi ng. That disjuncture, for Moxley, is poetry : 'The 
poem offers a h1story of and a future for the mind's prerogati ve t~ exist 
as more than a memory of its mileus. It is a sma ll but necessary mter
vention, a crucial and criti cal d isjuncture." 

Disjuncture, then, marks the inadequacy of the p resent to the futu re. 
This disjuncture is the injustice of imagination. We have surrounding 
us the time and space within which we live, and we can only write out 
of that context. Yet if poetry is to be anything o ther than recollect ion m 
solitude, not merely reifying the ed ifices of our traditions and memo
ries, if poetry is to be anything other than a history of our pasts, 11 must 

1magme a future different from our present. And yet there is no know n 
way into the future. There is no connection betwee n the presen t and 
the future, because the future is always yet to come. And thus, the 
injustice, the disjunction which is poetry, as Moxley says, Ha bridge of 
hall measures on the way to the possible." 

Moxley's poetry is, then, a poetry of disjuncture, a poetry of imagina
tion. But imagination here is redefined. It is not the imagi nation of the 
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mmnnlics, whose poetry was a rt"Collt"Clion in solitude, nn irnngination 
uf memory. It is, instead, an imagination of the unknowable future. 

"Duct 1'1 Wordsworth" is made up of just such disjuncture. The first 
uf twu stan:t..as reads: 

Seal my fits with grey immortality, 
and reaper slumber among the ruined 
world ways, beauteous lucy, much the yew 
ln.oes su~rised us of the solitary 
resolution of mutability . 
lonely she dwelt in independence too, 
up my cottage strange passion leaps as few 
men wandered by traveled Tintem Abbey. 

At one level, this poem works as a pastiche of the titles of Wordsworth's 
poems. Just glancing at the Riverside Stltcltd Ponns I found all but a 
very few of these words in the "Table of Contents." At another level 
the siluatedness or context out of which this poem works, ' 
Wordsworth's poetry, allows us to read it as an intervention, an imag
inf.>d future different from our present. 

".Duet" ~ould be. read through any number of Wordsworth's poems, but 
I m part1cularly mterested in 'The Excursion: Book One- The 
Wanderer." As the headnote summarizes: "The Author reaches a 
ruined cottage upon a Common, and there meets with a revered Friend 
the Wanderer, ... !who) relates the History of its last Inhabitant." The ' 
last inhabitant of the cottage was a woman named Margaret, whose 
husband, once an industri ous weaver, succumbs to economic pressures 
~~d deserts her. The Wanderer circles throughout the countryside, vis
ltmg Margaret periodically . 

Initially, she is described as "One whose stock 1 Of virtues bloomed 
beneath this lowly roof" (511-12). And after her husband's departure, 
the increasing disorderliness of her family is described primarily in 
tenns of her house and her garden. The second time the Wanderer vis
~ts he~ afte~ her husband's departure, he comments that her garden had 
lost 1ts pnde of neatness. Daisy-flowers and thrift I Had broken their 

trim border-lines, and straggled I O'er paths" (721-24). At his third 
visit, the following spring, he comments that he "once again entering 
the garden saw, I More plainly still, that poverty and grief 1 Were now 
c~e nearer to her: weeds defaced I The hardened soil, and knots of 
withered grass" (832-35). 
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Throughout its long tradition, poetry in the west has often mctaphc'f" 
izcd the feminine as floral. And, since at least the etgh teenlh century 1n 
England, the country house and formal garden has symbolued ordef'ly 
fami ly life. So, in this respect, "The Wanderer" is qUite commonplu to 

What is perhaps more interesting, though, is the way that the fem1mnod 
garden in its very ruin and disorder comes to stand for the narrahve'" 
effect on the Wanderer-and, by extension, the poem's effect on the 
reader. Ncar the end of the poem, the Wanderer describes the ruined 
garden where Margaret's spirit sleeps, overgrown with weeds and 
spear-grass, as "beautiful," and "calm and still." "So still an image of 
tranquillity, I ... I That what we feel of sorrow and despair I From rum 
and from change, and all the grief I That passi ng shows of Being leave 
behind, I Appeared an idle d ream" (946-52). 

Here the timeless tranquillity of the garden grave is posed agai nst the 
ruinous changes of time. The reader's anticipated sorrowful response to 
death and change is said to seem "an idle dream." So change, as a func
tion of time and imagination, brings only ruin, despair and sorrow, 
whi le the contemplation of a timeless feminine natu re can work against 
this ruinous change and its attendant grief. 

Now, returning to Moxley's poem after this excursion, we can see sever
al ways in which "Duet #1" torques Wordsworth's words, imagining 
change. First of all, the first-person speaker, the poet, is ambiguous: is 
Wordsworth, is Moxley, is both, a duet? So that aJready, in the speak
er's initiaJ invocation of lucy-''Seal my fits with grey immortaJity, .. 
beauteous Lucy"-the poet's relation to the feminine muse is shifted. 
Secondly, the feminine that is invoked is not beauteous and dead, she is 
beauteous and independent: "Lonely she dwelt in independence too." 
And thirdly, the relationships between humans, the world, ideas and 
lime are all shifted. Immortality is grey, the reapers slumber, the yew 
trees su~rise, resolution is a resolution of mutability, and the cottage is 
not SUrTOUnded by the natural world-whether orderly or disorderly
it is overgrown with strange passion. These shifts are produced by 
grammatical and poetic disjunctions. And they speak, not of a ruinous 
change, but of openness to change, to mutability, to disjuncture. 

Robert Fittennan's Mttropofis (1-15), forthcoming from Sun & Moon, 
also si tuates its language in multiple disjunctive contexts. Uke the 
other books under discussion here, it is not really possible to do it jus
tice in the space available. A number of the poems would make for a 
valuable discussion: "6," which reproduces excerpts ol newspapers 
with all but a few words and phrases blacked or crossed out; .. 7," a 
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description of car lots in Queens in July; "10," a table of contents and 
summary headnotes to a book entitled "The State of Things Called 
Recent;" "12"-"Living Under The Letter F," which includes the stanza: 

lllfffff 

!;fff 

(ff ee 

But for the purposes of this essay, I tum to "15," which is drawn from 
Washington lrving'sA History of New York. The first Jines read: 

PlaCID Glbbett IsLAnd 
B;JJOWs, thRONGed 

the laTe beauTEous prosPECt 'prenTICes 

FANcy YouRseUO reaDer! 

a pasSion for cleaNlin~the leading PRincipLe 
in OOMestic EcoNomy 

Immediately, we know this language is quoted. Words like placid, bil· 
lows, thronged, beauteous prospect, are not commonly used at this end 
of the century, and the direct address to the reader is quite old·fash· 
~oned in diction. ~e also know that elements are probably juxtaposed 
m new ways: the hne Hthe laTe beauTEous prosPECt 'prenTICes" 
seems to be made up of at least two separate elements from Irving's 
text, since Happrentices," even when used as a verb, usually refers to a 
person, not a horizon. 

8~1 this poem opens up its source in another interesting way, somewhat 
dafferently than the poems discussed above. The source here doesn't 
operate as a context. for ~he poem. Instead, the poem pulls Irving's 
words and phrases mto ats context, the late twentieth.century context of 
the poem Metropolis. And in this context, A History ofNtw York takes on 
new meanings. 

For instance, it is fairly obvious that the following lines are not excerpt· 
ed innocently: 
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EveRY man shouLd be alLOWed 
quiETly to inHerit His faTHEr's HAt 

Bouwery, or country scat, 
in patRIArchal retirement 

It's just not possibl e, in 1996, to use the word patriarchal uncriti cally. 
Reading backwards from its usc, then, we could also question the claim 
that "EveRY man shouLd be alWWed I quiETly to inHerit His 
faTHEr's" ... his father's hat? Wait. "HAt I 8ouwery, or country sca t." 

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, bouwery, now spelled 
bowery, is derived from the Dutch bouwenj, fann, estate, from bouwen, 
to cultivate. It is defined as "a farm or plantation owned by one of the 
early Dutch settlers of New York." There is also an older English word 
bower, bowery, which in p<X'tic d iction refers to "a rustic cottage, a 
country retreat." Then there is the Bowery, which is defined: " A street 
and St..'Clion of lower Manhattan, New York City, frequented by dere
licts. (From BOWERY (originally Peter Stuyvesant's estate).(" Of 
course today's Bowery-a hipster have~annot be avoided in this 
line. All of these senses are operative, and, the insertion of the word 
"hat" and the contemporary Bowery in to a sentence about the inheri
tance of property pulls that sentence, rudely, into the present day. 

However, Fittennan is not merely interested in pointing out d isparities 
between present day New York and the bucolic tranquillity of the early 
town. The citations seem chosen just as much for their over·the-top 
rhetoric as for their descriptive value. So that it becomes impossible to 
separate the role of a hi storian of the city from that of the public poet. 
Or, as the poem says: 

the high·minded Pieter de Groodt 
shoWder down a panNier Load of beneDictionS-

the Long Pipes-

Manhattoes--

garriSoned bY a douGhtY 
host of oRaTors 

The text here comes to incorporate Fittennan himself, includes us and 
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our uw n "high-mindcr'' "panNier Load." This kind of turn folds the 
source text onto the poem in such a way as to resist any attempt top~ 
ducc a critical reading of the source text. Poem .. 13" gives us another 
index of this resistance to a simplistic distinction between source text. 
poetic text and context in Metropolis: 

When dOC'S the quote stop 
Qhen doth thus quote stopeth 
vis-a-vis a congoleum stripped 
overcoat of the obvious yearning a 

pith&: gin rickey yesteryear-

Things are scari er than 
the rear-view redundancy under 

sun lamp, reappears the mood 
ring of safety, the profit in loneliness, 

cries mistrial likely 
judged from the past. 

Here, the attempt to judge the past is more of a mistrial-.. invalid 
because of a basic error in procedure" (AH Dictionary). We can't simply 
look back at, judge and therefore differentiate ourselves from the past. 
"Things are scarier than I the rear-view." Rather, the error in proce
dure is assummg that we know when the quote stops. In the way that 
everyday or contemporary objects like a hat, the Bowery, congoleum. 
mood ring, sun lamp, and gin rickey invade these poems-in a similar 
way, our language, our assu mptions, and our present arc incessantly 
invaded by the past. There is no easy differentiation of our present 
from our pasts. And, by extension-to return to ou r discussion of the 
future-our imagination of the possible cannot escape our contexts, our 
traditions, our rootedness, the edifices that surround us. In fact, we are 
just as likely to be "judged from the past." As Fitterman cites. folding 
the text back onto us: "FANcy YouRsel£0 reaDer!" 

And so I said tunnel up, into. If our present and pasts, like an Alcatraz, 
arc int.>SCapable and in a certain sense indestructible, we still have the 
advantage of the uncreated future. In scientific usage, an experiment is 
a test of what we do not know against the physical properties of the 
world. An experiment does not create new matter, it creates new 
knowledge. It does not change the physical world, it changes the 
boundaries of our interactions with the world. It does not discover new 
worlds, it discovers us differently. It changes what we can do. Perhaps 
we can think of innovation in language in this manner, so that innova-

live poetry now, here in the late 1990s, wou ld not subl'iCn~ In tlw lu 
gan, "make it new." Instead, it would ask questions: What'" 1t Wt> du 
not know? How do we pay attention to the world as we have mher1h-d 
it, in order to make shift? To ask this is to think the relations betwt't'n 
language and the world differently. 

The discussion in all of these books broadens out to larger issues of the 
social and poetry. But perhaps the most insistant about such issues 18 

juliana Spahr's R~spon~. The initial poem "Responding," takes up the 
question of the relations between art and nation,. the social and the per
son. As it begins: 'This is a place without a terrain a government that 
always I changes an unstable language." 

Section II reads: 

realism's authenticities are not the question 

the question (role of art in the State 

we know (name of major historical figure) calJs, authenticaJiy, 
for a more total, more radical war than we can even 
dream in the language o£ the avant-garde 

we know a commercial promises to reduce plaque more 
effectively in this same tone 

Here, war is called for, the avant-garde dreams, and commerce promis
es, all in the same language. Each of these language-uses claim sole 
authenticity. But how do we fashion an art, a language use, that does 
not abandon promise, dreams, radicality-and yet is somehow distin
guishable from the claims of nation and its attendant war, or the daims 
of commerce? 

"We can't," Spahr writes, "keep our fingers of connection out of il." 
And so, one response, and a necessary response, it seems, is precisely to 
draw the connections between art, nation, war, commerce, culture. Our 
art, our language, is situated within these bounds. Yet, at the same 
time, it is possible to differentiate: "rewritten, the goal of the artist is to 
prevent reality in a true and I concrete manner." 

How does one, the poet. "prevent reality?" The word "prevenr here 
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seems to mean multiply. At one level, it means to keep something from 
happening, to stop an action already undenvay. That is resistance. But 
the older meaning of prevent, closer to the Latin original prtUVtnire, " to 
come before, anticipate," is also operative here. The artist precedes real
ity, in her attention to the future. That is the experiment. It represents 
the positive valence of our work. 

gr.aphic body,or, the albatross 

I have been arguing for--attempting to demonstrate-a common 
attunement to context and its languages among these poets. I think this 
commonality extends to a wider range of poets writing today. This 
writing attends to specific uses of language in our culture, both present 
and past-the use of the story of Helen, the pronoun she, the ways we 
talk about death and time, our historical reference points for the devel
opment of urban space, the inheritance of property, the language of 
commercials, the language of war. The poetry does not just resist these 
u~, or abstract itself from them. II situates its own poetic languages 
w1th regard to these specific language si tes. It constitutes itself in ten
sion with them, within their bounds, and then ... Then it shifts. 

This kind of language use, a poetry that "prevents reality," depends on 
a very material notion of language-language as that which moves and 
has consequences in our world, a bodily language, a language constitut
ed within or bound up with our bodies; thus, a multiple and varied lan
guage-languages, I should say. Languages as varied as our bodies, 
our histories, our presents. our futures. Languages that catch us up in 
their turbulent flow. 

Mark Wallace, in the recent Shadows, writes: 

There is no such thing as language. There are words and their 
histories, there are contexts, structures, ways of speaking, lan
guages that often contest or merge with each other, a boisterous 
and fragile multiplicity. But there is no monolithic center which 
the word " language" could mean. There are certainly, in differ
ing contexts, languages with different kinds of (though always 
changing) power. 

Wallace here speaks of language formations-languages and their con
texts. Since we cannot assume a monologic language, he says, we find 
ourselves having to situate our poetry in multiple and in specific ways. 
We ourselves are bound up in these contexts. We cannot cut ourselves 
out of the text; we bring our bodies, our lives, our cities, our societies, 
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our histories, the compo&ition of our generation, to our poetriee. 

"Such words" -the words we write from within thC8e contexts, Wallace 
goes on to say-.,resist other meanings(and the powers supported by 
thooe meanings) that they find mtolerable or offensive, but lllwoyo.,.., 
of tM changes they create tmd 11tt" (my emphasis). The words are caught 
up in the very tensions and flows that they describe. As are we. And 
our potential for change depends upon our opennC66 to this catchJng. 
this pulling or pooling. And so we return to the question of change: 
fon::e or the desire for a future. 

In her .,Responding,,. Spahr refers to various kinds of language use by 
writers: 

[generic pronoun) painted on houses, streets, stones, trees 

[generic pronoun) covered [name of island] with strange marks 
in chalk,. oil paint, and dye 

[generic pronoun) wished to reduce writing to the zero level 
where it is without meaning. When culture invades 
private life on a large scale [generic pronoun] said the 
individual cannot escape being raped 

another (generic noun] made a font that was scratched into 
paper by a knife 

this font made each letter into a single scratch 

These statements are all instances of writing being etched onto the 
physical world, or onto the body, or onto paper. 1bese statements aU 
describe a certain kind of physical force, a language use that resists the 
fon::es that impinge upon people. They describe a kind of embattled 
war in the trenches-the force of language against the forces of the 
world. 

But Spahr's poetry enacts a different kind of force-it allows for trajec
tories elsewhere, turbulence, flow. It does not just name a resistance to 
immovable forces; instead, it enacts the potential of language to do 
more than we can think. Between brackets. The subjects of this poem: 
"(generic pronounL"' "'(generic nounL,. remain potential. The brackets 
allow for a different future, they prevent reality by shifting the term&
literally-of the material body of language away from a male or a 
female subject. They bracket gender, and the gendered body, in lan-
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guage, while opening up the highly volatile topic of rape; and the 
bracketing, of course, foregrounds the question in its space. Who 
wished, who said, who did these things, we wonder. Was it a man or a 
woman7 We want to put a pronoun in the space allotted for it. We 
struggle to read these statements without the signposts we are used to. 
The very shift gives us pause. 

In the space of the pause, where our attention catches, if only momen
tarily, in each phrase, on that which is bracketed. ln that skip, in that 
shift, there, there, the future. And its possibility hinges on the way that 
gender, the gendered pronoun, is attended to, made or make shift. 

In similar ways, I would argue, the strange capitalization and di.scor· 
dant temporality of Fittennan's text, the disjunctive grammar and odd 
juxtaposition of MoxJey's uses of Wordsworth's poetic language, the 
discrepant uses of the pronoun she in Smith's "Sieff," and Jamot's 
urgent rereading of Homer, .. give Helen back (mother fuckers"- each 
of these strategies foregrounds the materiality of the text, attuned to the 
operations of language in each specific context. In each of these 
instances, our usual attitudes towards the fonnations of gender in lan
guage are shifted, if only momentarily. At each lurch giving us pause, 
making us aware of language uses we so often take for granted, uses 
such as the automatic assignment of .. she, .... he" and u;r in our every· 
day speech, with aJI the assumptions attendant on the ideas of mas
culinity or feminity. 

These are the kinds of experiments undertaken by these books. 
Experiments not on language ptr ~.but with the ways that we use 
words--words and their tensions with our world, social and physical. 

Some of the oldest myths of our culture-myths of how the world was 
fonned out of chaos; myths of how God was, in the beginning before 
time, the Word; myths of how and why male and femaJe humans, ani
maJs, and plants were created-these myths rely on a certain definition 
of humanity and its relationships with language and the world. Our 
very notion of a letter (the letter I, or the letter a), our very concept of 
Word, are already pervaded by western and Christian notions of body, 
of the material world, of the priority of spiritual or intellectual being 
over the body in the world. 

So that, for instance, a single letter or a single sound is thought to be 
without meaning, while the Word is weighty. And in this way, the 
physical presence of language, either in written or spoken fonn, is not 
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thought of as the thing that carries meaning. Meaning is said to b4! 
extraneous to form-given from without, from God. 

These kinds of baggage have tended to be invisible in our ru.lture. 
Invisible and weighty and in some ways inescapable. And yet, if we we 
to imagine a future different from our own present, we have to risk thit 
baggage. By that I mean that even as we carry around and within us 
our skeletons, our bodies, our histories, our property, our poetries, we 
also risk being carried. away. in the current. awash. as I have said, 
going, going and not finding, ferrying the possible ... desire ... the future 
... carrying with us what is possible to say. and so saying. in that tur
bulence. we. make. shift. 
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